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PREFACE

0.1 MANUAL OBJECTIVES
This manual is both a tutorial and a reference document. Useful techniques for writing TRAX
application programs are described. Debugging and ~esting techniques for TRAX applications
are discussed, with examples. This manual also gives detailed reference information about how
to use the TRAX system library routines, and the TRAX transaction processor definition utilities.
0.2 INTENDED AUDIENCE
This document is written for use by the TRAX application programmer. It assumes prior knowledge
of either BASIC-PLUS-2 or COBOL. To use the material in this manual, you must also have an
understanding of TRAX application design considerations.
0.3 STRUCTURE OF THIS DOCUMENT
This manual is divided into chapters and appendices. The following list gives a general description
of each section:
Chapter
1. Introduces key concepts and facilities.
2. Describes structural requirements for TSTs.
3. Discusses file I/O operations from TSTs.
4. Describes how to use the TRAX system library routines.
5. Describes how to use batch processing with a transaction processor.
6. Describes the link facilities used for inter-processor communication.
7. Describes how to compile, build, and debug a TST.
8. Introduces the Transaction Processor Definition Utilities.
9. Describes how to use the TPDEF utility to define a transaction processor.
10. Describes how to use the STADEF utility to define stations.
II. Describes how to use the TRADEF utility to define transaction types.
12. Describes how to use the FILDEF utility to define application data files.
13. Describes TRAX application security facilities.
14. Describes the transaction testing and debugging environment.
A. Gives you information about writing TSTs in MACRO.
B. Shows the COBOL TST RDCUST from the TRAX Sample Application.
C. Shows the BASIC TST's RDCUST.

0.4 ASSOCIATED DOCUMENTS
Before reading this document, you must read the Introduction to TRAX.
If you are not familiar with the program development facilities supported under TRAX, you should
read the TRAX Support Environment User's Guide and the DEC Editor Reference Manual.
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If you are unfamiliar with TRAX application design techniques, you may find it helpful to read the
TRAX Application Designer's Guide.
Several programming reference documents are supplied with the TRAX documentation set. You
will find detailed information on how to use the entire programming language in these manuals:
TRAX COBOL Language Reference Manual
TRAX COBOL User's Guide
TRAX BASIC-PLUS-2 Language Reference Manual
TRAX BASIC-PL US-2 User s Guide
Finally the TRAX System Manager's Guide has useful information concerning system backup and
maintenance, as well as an extensive listing of system error messages.
0.5 CONVENTION USED IN THIS DOCUMENT
Throughout this manual, the term TST is used to refer to a transaction step task, which is a TRAX
application program. TP is sometimes used in place of the term transaction processor. The following conventions and used in examples:
(CTRL/Z

)

~

GD
Red text

xiv

The CTRL key and another key pressed simultaneously (e.g., CTRLjZ)
The RETURN key (carriage-return/line feed).
The ESCAPE key.
Where examples contain both user input and computer output, the characters you
type are in red; the characters the computer prints are in black

CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

Application programming at a TRAX installation consists of three primary functions:
• Writing Transaction Step Tasks (TST).
• Running the transaction processor definition utilities.
• Debugging, integrating, and testing TSTs as part of the transaction processor.
This manual contains specific information to assist you in performing these tasks. This chapter contains a description of what a TST can do, and introduces a transaction design to acquaint you with
the type of processing performed in a TRAX system.
Before you begin to use this manual, you should be comfortable with the following terminology
used to describe transaction processing at a TRAX installation:
Transaction processor
Transaction
Transaction instance
Exchange
Exchange message
Transaction workspace
Transaction slot
Response message
Station
If any of these terms are unfamiliar, you should refer to the Introduction to TRAX or the TRAX
Application Designer's Guide.
1.1 TRAX APPLICATION PROGRAMS - TSTs
A Transaction Step Task (TST) is a TRAX application program. You write a TST in COBOL,
BASIC-PLUS-2, or MACRO. The TST is responsible for the application related processing in a
transaction processor. It typically performs functions such as data base inquiry and update, input
validation, and mathematical calculations.
A TST is incorporated into a transaction processor through a TST station. The TST station is the
system software module that serves as the interface between the TRAX executive and the task
image constructed from your TST source statements. Each TST task image has a defined TST
station specified through the STADEF utility dialog.
The TST closely resembles a subroutine. The transaction processor invokes the TST in the same
fashion that a mainline program calls a subroutine. During the call, the transaction processor passes
two parameters to the TST. These parameters are the exchange message, which contains the user
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input, and the transaction workspace, which provides context for TSTs in the same transaction
instance.
The order in which TSTs process an exchange message is dependent upon the transaction definition.
Each TST applies a specified set of processing steps to an arriving exchange message.
A TST can perform any or all of the following actions:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Validate user input contained in the exchange message.
Alter data in the exchange message or transaction workspace.
Add records, update records, or retrieve records in permanent data files.
Create, update, and read from work (temporary) files.
Store and retrieve messages at mailbox stations.
Perform logical and arithmetic operation on data supplied to the TST.
Send data (report messages) to be printed on a hard-copy output-only terminal.
Send data (response messages) to the initiating station at the conclusion of an exchange.
Control the processing sequence by altering the exchange routing list, or the subsequent
action of the current exchange.
Call a system routine to restart the current exchange.
Construct an exchange message and cause a batch job to be submitted.
Initiate (spawn) new transaction instances. These spawned transactions are independent
and asynchronous from the processing of the current exchange.
Abort the current, or a spawned transaction instance.
Call system library routines to access system information such as time and data, station, file,
and transaction ID's.
Log selected data to the system journa1ling device.

Chapter 2 describes how to set up a TST, and access the data in the exchange message and transaction workspace.
Chapter 3 describes file I/O operations as they apply to TSTs.
Chapter 4 describes the set of TRAX system library routines available to TSTs.
Figure 1-1 is a graphic description of the data that is accessed, modified, and created by a TST.
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1.2 A TYPICAL TRANSACTION
A set of transactions have been designed to illustrate the examples in this manual. To more clearly
understand the application programming process, look first at the following transaction design used
to change customer data. Figure 1-2 is a transaction structure diagram prepared by the application
designer. It shows the sequence of processing and flow of data through this transaction. The numbers on the diagram correspond to the numbered notes in the following section.
1.2.1 Notes on the Transaction Structure Diagram for CHGCUS
1. The Transaction Begins. The user has selected this transaction on a transaction selection
form.
2. Displaying the Form for the First Exchange. The ftrst exchange begins with the display of a
form. This form is specified in the transaction definition and is found in the form definition
file.
3. First User Input. The user enters the customer ID on the form, and transmits the data' to
the system by pressing the ENTER key.
4. Exchange Message Constructed. When the data from the terminal arrives at the transaction
processor, it is used to construct an exchange message according to the specifications in
the form definition.
5. Exchange Message Routing. The transaction deftnition includes a routing list for each exchange. This list specifies in order the TST stations where the exchange message routed.
In this example, only one TST, RDCUST, is on the routing list.
6. Processing by the RDCUST TST. The exchange message is routed to the TST station
RDCUST. The RDCUST TST is invoked and the exchange message and transaction workspace are passed to it. RDCUST reads the customer record specified by the user input contained in the exchange message.
7. Response Message Sent. When the record is read successfully, the TST calls a system library
routine to send a response message containing customer record data. The response message
is sent to the initiating station and is a "PRCEED" type directing the station to go on to the
next exchange.
8. Error Reply Sent. If the TST cannot read the record, it sends a reply type response message
to the initiating station. In some cases, this reply allows the user to reenter the first exchange. In the case of severe errors, the reply causes the transaction to be aborted. The
application programmer is responsible for selecting the type of response message.
9. The Second Exchange. When the terminal station receives the PRCEED messages from
RDCUST, it enters the second exchange of CHGCUS.
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10. Display Response Message Data. The response message data is displayed on the form for
the second exchange according to the specifications in the form definition. The user is
asked to edit the customer data.
11. Second Exchange User Input. The user reads the information on the form, and edits the
data as required. If the data is correct, the user need not enter any data.
12. Exchange Message Constructed. When the user presses the ENTER key, the data is formatted into an exchange message according to the specifications on the form definition.
All customer data is included in the form definition, not just the data changed by the user.
13. Exchange Message Routing. The second exchange has two TSTs on the routing list. The
first TST, VALIDC, validates the user input. The second TST, REWRIT, updates the
record on the customer file.
14. Processing by VALIDC TST. This TST examines the user input data, and sends error
replies if information is missing or incomplete.
15. Processing by REWRIT TST. If VALIDC terminates normally, the exchange message is
passed to the REWRIT TST station. REWRIT updates the record content on the customer
file. If errors are encountered, a reply response message is sent to the initiating station. If
successful, a success reply is sent to the initiating station.
16. Generation of Response Message. This response message contains no data. It does contain
a parameter value instructing the terminal station to display reply screen 1.
17. Response Message Arrives at Terminal Station. The response message causes a reply screen
containing the notation **TRANSACfION COMPLETE** to be displayed on the terminal
screen.
18. User presses AFFIRM Key. When the confirmation message is received, pressing the AFFIRM key ends the transaction instance and returns the terminal screen to the first form
of the CHGCUS transaction.
19. User return to Transaction Selection Screen. If the user wants to return to a transaction
selection menu, he presses the CLOSE key.
20. Error Replies. If VALIDC or RDCUST has sent an error reply, the cause of the error is
displayed on the screen. If the error is recoverable, the uSer can modify the customer
data as required and reenter the second exchange. Non-recoverable errors force the user
to abort the transaction instance.
In addition to a transaction structure diagram, the application programmer should normally receive
the following information from the application designer:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

A copy of the transaction definition specification sheet.
A transaction workspace specification sheet for the transaction.
A copy of the record layout for each file accessed by the transaction.
A file definition specification sheet for each file.
An exchange message specification sheet for each exchange.
Response message specification sheets for each response message and error reply sent in
the transition.
7. A TST specification sheet, and TST station specification sheet for each TST used in the
transaction.
8. Mailbox and Report message specifications required by the transaction.

The specification sheets used to illustrate Chapters 2, 3, and 4 are drawn from the implementation
of CHGCUS used in the TRAX Sample Application. These specifications are developed in the
TRAX Application Guide.
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CHAPTER 2
CODING A TRANSACTION STEP TASK

2.1 USING TSTs IN A TRAX APPLICATION
A TST is an application program that performs a single data processing operation in the execution
of a transaction instance. For programming purposes, a TST is a special type of subroutine that is
called by a transaction processor. Writing TSTs is the major procedural programming effort involved in the development of a transaction processing application.
Every TST has an associated TST station. When a terminal user generates data that needs to be processed by a specific TST, the transaction processor sends that data (called an exchange message) to
the TSTs station. The presence of the exchange message at the station causes a copy of the TST to
be brought into memory and executed. The TST then processes the exchange message and exits.
The TST is not run again until another exchange message arrives at its station.
The exchange routing list directs the processing of the exchange message. This list is defined for
each exchange in a transaction as part of the transaction definition.
Exchange messages are sent to stations in the order that the stations are specified in the exchange's
routing list. When one TST terminates, the processor sends the exchange message to the next station in the routing list of the current exchange. A TST may alter the contents of the exchange
message.
2.2 TST IMPLEMENTATION CONSIDERATIONS
In a transaction processing environment, many data processing functions are repeated in different
places within the overall framework of an application. Careful design allows the application programmer to use source language libraries to reduce the number of individual statements that must
be coded.
For example, a data structure for a customer record remains the same whether it is used for adding,
deleting, updating or displaying the information. Storing this data structure in a separate file will
allow you to include in the TSTs you are coding without having to retype each of the source statements.
A recommended technique to improve productivity is to use skeleton source files for your TSTs. A
skeleton file contains general headings pertinent to TSTs. The skeleton source files can be used to
construct TST files by using the DEC Editor, or by using the COBOL COpy verb or the BASICPLUS-2 APPEND command.
NOTE
While using the same form or TSTs for different applications may appear attractive
during the design phase, experience has shown that coding each form and TST for a
specific transaction type makes the transaction easier to debug and checkout, and
results in a more efficient custom-tailored system.
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2.3 THE TST DEVELOPMENT PROCESS
The stages in the development of a TST are:
1. Analyze the TST specification received from the application designer. The specification is a
descriptive plan that you can convert into a set of source language statements.
2. Code the TST in the programming language you have selected, and create a source file using
the DEC Editor (see the DEC Editor Reference Manual).
3. Compile your source file using the appropriate language compiler. To compile a TST source
statement file, you must specify the /TST command switch at the time you invoke the compiler. (Compiler specific infonnation is available in the TRAX Language Reference Manual
and Users Guide for each of the supported source languages.)
4. Using the TSTBLD utility, link the resulting',object module into a task image file suitable
for use with the DEBUG utility.
5. Debug the TST using the DEBUG utility in the support environment.
6. Using the TSTBLD utility, link the object module into a task image file suitable for transaction processing debugging. This task image should include support for a debugging
tenninal.
7. Install a transaction processor that uses the TST. Debug the TST using the debugging tenninal, the software error log, and the transaction processor trace facility.
8. When debugging and testing is complete, run the TSTBLD utility to relink the object
module into a production version of the TST.
2.4 TST STRUCTURAL REQUIREMENTS
This section describes the structural elements of a TST, and suggests how you should code them in
both COBOL and BASIC-PLUS-2.
A TST closely resembles a subroutine. If you think of the transaction processor as a main program,
a TST is simply a subroutine called and executed by the transaction processor after an exchange
message has been received by the station associated with the TST.
A TST uses two arguments supplied to it by the transaction processor, the exchange message, and
the transaction workspace.
The exchange message is created by the initiator of an exchange. The exchange message contains
the external data that is processed by an exchange defined in a transaction definition. Each exchange has its own unique exchange message, which is routed to the TST stations in the order specified by the routing list for that exchange. An exchange message must exist in every transaction
instance.
The TST workspace is an area of storage provided by the system where a TST can store data for
processing by subsequent exchanges in the same transaction instance. The transaction workspace is
optional. If a transaction workspace is not present, the TST should not refer to a transaction
workspace argument.
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2.5 THE TST ENTRY POINT
When the transaction processor sends an exchange message to a TST station, the TST associated
with that station begins execution. The transaction processor supplies the TST, as a subroutine,
with two arguments, the exchange message and the transaction workspace. The method of accessing these arguments is different for each language.
2.5.1 Specifying the Program Name and TST Parameters in COBOL
A COBOL TST requires that you specify TSTEP as the PROGRAM-ID in the IDENTIFICATION
DIVISION. Since a TST references two common data structures, the exchange message and transaction workspace, you must define these areas in a LINKAGE SECTION in the DATA DIVISION.
The TST accesses these structures thro~gh the USING clause of the PROCEDURE DIVISION
header where you specify the data names of the exchange message and transaction workspace.
The following COBOL examples are taken from the TST "RDCUST":
In the IDENTIFICATION DIVISION:
PROGRAM-ID. TSTEP.

TRAX requires that a TST always have the ·program name TSTEP.

In the DATA DIVISION:
LINKAGE SECTION.

The LINKAGE SECTION denotes storage that is
not physically in the program, but in a common
area that is referenced by subroutines.

01 EXCHANGE-MESSAGE.

The group data item name of the data structure
describing the contents of the exchange message.
The exchange message structure must be defined
in the Linkage Section. See Section 2.6.1 for
further information on coding the exchange
message.

01 TRANSACTION-WORKSPACE.

The group data item name of the data structure
describing the contents of the transaction workspace. If a workspace has been defined for the
transaction type, you must define the workspace
data structure in the Linkage Section. If no
workspace parameter is specified in the PROCEDURE DIVISION header, you do not need to
define a workspace data structure in the
LINKAGE SECTION. See Section 2.7.1 for
further information on coding the transaction
workspace.
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In the PROCEDURE DIVISION, the first statement must be the following:
PROCEDURE DIVISION USING EXCHANGE-MESSAGE, TRANSACTION-WORKSPACE.
The parameters specified in the USING clause of the PROCEDURE DIVISION header are the
date names defined for the exchange message and transaction workspace in the LINKAGE
SECTION of the DATA DIVISION. The data structures following those data names reference
data stored in the system common data areas.
2.5.2 Coding the BASIC-PLUS-2 TST Statement
In BASIC-PLUS-2, the entry point must be the first statement in the TST. This statement must be
a TST statement. The suggested form of a TST statement used in the entry point is:
I TST TSTEP (argument I, argument2)
In this example:
is the statement number.
TST

is a BASIC-PLUS-2 keyword used to identify
this program as a TST.

TSTEP

is the program name required for all TSTs.

argument I

is a dummy parameter used by the BASIC-PLUS2 TST to map the data structure specified in the
MSGMAP statement onto the exchange message
supplied by the transaction processor. This data
structure may have any name you choose, but
must be a string type variable.

argument2

is a dummy parameter used by the TST to map
the data structure specified in the WRKMAP
statement on to the transaction workspace supplied by the transaction processor. This data
structure may have any name you choose, but
must be a string-type variable. If a transaction
is defined without a transaction workspace, this
parameter should be omitted.

2.6 THE EXCHANGE MESSAGE
The exchange message is a TRAX data structure that allows TSTs to pass information from the
initiator of a transaction instance to other stations defined as part of the same exchange in a transaction instance. In your TST source statements, you must define a data structure that describes the
exchange message. The exact method of defining the exchange message varies according to the
source language that you select for your TSTs.
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The next two sections describe language specific considerations to be followed in coding the exchange message data structure.
When you specify the exchange message size in the transaction definit~on, the value you supply is
rounded up to the next highest multiple of 64. For example, if you specify the exchange message
area as 96 bytes, the transaction definition allocates 128 bytes for the exchange message area.
The combined space allocations of the exchange message and transaction workspace cannot exceed
8064 bytes.
The form in Figure 2-1 is a specification sheet prepared by the application designer for the exchange
message in the first exchange of the Change Customer Transaction.

EXCHANGE MESSAGE SPECIFICATION SHEET

Transaction Processor
Transaction Name
Exchange Label

Field No.

IslAIMI piLI El
IclHIGlclulsl
IclHlGlEIxI11

Starting Byte

Length (Bytes)

6

Contents

Customer Number

2

3
4

5
6

7
8

9
10

11
12

Figure 2-1
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2.6.1 Coding the Exchange Message in COBOL
The exchange message is the first of the two parameters passed to the TST by the transaction
processor. It must be defined in the LINKAGE SECTION iand its group data item name must be
the fIrst parameter in the USING clause of the PROCEDURE DIVISION header. For example:
LINKAGE SECTION.
01 EXCHANGE-MESSAGE.
03 EM-CUSTOMER-NUMBER

PIC X(6).

2.6.2 Coding the BASIC-PLUS-2 MSGMAP Statements
(Exchange Message Map)
You use the BASIC-PLUS-2 MSGMAP statement to describe the exchange message data structure.
The MSGMAP statement is a TRAX extension to BASIC-PLUS-2, and is a special type of MAP
statement for use with exchange messages. The following example shows the BASIC-PLUS-2
MSGMAP statements used to describe the exchange message specifIed in Figure 2-1.
600 \

MSGMAP

EM.CUSTOMER.NUMBER$

=

6

&

2.7 THE TRANSACTION WORKSPACE
The transaction workspace is the second data structure the transaction processor supplies to your
TST. The transaction workspace provides context for subsequent TST processing. It should be
noted that the system does not initialize the transaction workspace when a transaction instance
begins. The transaction workspace is available to every TST in every exchange performed by a
transaction instance.
If the transaction defInition specifies a workspace, then you must specify a workspace parameter
even if your TST does not reference it. If the transaction defInition specifIes a workspace with a
length of zero, you must not specify a workspace parameter. The method of referencing the transaction workspace area differs according to the programming language you select.
When you specify the transaction workspace size in the transaction defInition, the value you supply
is rounded up to the next highest multiple of 64. For example, if you specify the transaction workspace area as 205 bytes, the transaction defInition allocates 256 bytes for the transaction workspace
area.
For any transaction, the combined space allocations of the exchange message and transaction workspace cannot exceed 8064 bytes.
Looking at the example transaction shown in Figure 1-2, you can see the transaction workspace in
use.
The transaction CHGCUS illustrated in Figure 1-2, asks the terminal operator for a customer ID
number, and then lists the corresponding customer record on the terminal.
The transaction workspace is firsfused to transmit the customer record from the first exchange
(the process of getting the customer ID and retrieving the corresponding customer record), to the
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TRANSACTION WORKSPACE SPECIFICATION SHEET

IslAIMlplLIEI
IclHIGlclulsl

Transaction Processor
Transaction Name

Field No.

Starting Byte

1

1

6

2

7

30

Customer Name

3

37

30

Address line One

4

67

30

Address line Two

5

97

30

Address line Three

6

127

5

7

132

·10

Telephone Number

8

142

20

Attention - Of

9

162

12

Credit limit (9(10)V99)

10

174

12

Current Balance (9( 10) V99)

11

186

12

Purchases Y-T·O (9(10)V99)

12

198

4

Next Order Sequence Number

13

202

4

Next Payment Sequence Number

Length (Bytes)

Contents
Customer Number

Zip Code

14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

Figure 2-2
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second exchange. The second exchange is initiated by a response message that sends the information from the transaction workspace to the initiating terminal station where it is inserted into the
form specified for the second exchange.
Figure 2-2 shows a transaction workspace specification prepared for this transaction type.
2.7.1 Coding the Transaction Workspace in COBOL
The transaction workspace is the second of the two parameters passed to the TST by the transaction processor. It must be defined in the LINKAGE SECTION and the group data item name must
be specified as the second USING clause parameter in the PROCEDURE DIVISION header. The
following example shows how the transaction workspace data structure described in Figure 2-2 is
defined in the LINKAGE SECTION.
DATA DIVISION.
LINKAGE SECTION.

•
•
•

01 TRANSACTION-WORKSPACE.
02 WS-CUSTOMER-FILE-RECORD.
03 WS-CUSTOMER-NUMBER
03 WS-CUSTOMER-NAME
03 WS-ADDRESS-LINE-I
03 WS-ADDRESS-LINE-2
03 WS-ADDRESS-LINE-3
03 WS-ADDRESS-ZIP-CODE
03 WS-TELEPHONE-NUMBER
03 WS-ATTENTION-LINE
03 WS-CREDIT-LIMIT-AMOUNT
03 WS-CURRENT-BALANCE
03 WS-PURCHASES-YTD
03 WS-NEXT-ORDER-DATE
03 WS-NEXT-PAYMENT-DATE

PIC X(6).
PIC X(30).
PIC X(30).
PIC X(30).
PIC X(30).
PIC 9(5).
PIC 9(10).
PIC X(20).
PIC 9(12).
PIC 9(12).
PIC 9 (12).
PIC 9(4).
PIC 9(4).

The level 0 I data name describes the entire workspace. The level 02 data item describes a record
data structure. The level 03 data items describe the individual fields in that record.
2.7.2 Coding the BASIC-PLUS-2 WRKMAP Statements
(Transaction Workspace Map)
The WRKMAP statement is used to describe the structure of the transaction workspace in BASICPLUS-2 TSTs. The WRKMAP statement can specify several levels of data structure mapping.
WRKMAP is a TRAX extension to the BASIC-PLUS-2Ianguage. It has all the capabilities of the
MAP statement, however, a map name need not be specified.
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The following example shows the use of the WRKMAP statement to describe the transaction workspace data structure shown in Figure 2-2.
600

WRKMAP

\

WRKMAP

= 205

WS.CUSTOMER.FILE.RECORD$
\

WS.CUSTOMER.NAME$
=
WS.CUSTOMER.NAME$
=
WS.ADDRESS.l $
=
WS.ADDRESS.2$
=
WS.ADDRESS.3$
=
WS.ZIP.CODE$
=
WS. TELEPHONE. NUMBER$
=
WS.ATTENTION.LINE$
=
WS.CREDIT.LIMIT$
=
WS.CURRENT.BALANCE$
=
WS.PURCHASES.YTD$
=
WS.NEXT.ORDER.NUMBER$ =
WS.NEXT.PAYMENT.NUMBER$ =

6
30
30
30
30
5
10
20
12
12
12
4
4

&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&

In this example, the first WRKMAP statement defines a workspace of 205 characters, and
assigns it to a string variable.
The second WRKMAP statement subdivides the record into individual fields, and assigns each
field to a string variable.
2.8 EXITING FROM A TST
When writing TSTs, you must provide for an orderly exit.
In the case of a transaction instance initiated from an application terminal, an orderly exit
depends on the type and status of processing in that TST.
• If your TST has completed processing successfully, and additional TSTs remain on the
exchange routing list, then a normal exit point must be provided to allow processing to
continue at the next station on the list.
• If your TST has detected an error condition that requires user intervention or termination of the transaction instance, the TST should delete any remaining stations from the
routing list and send a response message back to the initiating terminal.
• Depending on the severity of the error, the response message may allow the user to
edit and reenter the exchange, or may cause the transaction instance to be terminated.
• If your TST is the last station in an exchange routing list, you must send a response
message back to the initiating terminal, and provide a normal exit point to release system resources.
In the last two cases, if the call to the response message library routine is unsuccessful, you must
provide a facility for an orderly termination of the transaction instance.
The normal exit point should be coded according to the conventions of the programming language.
The following sections describe the normal exit points for each source language.
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2.8.1 Nonnal Exit from a COBOL TST
The EXIT-PROGRAM statement is used to perform a normal exit from a TST. This statement
marks the logical end of the TST, and causes control to be returned to the transaction processor.
An example of the EXIT-PROGRAM Statement is:
END-PROGRAM.
EXIT PROGRAM.
2.8.2 Nonnal Exit from a BASIC-PLUS-2 TST
The BASIC-PLUS-2Ianguage provides a TSTEND statement. This statement must be placed as the
last statement in a TST. The TSTEND statement is the last statement processed by the BASICPLUS-2 compiler, and it causes the TST to exit when it is executed. (It is suggested that the
TSTEND statement appear at line number 32767.) For example:
32000
32767
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TSTEND

CHAPTER 3
TST FILE INPUT/OUTPUT OPERATIONS

TRAX operates on files using the standard file I/O syntax of COBOL and BASIC-PLUS-2. In
addition, TRAX supports several types of record locking operations designed to improve data
base integrity.
This chapter introduces important TRAX file processing concepts and explains how to perfonn
I/O operations from TSTs. The pennitted language syntax for COBOL and BASIC-PLUS-2 is documented in the respective Language Reference Manuals. The discussion in this chapter centers on
the specific implications of file I/O operations in TSTs.
3.1 APPLICATION DATA FILES
Every transaction processor has a set of application data files associated with it. These files consist
of two types, pennanent files and work files. The association between a transaction processor and
a specific data file is made by the FILDEF utility program (See Chapter 12) which matches the
physical file specification with a logical file name assigned by the application designer. Various file
attributes are made known to the transaction processor during the execution of the FILDEF utility.
When a transaction processor is started, all pennanent data files defined for that transaction pro c··
essor are opened by the TRAX data management routines.
Data files are organized in one of three ways:

• Sequential

In the sequential file organization, records appear in physical sequence. Each
record, except the first, has another record preceding it, and each record, except the last, has another record following it. The records appear in the physical order they were originally written to the file.

• Relative

A relative file is structured as a series of fixed-size record cells. Cell size is
based on the size you specify as the maximum length permitted for a record
in the file. These cells are numbered in succession from 1 (the first) to n (the
last). The cell's number represents its location relative to the beginning of the
file.
Each cell in a relative file can contain a single record. The file can have empty
cells interspersed with full cells.
The cell numbers in a relative file are unique. You can use them to identify
both the cell, and the record occupying that cell. When you use a cell number
to identify a record, the cell number is the relative record number.
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• Indexed

Indexed files are organized according to keys in the individual records. A key
is a character string present in every record of an indexed file. The location
and length of a key is identical in all records.
Every indexed file must have at least one key specified. This primary key must
be a unique identifier on the record. Duplicate primary key values are not
pennitted. You may also specify alternate keys for indexed files.
Alternate key values can be duplicated in a file and may be changed by record
updates. As you write records into an indexed file, RMS builds a tree-structured table known as an index. Every key defined for a file has a separate
index.

3.2 TYPES OF DATA FILES
TRAX supports two classes of application data files; permanent files, and work files.
Permanent files must be created and defined before a transaction processor is started. Permanent
files make use of full RMS file sharing capabilities and pennit individual record locking. The data in
pennanent files can be accessed by many concurrent transaction instances. Permanent files can be
organized as sequential, relative, or indexed files.
Work files are generally temporary files. A work file is created by an executing transaction instance,
and may be subsequently modified by that same instance. Once that transaction instance is closed,
only programs in the support environment may process that data. Since work files are not shared,
record locking is not supported for work files.
Typically work files are used to:
• Hold temporary data specific to a transaction instance.
• Build command files for use by a support environment program.
Work files may be organized as sequential or relative files.
Work files are opened and connected by the OPEN statement and disconnected and closed by the
CLOSE statement in the TST.
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3.3 FILE ACCESS METHODS
TRAX supports two fIle access methods; sequential and random. Sequential access means that
records are retrieved or written in the a sequence implied by the file organization. Sequential
access to sequential files implies the records are accessed one-by-one starting with the first physical
record in the file. To read the fifth record in a sequentially organized file, the first four records
must be read first.
Records preceding the current record location cannot be read unless the sequential file is first
closed, then reopened and accessed from the beginning of the file. TRAX does not support rewinding of sequential files.
Sequential access to relative files is based on the cell numbers in the file. The records are accessed
in cell number order beginning with the first cell and continuing in ascending cell number order.
Empty record cells are ignored. Sequential write operations on relative files are permitted only
to empty cells in the file.
Sequential access to indexed files is based upon the key specified in the operation. If a file is
organized with two keys, account number, and name, a sequential read operation using the account
number key begins with the specified account number and accesses the next higher number each
time. Similarly, a sequential read on name begins with the specified name and accesses the next
alphabetically sequenced name each time.

Random Access. In random access mode, the program, rather than the file organization determines
the order in which records are processed. Each program request for a record operates independently
of the preceding record access. In random mode, the I/O operation must identify the desired record
when it issues the call to the I/O routines. Random access is not permitted on sequential files.
Random access on relative files is based on the relative record number specified in the I/O statement. A program can read relative records at random by specifying cell numbers. In random access
mode, you can operate on record number 47 then record number 13 followed by record number 31.
Random access on indexed files is based on the key value specified in the I/O statement. If you
want to read the record with the alternate key value JONES, then the key ABRAMS, and then
SMITH, you use the random access mode, and specify the exact key value when you call the I/O
routine.
TRAX also supports access by both methods in the same program. This allows you to access a
record randomly, then access all following records in a sequential fashion. The implementation
of this feature is language dependent.
3.4 LOGICAL DATA FILE NAMES
Any file that a TST intends to access, including work files, must be defined in the framework of
the transaction processor.
You use the FILDEF utility to assign a 1- to 6-character logical file name to each data file. After
you answer a set of questions, FILDEF creates a set of internal file definitions which the processor
utilizes each time a TST attempts to access a file.
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The logical names assigned to permanent data and work files must be used by every TST that
references these files. The file definition record relates the file's logical name to its corresponding file specification.
3.5 PREPARING TO USE FILES FROM A TST
Each application data file that you reference in a TST must have a Input/Output channel number
assigned to it in the TST. This channel number allows the data management routines of the transaction processor to connect defined application data files to your TST. Selection of I/O channel
numbers is made by the application designer at the time the TST is specified. There are two rules
governing channel assignments:
1. The same channel number cannot be used for two different files in the same transaction
instance.
2. If a file is opened on a specific channel number, in order to maintain context, subsequent
TSTs in that transaction instance must use the same channel number to reference that file.

The range of channel numbers is dependent upon the source language you are using. Before you
can perform operations on application data files, you must logically connect the files to your TST.
Preparing for file operations differs in each supported source language. The following general rules
apply to TRAX applications:
• The transaction processor opens all defined application data files at the time it is installed.
• The file open operation in the TST is actually a logical channel connection to the application data file.
• You must properly specify the file organization, access method, and file attributes in your
TST. This data affects the type of calls your TST makes to TRAX data management services
routines.
TSTs must execute an OPEN statement to connect a stream to a file and to establish record context
between TSTs in a transaction instance. Normally OPEN performs two distinct functions; opening
a file and connecting an I/O channel from the program to the file. In a TST, the file is opened by
the transaction processor. The OPEN statement performs only the channel connect operation. The
OPEN is not perfonned by the OPEN statement in the TST.
The following is an example of maintaining record context. TSTI connects to a file using channel
1. Suppose TST 1 sequentially reads the first five records on the file and exits. Later in the same
transaction instance, TST2 connects to the same file on channell. A sequential read by TST2
retrieves the sixth record from the file. This is possible since TST 1 didn't CLOSE the file, and
record context was maintained for subsequent TSTs in the transaction instance. If TST 1 issued a
CLOSE, then the sequential read by TST2 would have retrieved the first record instead of the sixth.
When the OPEN statement in a TST is executed, the channel specified in the OPEN statment is
connected to the specified data file. A channel is disconnected and all locks on the channel are
released by a CLOSE statement, or when the transaction instance terminates. Permanent files are
closed when the transaction processor is stopped.
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In the case where a sequential file is opened for output, only one copy of the TST performing
the update operations should be defined in the station definition file. This allows the transaction processor executive to queue the write requests to the sequential file in the order they are
issued by the TST. Only one TST in a transaction processor can access a sequential file with
WRITE access.
NOTE
Only one channel can be connected to a sequential file. Seequential files may not be shared among transaction instances.
3.6 CLOSING DATA FILES
Permanent data files are normally closed when the transaction processor is stopped. Work files
are closed:
1. By the explicit action (a CLOSE statement) of some TST.
2. When a transaction instance terminates, and a work file is open, the work file is closed
by the transaction processor.
If your TST contains a close statement that acts on a permanent data files, the channel connecting
your TST to that file is disconnected. The file is not actually closed by the TST.

NOTE
You cannot rewind a sequential work file. You can rewind a sequential permanent file by first closing the file, then reopening it
3.7 RECORD LOCKING FACILITIES
TRAX allows TSTs to lock records during processing. This feature provides you with a valuable
tool to insure data base integrity and proper sequencing of updates to the data base.
All updates to data files SHOULD be preceded by a READ with LOCK to the specified record.
A record is locked by either of the following actions:
1. Executing a statement that specifies the LOCK keyword explicitly locks the record.
2. Modifying a record on a staged file (ADD, UPDATE, DELETE), implicitly locks the record.
There are two different types of lock conditions, the soft lock and the hard lock. The two lock
types return different error codes to the TST when a locked record is retrieved.
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The soft lock is any lock applied to a record in a file that allows read access to other transaction
instances. Applying a soft lock to a record permits other transactions to read the locked record but
not to modify it. Your TST can successfully read a soft locked record from a file.
The hard lock is any lock applied to a record in a file that does not permit access to locked records.
The following examples illustrate the difference between a soft and a hard lock.
If the customer file CUSTOM is defined with read access allowed to locked records, then any read
operation attempted on a record locked by another transaction instance returns the soft lock error.
If, on the other hand, CUSTOM did not permit read access to locked records, then a read operation
attempted on a record locked by another transaction instance returns the hard lock error.
If a hard lock is encountered during a read operation, the request for the records is placed on the

lock wait queue. The request remains in the lock wait queue for the number of seconds defined as
the interval between attempts to access locked records for the file that contains the record. (See the
FILDEF utility description in Chapter 12.) At the end of this time interval, if the lock for the record
is not released, an error is returned to your TST. If the lock is removed before the lock wait time
expires then the first request (for that record) is given the record. In this case, the TST is unaware
of the fact the record was locked.
NOTE
When coding your TSTs, a recommended practice is to lock all the needed records for
the requested operation in the same exchange. This technique provides you with the
greatest number of recoverable alternatives when a lock error is encountered.
If a record operation (with or without LOCK) fails because the record is locked by another task,
you may recover using three possible alternatives:
1. Have the TST perform an exchange restart. Restarting an exchange should be attempted
only if all the locks to this point are set in the current exchange and the transaction is
defined with exchange recovery enabled.
NOTE
Attempting to restart an exchange where locks have been applied to records in
preceding exchanges may result in deadly embrace. You should code your application so that all locks in a transaction instance are applied in the same exchange.
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2. If all locks are set in the current exchange, your TST must release all locks, notify the
initiating station of the lock condition with a REPLY response message, and request the
user to retry the exchange.
3. Send an ABORT or CLOSE response message to the initiating station, notifying the user
that a lock error has occurred. This alternative forces the initiating station to return to the
initial state.
3.8 READING RECORDS FROM FILES
Sequential files may be read using sequential access mode. Relative and indexed files can be read
using either sequential or dynamic access mode. Indexed files also support exact, approximate and
generic key matching in random acces~ mode. In this case, your TST specifies that the key data
field of the record retrieved is equal to, equal to or greater than, or greater than the program supplied key value.
3.9 INSERTING RECORDS INTO FILES
Records written to sequential files are added after the last record currently in the file. Records
written to relative and indexed files are added to the file according to the key data specified in
the record being written.
3.10 UPDATING EXISTING RECORDS TO A FILE
On indexed files, TRAX does not allow you to update the primary record key. Secondary key
values can be modified by any TST accessing the file for output.
A suggested practice is to always lock a record when you retrieve it for an update operation. You
can release the lock as part of the statement that updates the file.
3.11 DELETING RECORDS FROM A FILE
The type of deletion that is physically executed on a record depends upon the deletions parameter
specified in the application data file definition. If "fast" deletions are enabled, then TRAX marks
the intended record for deletion. Otherwise, the record is physically deleted from the file.
NOTE
You cannot delete records from a sequential file.
3.12 I/O ERROR HANDLING
TSTs should include error handling routines. A typical error handler consists of a routine that
checks the I/O error return, formats an error message, and calls the REPLY or ABORT routine
to send a response message to the initiating station.
I/O errors that are not trapped by a TST are trapped by the transaction processor. The transaction
instance is immediately aborted, and a error is logged to the Software Error Log.
3.13 STAGED FILE OPERATIONS
File staging implies that updates to the file are performed at the conclusion of a transaction instance. The updating of the file, called unstaging, occurs asynchronously after the conclusion of
the transaction instance. If the transaction instance fails for any reason, any updates from that
transaction instance are ignored.
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FI LE DEFINITION
Part One
Transaction Processor Name:

ISIAIMIBLIEI

Logical Filename:

Ic!ulslrlolMI

RMS File Specification:

0- Ves (Go to Part Two)

Work File?

[8] -

No (Continue with next question)

[g]- Ves: No. of Keys

Is This an Indexed File?

~

Maximum Key Length

0- No:

I 13111

Sequential or Relative File

Maximum Concurrent File Accesses?
Read-Only?

O-Ves

00- No
Fast Deletions?

O-Ves

[X]- No
Lock Interval

~ seconds

Read Access to Locked Records?

O-Yes

00- No
Journal?

0- Yes (Go to Part Two)
f&J - No (Continue with next question)

Staged File Updates?

O-Yes
OO-No

Part Two
File Channel Assignment
Description of File Contents:

CUSTOME.R FIL.E. RE.COA. P

Assigned I/O Channel Number

Figure 3-1 Customer File Definition Sheet
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A file is defined as staged during the file definition procedure (See chapter 12).
Any updates to a staged file (adding, updating, or deleting a record) apply a lock to that record.
This lock remains in effect until unstaging takes place at the close of the transaction instance.
Adding a record to a staged file causes that record to be immediately written to the file. Should
the transaction instance fail, the added record is deleted during unstaging.
If you update a record on a staged file, the updated record is written to the staging area in the system workspace. If the transaction instance terminates normally, the record is written to the file
from the staging area. If the transaction instance is aborted, the staged record is ignored.
If you delete a record in a staged file, the deleted record is saved in the staging area. The deletion
is performed after the transaction instance is successfully closed. If the transaction instance is
aborted, the deletion is not performed.
Since the actual update takes place after the transaction instance is closed, an I/O error can occur
during unstaging. For example, you must insure that primary key values are unique, and have not
been changed during an update. If a file does not permit duplicate alternate keys, you must check
to make sure that both the primary and alternate key values are uniques. This validation must be
performed as part of a TST if the transaction instance references a staged file.
You may not close and reopen a staged sequential file during the same transaction instance. Closing
a file disconnects the channel. This channel is required for unstaging, hence the restriction.
If you attempt to read a record from a staged file using the alternate key value, and that alternate
key has been modified during the same transaction instance, the record is retrieved as though the
update had never occurred.
3.14 EXAMPLES OF COBOL TST I/O OPERATIONS
The following sections use examples taken from a set of TSTs written for the TRAX Sample Application. In addition, each section discusses the valid language syntax elements allowed for file
operations from TSTs. The examples are based on the customer file definition in Figure 3-1 and the
record layout in Figure 3-2.
3.14.1 Preparing for I/O in a COBOL TST
Before you can access files from a COBOL TST, you must first set up the file access parameters and
channel. This requires a channel assignment, a file control paragraph, a file descriptor entry, a data
record definition, and an OPEN statement.
To specify a COBOL TST I/O channel, you should create a level 01 data name for each application
file. The data item must be defined within the TSTs working storage section. The value of the data
item is formed by concatenating the logical file name to the string /CH:n. (where n represents a
channel number in the range 1-64) For example, the COBOL statement creating the elementary
data item that identifies the Customer File (whose logical file name for this transaction is CUSTOM)
as the file assigned to I/O channel 3 is:
01

CUSFILNAME PIC X(II)
VALUE IS "CUSTOMjCH:3".
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Before you reference using a file in a COBOL TST, you must first identify (using the COBOL
SELECT verb) the file, and declare its attributes and data structure in the program. This process
begins in the ENVIRONMENT DIVISION of a COBOL TST. In the INPUT-OUTPUT SECTION,
any file that you reference in the program must be specified in a FILE-CONTROL paragraph,
using the SELECT statement. For example:
ENVIRONMENT DIVISION.
INPUT-OUTPUT SECTION.
FILE-CONTROL.
SELECT CUSTOM ASSIGN TO "CUSTOM.DAT"
ORGANIZATION IS INDEXED
ACCESS MODE IS RANDOM
RECORD KEY IS CUSTOMER-NUMBER
ALTERNATE RECORD KEY IS CUSTOMER-NAME
FILE STATUS IS CUSTOMER-FILE-STATUS.
This example shows the FILE-CONTROL paragraph for the customer master file. In the SELECT
statement, you identify the application data file, assign a logical file name, and specify the organization and access characteristics of the application data file. You also specify a data item where the
system is to return status infonnation to the TST.
The next step in making the file known to the TST occurs in the DATA DIVISION. In a file
definition group item, you must specify the label records and the file identifier, and identify the
COBOL level 01 group name describing the data structure of the records in the file.
DATA DIVISION.
FILE SECTION.
FD CUSTOM
LABEL RECORDS ARE STANDARD
VALUE OF ID IS CUSFILNAME
DATA RECORD IS CUSTOMER-FILE-RECORD.
In this example, the logical file name, "CUSTOM" identifies the FD item. TRAX always assumes
standard labels for application data files. The data item specified in the VALUE of ID clause
contains the channel number specification that was discussed in Section 3.5.
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The data structure of the customer record must also be described in the DATA DIVISION, following the FD group item. The following data structure corresponds to the design specification of the
customer file shown in Figure 3-2.
01

CUSTOMER-FILE-RECORD.
03 CUSTOMER-NUMBER
PIC X(6).
03 CUSTOMER-NAME
PIC X(30).
03 ADDRESS-LINE-l
PIC X(30).
03 ADDRESS-LINE-2
PIC X(30).
03 ADDRESS-LINE-3
PIC X(30).
03 ADDRESS-ZIP-CODE
PIC 9(5).
03 TELEPHONE-NUMBER
PIC 9(10).
03 ATTENTION-LINE
PIC X(20).
PIC 9(10)V99.
03 CREDIT-LIMIT-AMOUNT
03 ACCOUNT-POINTER REDEFINES CREDIT-LIMIT-AMOUNT.
05 FILLER
PIC 9(6).
05 NEXT-ACCOUNT-NUMBER
PIC 9(6).
03 CURRENT-BALANCE
PIC 9(10)V99.
03 PURCHASES-YTD
PIC 9(10)V99.
03 NEXT-ORDER-DATE
PIC 9(4).
03 NEXT-PAYMENT-DATE
PIC 9(4).

All file operations are performed in the PROCEDURE DIVISION of a COBOL TST. Prior to performing any I/O operation, you must first open the files you wish to access. You may choose to
open a file for Input, Output, or both. The OPEN statement for a data file must appear in the
Procedure Division before any I/O operations can be performed on that file.
To create a work file in COBOL, use the OPEN statement with the OUTPUT keyword.
The following example shows a file opened for both input and output in the COBOL TST "REWRIT", which is used to insert a new customer record into the customer file.
OPEN-FILES.
OPEN 1-0 CUSTOM.
IF CUSTOMER-FILE-STATUS IS GREATER THAN "09"
GO TO END PROGRAM.
In this example, the file "CUSTOM" is opened for 1-0. At run-time, if the return code in the file
status word of the customer file indicates the open operation failed, then processing branches to a
routine that terminates the TST. This TST is written with a USE procedure to handle I/O errors.
Error handling is discussed in Section 3.14.6.
3.14.2 Using COBOL to READ Records from a File
TRAX conforms with standard COBOL syntax when performing read operations on a file. In addition, TRAX allows you to lock records during a read operation by specifying the WITH LOCK
clause following the READ verb.
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RECORD LAYOUT SHEET

Transaction Processor:

IslAIMI pi LI E I
Customer Master File ([350,227]Custom,DAT)

File Description:
Logical Filename:

@IUTSIT]oIMI

This is Record Format:

[li] of [li]

Logical Record Length:

I

Physical Record Length:

I 1 1 I I (Tape Only)

1210151

Starting Byte

Length (Bytes)

1

1

6

2

7

30

Clustomer Name

3

37

30

Address Line One

4

67

30

Address Line Two

5

97

30

Address Line Three

6

127

5

Zip Code

7

132

10

Telephone Number

8

142

20

Attention-Of

9

162

12

Credit Limit(9(10)V99)

10

174

12

Current Balance(9(10)V99)

11

186

12

Purchases Y-T-D(9(10)V99)

12

198

4

Next Order Sequence Number

13

202

4

Next Payment Sequence Number

Field No.

Contents

Customer Number

14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

Figure 3-2 Record Layout Sheet Describing Customer Record.
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For example, the following statement in a COBOL TST performs a random read operation on an
indexed customer file according to the primary key value, and locks the record at the completion
of the read operation. Following the READ statement, two IF statements test for the presence of
I/O errors, and for the "soft lock" condition.
READ WITH LOCK CUSTOM RECORD.
IF FILE-STATUS-WORD IS NOT EQUAL TO ZERO GO TO END-PROGRAM.
IF CUSTOMER-FILE-STATUS IS EQUAL TO "92" GO TO LOCKED-RECORD.
If the statement is successful, the file status word contains "0 I" after the record is returned to your
program. If the record was read successfully, but locked by another task, the file status word contains "92".
If the requested record cannot be read because of a hard lock applied by another task, an error is
trapped to the USE procedure in the COBOL TST, and the file status word contains "92".
A second form of read operation is performed when suing the COBOL dynamic access mode. The
ST ART verb allows you to specify a key value and randomly position a pointer in a relative or
indexed file. Once the START verb is executed, you can execute sequential read operations on the
file from that point. The following example shows how the START verb and the READ verb are
used to set up a secondary key search of the customer file.
START CUSTOM KEY IS NOT < CUSTOMER-NAME
IF FILE-STATUS-WORD IS NOT EQUAL TO ZERO GO TO END-PROGRAM.
READ CUSTOM NEXT RECORD
IF FILE-STATUS-WORD IS NOT EQUAL TO ZERO GO TO END-PROGRAM.
IF CUSTOMER-FILE-STATUS IS EQUAL TO "92" GO TO LOCKED-RECORD.
The error handling in this example consists of a USE procedure in the DECLARATIVES section.
If the error path has been activated, FILE-STATUS-WORD is greater than zero. The second IF
statement -checks for the "soft lock" error.
The syntax of the START verb does not recognize the WITH LOCK clause.
3.14.3 Using COBOL to Write Records to a File
TRAX conforms to standard COBOL syntax when writing records to a file. In addition, TRAX
allows you to apply a lock to a record after a write operation, by specifying the WITH LOCK
CLAUSE following the WRITE verb.
The following COBOL statement writes a customer record to the file, and retains a lock on the record
until processing is completed. Following the WRITE statement, an IF statement checks to see if an
error has been detected, and the USE procedure has altered the value of FILE-STATUS-WORD.
WRITE-CUSTOMER-FILE-RECORD.
IF FILE-STATUS-WORD IS < 0 GO TO END-PROGRAM.
3.14.4 Using COBOL to Update Records on a File
TRAX permits standard COBOL synatax for update operations. In addition, you may specify the
clauses with LOCK and WITH UNLOCK as part of the REWRITE verb syntax.
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In the following example, the customer record is being rewritten to the file.
REWRITE WITH UNLOCK CUSTOMER-FILE-RECORD.
IF FILE-STATUS-WORD IS < 0 GO TO END-PROGRAM
Status information is returned to the TST in the file status word specified in the SELECT statement.
If you attempt to update a record that is locked by another transaction instance, the COBOL TST
traps to the USE procedure, and returns a file status code of "92".
3.14.5 Using COBOL to Delete Records from a File
To delete a record from a file in COBOL, you use the DELETE verb. COBOL requires that your
transaction instance read the record, and store the primary key in the data structure referenced in
the file descriptor entry, prior to deleting it.
The following example shows how to use the COBOL DELETE verb:
DELETE CUSTOM RECORD.
IF FILE-STATUS-WORD IS < 0 GO TO END-PROGRAM.
3.14.6 I/O Error Handling in COBOL TSTs
The COBOL USE procedure is an efficient way of trapping errors in COBOL TSTs. When an error
is detected by the system, it alters the file status word for that COBOL program and branches to a
defined USE procedure in the DECLARATIVES section of the PROCEDURE DIVISION.
The following example shows a USE procedure that formats REPLY messages for file status values
of "10", "23" and "92". All other errors are trapped to a section that formats an ABORT message
containing the file status value.
PROCEDURE DIVISION USING EXCHANGE-MESSAGE, TRANSACTION-WORKSPACE.
DECLARA TIVES.
I-O-ERROR SECTION.
USE AFTER STANDARD ERROR PROCEDURE ON CUSTOM.
IF CUSTOMER-FILE-STATUS IS < 0
MOVE "CUSTOM" TO RMB-FILE-NAME
MOVE CUSTOMER-FILE-STATUS TO FILE-STATUS-WORD
IF FILE-STATUS-WORD IS EQUAL TO "10"
MOVE "Reached End of File" TO REPL Y-MESSAGE-BUFFER
GO TO SEND-REPLY-MESSAGE.
IF FILE-STATUS-WORD IS EQUAL TO "23"
MOVE "No Record for that ID" TO REPLY-MESSAGE-BUFFER
GO TO SEND-REPLY-MESSAGE
IF FILE-STATUS-WORD IS EQUAL TO "92"
MOVE "The Record you wanted is
"locked by another user. You may press CLOSE to exit,
"or you may wait and press ENTER to try again."
TO REPLY-MESSAGE-BUFFER
GO TO SEND-REPLY-MESSAGE.
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MOVE" 1-0 ERROR. STATUS WORD IS: "TO REPLY-MESSAGE-TEXT
MOVE FILE-STATUS-WORD TO REPLY-FILE-STATUS.
SEND-ABORT -MESSAGE.
MOVE 160 TO BUFFER-SIZE
MOVE 2 TO REPLY-NUMBER
CALL "ABORT" USING
REPLY -MESSAGE-BUFFER
BUFFER-SIZE
REPLY -NUMBER
STATUS-WORDS.
GO TO END-ERROR-SECTION.
SEND-REPLY -MESSAGE.
MOVE 160 TO BUFFER-SIZE
MOVE 2 TO REPLY-NUMBER
CALL "REPLY" USING
REPLY -MESSAGE-BUFFER,
BUFFER-SIZE,
REPLY-NUMBER,
STATUS-WORDS.
END-ERROR-SECTION.
END DECLARATIVES.
NOTE
If you wish to use record locking from COBOL TSTs, you must trap I/O errors through
a USE procedure in the DECLARATIVES section of the COBOL TST. This is the only
way you can detect the difference between a hard and a soft lock error.
3.14.7 Closing Data Files in COBOL TSTs
You are cautioned not to issue a CLOSE statement at the end of a TST. The CLOSE statement
causes the file channel to be disconnected.
3.14.8 The UNLOCK and UNLOCK ALL Verbs
The UNLOCK verb releases all record locks held by the current transaction instance for the specified logical file name. The UNLOCK ALL verb releases all record locks held by the current transaction instance. When a transaction instance closes, all record locks are released automatically.
3.14.9 Unsupported COBOL Syntax
In TSTs designed to run in a production version of a transaction processor, the use of the ACCEPT
and DISPLAY verbs, and calling any of the SORT subprograms causes a software error to be logged
and the transaction instance to be aborted.
ACCEPT and DISPLAY may be used in conjunction with the transaction processor debug facility
described in Chapter 14.
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3.15 EXAMPLE OF BASIC-PLUS-2 TST I/O OPERATIONS
The following sections use examples taken from a set of TSTs written for the TRAX Sample Application. In addition, each section discusses the valid language syntax elements allowed for file
operations from TSTs.
3.15.1 Preparing for I/O Operations in BASIC-PLUS-2 TSTs
In BASIC-PLUS-2, the channel number corresponding to each logical file name is assigned to an
integer data item. The channel number data item is used for all subsequent I/O operations on that
data file. For example, if you want to assign the Customer File to I/O Channel 3 the following
BASIC-PLUS-2 coding is needed:

300

CUSTOM.CHNL% = 3%

In BASIC-PLUS-2, a literal or variable must be used to identify files in I/O statements. In TSTs,
the file number and the channel number are the same variable. The BASIC-PLUS-2 examples in the
remainder of this chapter all use CUSTOM.CHNL% to identify the customer file.
In a BASIC-PLUS-2 TST, the OPEN statement performs much of the I/O preparation. You can
specify a set of parameters defining the file organization and characteristics as part of the OPEN
statement. TRAX imposes the following constraints on the way you specify the open statement.
• The logical fIle name must be specified as the file name in the open statement. This name is used
by the TRAX data management routines to connect the channel to the file . • The file organization
and record type must agree with the attributes of the file. For example, a fixed type record cannot
be specified as variable in the OPEN statement.
2100

OPEN "CUSTOM" AS FILE CUSTOM.CHNL%,
INDEXED,
ORGANIZATION
VARIABLE,
ACCESS
MODIFY,
ALLOW
READ,
MAP
CUSTOM,
PRIMARY KEY
CUSTOMER.NUMBER$
ALTERNATE KEY
CUSTOMER.NAME$
DUPLICATES
CHANGES

&
&
&
&
&
&
&

&
&
&

To create a work file in BASIC-PLUS-2, use the OPEN statement. Specify the ACCESS WRITE
clause in the OPEN statement.
The BASIC-PLUS-2 CLOSE statement should not be used except when a TST PUTs records to a
sequential file.
3.15.2 Reading Records from BASIC-PLUS-2 TSTs
The only BASIC-PLUS-2 statements you can use for reading files from TSTs are FIND and GET.
In BASIC-PLUS-2, the GET statement reads the record from a file into a buffer. You can issue the
GET statement in both sequential and random access modes. For example:

3000 GET #CUSTOM.CHNL% KEY #1 IS GE EM.CUSTOMER.NAME$
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The FIND statement locates a record in the ftIe and sets the current record pointer to that location.
The found record is not returned to your program.
The ,LOCK clause specifies record locking for both the FIND and GET statements. If you attempt
to GET a hard locked record, BASIC-PLUS-2 error 154 is returned to the TST.
If you successfully read a record locked by another task, BASIC-PLUS-2 error 172 is returned to

the TST. In the case of error 172, the record is returned to the TST, and the program traps to the
line specified as the error routine.
3.15.3 Using BASIC-PLUS-2 to Put Records in a File
The only statement that can be used to write to files in a BASIC-PLUS-2 TST is the PUT statement.
The PUT statement writes a record to the file. Before executing a PUT statement, you must move
the record contents to the MAP defined for that file. An example of the PUT statement is:
3000 PUT #CUSTOM.CHNL%
In addition, you can lock the record you are writing to the file by the addition of the ,LOCK clause
to the PUT statement.
3.15.4 Using BASIC-PLUS-2 to Update Records on a File
The UPDATE statement replaces an existing record in the file with a new one. For example:
3000 UPDATE #CUSTOM.CHNL%
If you hold a lock on the record, executing the UPDATE statement unlocks it, unless you specify

the ,LOCK clause with the UPDATE statement.
3.15.5 Using BASIC-PLUS-2 to Delete Records from a File.
The DELETE statement deletes a record from a file. An example is:
5000 DELETE #CUSTOM.CHNL%
3.15.6 I/O Error Handling in BASIC-PLUS-2 TSTs
BASIC-PLUS-2 provides a means of handling I/O errors through the ON ERROR GO TO statement.
This allows you to set up a common error handling block in your TST.
In the special case of a FIND or GET statement executing a successful read operation on a record
locked by another task, BASIC-PLUS-2 returns an error code of 172. All other types of record
locking errors are returned to BASIC-PLUS-2 programs as error 154.
NOTE
You cannot use the ERT$ function in BASIC-PLUS-2 TSTs.
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The following example is taken from the TST "NEXT" and shows the error handling statements to
deal with record locks encountered during a GET operation.
1000

ON ERROR GO TO 19000

19000

1$ ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• &

•
•
•

!
STANDARD ERROR HANDLING
&
!•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• &
19020

\

IF ERR = 155%
AND (ERL = 4110% OR ERL = 4210%)
THEN RESUME 5200

&
&

&

!.
Trap for Customer ID not on file
\

IF ERR = 154%

&
&
&
&
&
&

T~N

&

IF ERR

= 172% THEN RESUME 4800

Trap for Record 000000 Returned but locked
\

\
\
\
19900

\

REPLY.BUF$ = "Access Denied, Record Locked by Another Task"
&
CALL REPLY BY REF (REPLY.BUF$,LEN(REPLY.BUF$),2%,STATUS%O) &
GO TO 19950 IF STATUS%(O%) <> 1%
&
GO TO 32000
&
REPLY .B UF $ = " 1-0 Error Nurn ber "
+NUM$(ERR)
+"at Line # ,~
+NUM$(ERL)
For unexpected errors, go to
system default error dump out.

&
&
&
&
&
&
&

3.15.7 The UNLOCK and FREE statements
BASIC-PLUS-2 TSTs can use the UNLOCK and FREE statements in conjunction with record locking operations.

The UNLOCK statement removes the lock from the last record locked by this transaction instance.
The FREE statement removes all locks that currently exist on the specified channel.
3.15.8 Non-supported BASIC-PLUS-2 file syntax
BASIC-PLUS-2 TSTs cannot reference virtual array or terminal format files. The INPUT #, INPUT
LINE #, LINPUT #, and PRINT # statements are not recognized in BASIC-PLUS-2 programs compiled with the /TST switch.
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CHAPTER 4
CALLING THE TRAX SYSTEM LIBRARY FROM A TST

4.1 TRAX SYSTEM LIBRARY ROUTINES
The TRAX system library routines allow TSTs to perform a variety of functions related to transaction processing. The library routine~ fall into several functional groups:
1. Report Message - The REPORT routine sends data from a TST to an output-only terminal
station. The terminal station merges this data with a report form "definition and prints the
resulting report on an LA-180 hard copy terminal.
2. Response Messages - The REPLY, PRCEED, ABORT, STPRPT, CLSTRN, and TRNSFR
routines send response messages from a TST.
A response message carries data from a TST to the terminal station, where it is reformatted
for display on the application terminal. At the same time, response messages control the
sequence of exchange execution within the transaction.
3. Transaction Control - The TSPAWN, RESTRT, and TABORT routines initiate, restart, or
abort a transaction from wi thin a TST.
4. Routing List Control - The AROUTE, DROUTE, and DALLRT library routines add or
delete stations from the current exchange routing list.
5. Mailbox Storage and Retrieval- The SNDMBX, GETMBX, and MBXNUM routines allow
your TST to direct messages to or retrieve messages from a mailbox station defined in your
transaction processor.
6. System Information - The GETIME, GETSTN, GETSRC, GETRAN and GETFIL routines
obtain system information, such as date, time, station identifiers, transaction names, and file
specifications for use by your TST.
7. Logging Transactions - The LOGTRN routine logs information that you specify to the
journal file.
You call these routines from a TST using the standard calling sequence of the appropriate programming language. The parameters for each routine must be specified in the order shown in the library
routine descriptions.
The buffer referred to in the parameter descriptions can be a record, variable, data item, etc. It
contains information requested by the initiating station.
The buffer size should be the exact length of the message being sent.
These routines are stored in a resident shared system library. The TSTBLD utility automatically
links these routines to your TST task image.
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The following sections describe each routine in detail and includes the calling sequences from
COBOL and BASIC-PLUS-2 programs. Status return information is given for each routine.
Each functional grouping of system library routines is preceded by a paragraph explaining the
purpose and use of that group of routines.
4.2 THE REPORT ROUTINE
Sending a Report Message to an Output-Only Terminal Station
Description:

You call the REPORT routine to send preformatted'reports from a TST to an
output-only terminal station. The terminal station merges this data with a
report form definition and prints the resulting report on an LA-180 hard copy
termin"al. to output-only terminal stations.
The name of an existing ATL form definition must be specified in the parameter
list.
Only one form definition can be associated with the call to the REPORT
routine.
If the number of characters in the report message is greater than the number of
characters requested by print fields on the receiving form" the excess characters
are ignored. If the number of characters in the message is less than the number
requested by the form, spurious characters appear in the unspecified fields.
If you want to print a report with more than one page, the pagination must
be_specified as part of the form definition. The REPORT routine allows only
one form name. For this reason, the form must specify all of the page layouts
in a multi-page report.

4.2.1 Using the REPORT Routine from COBOL TSTs
Calling Parameters:
The REPORT routine parameters listed here must be specified in the order shown.
Parameter

Description and Use

buffer

The name of the buffer containing data to be sent to the form. The buffer
parameter refers to a data item name in the DATA DIVISION. For example:
01 WS-CUSTOMER-FILE-RECORD.
(Record data structure items)

buffer size

The length (in bytes) of the data buffer. The buffer-size parameter must be
a data item of type PIC S9( 4) COMP. The data item is used to specify this
parameter in the DATA DIVISION of the example TST:
01
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station name

The 6-character ASCII name of the output-only terminal station where you
want the report printed. This is the station name assigned in the STADEF
utility. The station name should be defined as a character data item in the
data division. For example:
01

form name

STATION-NAME PIC X(6).

The 6-character ASCII name of the form definition that is to be used to format
the report. The form name should be specified as a character data item in the
DATA DIVISION. For example:_
01

FORM-NAME PIC X(6).

The form definition named by this parameter must be in the-forms definition
file for your transaction processor, and defined as an OUTPUT-ONLY type of
form definition. See the TRAX ATL Language Reference Manual for a complete discussion of Report Forms.
status

The status array consists of two full-word computational data items used to
return status information to the calling TST. The first item holds the return
code; the second item is reserved for future use. Each data item is a full word.
The status data items can be defined as:
01
03
03

STATUS-WORDS.
STATUS-WORD-l PIC S9(4) CaMP.
STATUS-WORD-2 PIC S9(4) COMPo

Example of COBOL Usage:
In the following example, the TST is sending a report message containing a customer record to an
output-only terminal station "LA 180 1", using the report form definition "PRTCUS".
The example shows the COBOL assignment statements and calling sequence used to send a report
message.
MOVE "LAI80S" TO STATION-NAME.
MOVE "PRTCUS" TO FORM-NAME.
MOVE 205 TO BUFFER-SIZE,
CALL "REPORT" USING WS-CUSTOMER-FILE-RECORD,
BUFFER-SIZE,
STATION-NAME,
FORM-NAME,
STATUS-WORDS.
IF STATUS-WORD-l IS NOT EQUAL TO 1
GO TO STATUS-ERROR-ABORT.
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4.2.2 Using the REPORT Routine from BASIC-PLUS-2 TSTs
Calling Parameters:
The parameters you must specify in the REPORT calling sequence are listed in the order they are
referenced by the REPORT routine.
Parameter

Description and Use

buffer

The name of the buffer containing data to be sent to the report form.
Report message data should be specified as a string variable.

buffer size

The length (in bytes) of the message.
The buffer size parameter must be an integer type variable or literal, and must
contain the exact length of the message.

station name

The 6-character ASCII name of the output-only terminal station where you
want the report printed. This is the station name assigned in the STADEF
utility. The station name should be specified as a string variable or as a quoted
literal text string.

form name

The 6-character ASCII name of the form definition that is to be used to format
the report. The form name should be specified as a string variable or quoted
literal text string.
The form definition named by this parameter must be in the forms definition
file for your transaction processor, and defined as an OUTPUT-ONLY type of
form definition. See the TRAX ATL Language Reference Manual for a complete' discussion of Report Forms.

status

The status parameter is a two-word integer array where status information
is returned to the calling TST. The first word holds the return code; the second
word is reserved for future use.

Example of BASIC-PLUS-2 Usage:
In the following example, the TST is sending a report message containing a customer record to an
output-only terminal station "LA1801 ", using the report form definition "PRTCUS". The example
shows the BASIC-PLUS-2 calling sequen~e used to send a report message.
5000\ CALL REPORT BY REF
(WS.CUSTOMER.FILE.RECORD$,205%,"LAI801","PRTCUS",STATUS%O)
\ IF STATUS%(O%) IS < 1 GOTO 19500
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4.2.3 Library Routine Status Return Codes for BASIC and COBOL:
+1
The call to the library routine was successful
-12

The station name you specified does not exist. Check that the station is defined, and spelled correctly in the call.

-30

The parameter list specified a buffer outside the TSTs address space.

-44

The station name specified in the call is not an output-only tenninal station.
The report message was not sent. Specify the name of an output-only station
to receive the report.

-52

Not enough memory resources remain to call the routine.

4.3 SENDING RESPONSE MESSAGES
Response messages are way that TSTs return infonnation to the user. The six specific types of
response messages that may be sent are:
REPLY

Alters the fonn associated with the current exchange according to the replynumber parameter specified in the call.

ABORT

Performs the same processing as the REPLY call. In addition, the transaction
instance is aborted when the user presses any tenninal function key.

PRCEED

Invokes the exchange specified as the subsequent action to the current exchange. If the current exchange is defined as a repeating exchange, the current
exchange is reentered. Otherwise the terminal station displays the initial fonn,
the first fonn of the current transaction type, or the fonn of the next exchange
depending on the parameters in the current exchange definition.

STPRPT

Is identical to PRCEED except that any repeat specification for the current
exchange is ignored. The message always invokes the exchange specified in
the subsequent action parameter of the transaction definition.

CLSTRN

Closes the current transaction instance, and returns the tenninal to its initial
state.

TRNSFR

Invokes the exchange specified in the parameter list.

The following sections describe the response message library routines in the context of tenninal
initiated transaction. These routines may also be used for non-terminal initiated transactions such
as link- or batch-initiated transactions.
The nature of the initiating station detennines the way data sent with the response message is
formatted. In the case of terminal stations, the data is fonnatted according to a form definition.
In the case of other transactions, the data is forwarded to the initiating station without modification.
See Chapter 5 for a discussion of batch-initiated transactions, and Chapter 6 for a discussion of
link-initiated transactions.
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4.3.1 The REPLY Routine
Sending A Response Message to Reenter the Current Exchange
Description:

The REPLY routine sends a response message to the form currently displayed
at the initiating station.
A terminal receiving a reply response message remains in the current exchange
of the same transaction instance.
The form display resulting from a reply response message is determined by the
contents of the optional data buffer, and the value of the reply number parameter specified in the REPLY call.
For example, if you call the REPLY routine, and specify the number 2 as the
reply-number parameter in the calling sequence, then the current form is
modified according to the clauses specified in the REPLY = 2 statement in
the current form definition.

4.3.1.1 Using the REPLY Routine from COBOL TSTs:
Calling Parameters:
The following list describes the REPLY routine parameters in the order they must appear in the call.
Parameter

Description and Use

buffer

The name of the buffer containing data to be sent back to the initiating station.
Irno data is supplied, a buffer name must still be specified.
The buffer should be a display data item in the DATA DIVISION. For example:
01

buffer size

REPLY-MESSAGE-BUFFER PIC X(80).

The length (in bytes) of the message. If no data is supplied, a value of zero
must be specified for this parameter.
The buffer-size parameter must be a data item of type PIC S9( 4) COMP. The
data item is used to specify this parameter in the DATA DIVISION of the
example TST:
01

reply-number

The number of the form definition reply statement that describes the modifications to be made when this message is received at the initiating station. The
reply number specified for this parameter must be in the range 1 to 64 (decimal). An example of the data item used to specify this parameter is:

o1
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status

The status array consists of two full-word computational data items used to
return status information to the calling TST. The frrst item holds the return
code; the second item is reserved for future use.
The status data items can be defined as:
01

STATUS-WORDS.
03 STATUS-WORD-I PIC S9(4) COMPo
03 STATUS-WORD-2 PIC S9(4) COMPo

Example of COBOL Usage:
In the following example, the TST has detected a telephone number that is missing, or has invalid
characters. The REPLY routine is called to send a reply response message, consisting of an error
line, back to the application initiating station.

The example shows the COBOL assignment statements and calling sequence used to send a reply
response message containing the error line to the initiating station.
MOVE "Incorrect Telephone Number" TO REPLY -MESSAGE-BUFFER.
MOVE 80 TO BUFFER-SIZE.
MOVE 2 TO REPLY-NUMBER.
CALL "REPLY" USING
REPLY -MESSAGE-BUFFER,BUFFER-SIZE,REPLY-NUMBER ,STATUS-WORDS.
IF STATUS-WORD-I IS NOT EQUAL TO 1
GO TO STATUS-ERROR ABORT.
4.3.1.2 Using the REPLY Routine from BASIC-PLUS-2 TSTs
Calling Parameters:
The parameters you must specify in the REPLY calling sequence are listed in the order they are
referenced by the REPLY routine.
Parameter

Description and Use

buffer

The name of the buffer containing data to be sent back to the initiating station.
If no data is supplied, a buffer name must still be specified.
Response message data should be specified as a string variable.

buffer size

The length (in bytes) of the message. If no data is to be sent with the message,
a value of zero must be specified for this parameter.
The buffer size parameter must be an integer type variable, and must contain
the exact length of the message.

reply-number

The number of the form definition reply statement that describes the modifications to be made when this message is received at the initiating station. The
reply number specified for this parameter must be in the range I to 64 (decimal).
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status

The status parameter is a two-word integer array where status information is
returned to the calling TST. The fIrst word holds the return code; the second
word is reserved for future use.

Example of BASIC-PLUS-2 Usage:
In the following example, the TST has detected a telephone number that is missing, or has invalid
characters. The REPLY routine is called to send a reply response message, consisting of an error
line, back to the initiating station.
The example shows the BASIC-PLUS-2 assignment statements and calling sequence used to send
a reply response message containing the error line to the initiating station.
5000

\
\

REPLY.BUFFER$ = "Incorrect Telephone Number"
&
CALL REPLY BY REF (REPLY.BUFFER$,LEN%(REPLY.BUFFER$),2%,STATUS%O)&
IF STATUS%(O%) < 1% GO TO 19500

4.3.1.3 Library Routine Status Return Codes for BASIC and COBOL:
+1
The call to the library routine was successful

-30

The parameter list specified a buffer outside the TSTs address space.

-52

Not enough memory resources remain to call the routine.

4.3.2 The ABORT Routine
SendIng a Response Message to Abort the Current Transaction Instance
Description:

The ABORT routine sends an abort response message to the initiating station
associated with the current exchange. The following events occur when the
ABORT routine is called:
• A abort response message (which may contain user-supplied data) is
sent to the initiating station.
• The terminal station modifies the current form display using the form
definition REPLY specifications that correspond to the reply-number
parameter specified in the ABORT call.
• After the modified form is displayed on the terminal, the user presses
any enabled function key. When an enabled function key is pressed,
the transaction instance is aborted.
• The user's terminal screen then shows the initial form defined for that
terminal station.
Calling the ABORT routine automatically deletes any remaining routes for the
current exchange message.
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4.3.2.1 Using the ABORT Routine from COBOL TSTs:
Calling Parameters:
The following list describes the ABORT routine parameters in the order they must appear in the call.
Parameter

Description and Use

buffer

The name of the buffer containing data to be sent back to the initiating station.
If no data is supplied, a buffer name must still be specified.
The buffer should be a display data item in the DATA DIVISION. For example:
01

buffer size

REPLY-MESSAGE-BUFFER PIC X(80).

The length (in bytes) of the message. If no data is supplied, a value of zero
must be specified for this parameter.
The buffer-size parameter must be a data item of type PIC S9(4) COMPo The
data item is used to specify this parameter in the DATA DIVISION of the
example TST:
01

reply-number

The number of the form definition reply statement that describes the modifications to be made when this message is received at the terminal station. The
reply number specified for this parameter must be in the range 1 to 64 (decimal). An example of the data item used to specify this parameter is:
01

status

BUFFER-SIZE PIC S9(4) COMPo

REPLY-NUMBER PIC S9(4) COMPo

The status array consists of two full-word computational data items used to
return status information to the calling TST. The first item holds the return
code; the second item is reserved for future use.
The status data items can be defined as:
01

STATUS-WORDS.
03 STATUS-WORD-l PIC S9(4) COMPo
03 STATUS-WORD-2 PIC S9(4) COMPo

Example of COBOL Usage:
In the following example, the TST has detected a hard record lock and is unable to continue processing the current transaction instance. The form definition has a specific reply screen defined to
handle this error, REPLY #3. No data is sent from the TST to the initiating station, since the error
message description has been incorporated into the form definition.
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The ABORT routine is called to send an abort response message back to the initiating station. This
response message causes the modifications specified in REPLY #3 of the current form definition
to be made to the fonn display.
The example shows the COBOL assignment statements and calling sequence required to abort the
transaction instance and display REPLY #3:
MOVE 0 TO BUFFER-SIZE.
MOVE 3 TO REPLY -NUMBER.
CALL "ABORT" USING
REPLY -MESSAGE-B UFFER,BUFFER-SIZE,REPLY-NUMBER,STATUS-WO RDS.
IF STATUS-WORD-I IS NOT EQUAL TO I
GO TO STATUS-ERROR-ABORT.
4.3.2.2 Using the ABORT Routine from BASIC-PLUS-2 TSTs
Calling Parameters:
Parameter

Description and Use

buffer

The name of the buffer containing data to be sent back to the initiating station.
If no data is supplied, a buffer name must still be specified.
Response message data should be specified as a string variable. A buffer must
be specified even when no data is to be returned to the initiating station.

buffer size

The length (in bytes) of the message. If no data is to be sent with the message,
a value of zero must be specified for this parameter.
The buffer size parameter must be an integer type variable, and must contain
the exact length of the message. This value is best obtained by specifying a
MAP statement to structure the buffer, and specifying the exact value as a
literal value in the parameter list.

reply-number

The number of the form definition reply statement that describes the modifications to be made when this message is received at the initiating station.
The reply number specified for this parameter must be in the range 1 to 64
(decimal).

status

The status parameter is a two-word integer array where status information is
returned to the calling TST. The fITst word holds the return code; the second
word is reserved for future use.

Example of BASIC-PLUS-2 Usage:
In the following example, the TST has detected a hard record lock and is unable to continue processing the current transaction instance. The form definition has a specific reply screen defmed to
handle this error, REPLY #3. No data is sent from the TST to the form, since the error message
description has been incorporated into the form definition. The ABORT routine is called to send a
reply response message back to the terminal station. This response message causes the modifications
specified in REPLY #3 of the- current form defmition to be made to the form display.
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The example shows the BASIC-PLUS-2 assignment statements and calling sequence required to
abort the transaction instance and display REPLY #3:
5000 CALL ABORT BY REF (" ",Q%,3%,STATUS%O)
\
IF STATUS%(O%) < 1% GOTO 19500

&

4.3.2.3 Library Routine Status Return Codes for BASIC and COBOL:
+1
The call to the library routine was successful
-30

The parameter list specified a buffer outside the TSTs address space.

-52

Not enough memory resources are available to call the routine.

4.3.3 The PRCEED Routine
Sending a Response Message to Proceed to the Next Exchange

Descrip tion:

The PRCEED library routine sends a response message that directs the initiating
station to proceed to the "next" exchange defined for the transaction.
If the current exchange is defined with the REPEAT exchange parameter, then
the "next" exchange is a repeated execution of the current exchange.
If the current exchange is non-repeating, then the "next" exchange is determined by the subsequent action parameter specified in the current exchange
definition.
• If the subsequent action is INITIAL, then the transaction instance is

closed. The next form displayed is the initial form defined for the
terminal station.
• If the subsequent action is FIRST, then the transaction instance is
closed. The next form displayed is the form defined for the first
exchange of the current transaction.
• If the subsequent action is NEXT, processing continues with the next
exchange defined for the current transaction. The form associated with
the next exchange is displayed on the terminal.
4.3.3.1 Using the PRCEED Routine from COBOL TSTs
Calling Parameters:

The following list describes the PRCEED routine parameters in the order they must appear in the
call.
Parameter

Description and Use

buffer

The name of the buffer containing data to be sent to the initiating station. If
no data is supplied, a parameter must still be specified. The buffer must be a
display data item in the DATA DIVISION.
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buffer size

The length (in bytes) of the message. If no data is supplied, a value of zero
must be specified for this parameter.
The buffer size parameter must be a data item of type PIC S9(4) COMPo The
following COBOL data item shows how you can define the buffer size parameter in the DATA DIVISIUN of a COBOL TST.
01

status

BUFFER-SIZE PIC S9(4) COMPo

The status array consists of two full-word computational data items used to
return status information to the calling TST. The first item holds the return
code; the second item is reserved for future use.
The status data item can be defined in the DATA DIVISION as:
01

STATUS-WORDS.
03 STATUS-WORD-l PIC S9(4) COMPo
03 STATUS-WORD-2 PIC S9(4) COMPo

Example of COBOL Usage
The following PRCEED message serves to send the customer record data to the next exchange.
MOVE 173 TO BUFFER-SIZE
CALL "PRCEED" USING CUSTOMER-FILE-RECORD,BUFFER-SIZE,STATUS-WORDS.
IF STATUS-WORD-I IS NOT EQUAL TO 1
GO TO STATUS-ERROR-ABORT.
4.3.3.2 Using the PRCEED Routine from BASIC-PLUS-2 TSTs
Calling Parameters:
The following list describes the PRCEED routine parameters in the order they must appear in the
call.
Parameter

Description and Use

buffer

The name of the buffer containing data to be sent back to the initiating station.
If no data is supplied, a parameter must still be specified. The buffer must be a
string variable.

buffer size

The length (in bytes) of the message. If no data is supplied, a value of zero
must be specified for this parameter.
In a BASIC-PLUS-2 TST, the buffer size parameter must be an integer type
variable, and must contain the exact length of the message.

status
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Example of BASIC-PLUS-2 Usage
The following PRCEED message call sends a response message containing customer record data to
the next exchange.
6000 CALL PRCEED BY REF(CUSTOMER.RECORD$,173%,STATUS%O)
\
IF STATUS%(O%) < 1% GOTO 19500

&

4.3.3.3 Library Routine Status Return Codes for BASIC and COBOL:
+1
The call to the library routine was successful
-30

The parameter list specified a buffer outside the TSTs address space.

-52

Not enough memory resources are available to call the routine.

4.3.4 The STPRPT Routine
Sending a Response Message to Proceed Past a Repeated Exchange
This call directs the initiating station to disregard any existing REPEAT option for the current
exchange, and proceed to the next exchange.
Description:

The STPRPT library sends a response message to the "next" exchange defined
for a transaction. Any REPEAT specification for the current exchange is
disregarded.
The "next" exchange is determined by the subsequent action parameter
specified in the current exchange definition.
• If the subsequent action is INITIAL, then the transaction instance
is closed. The next form displayed is the initial form defined for the
terminal station.
• If the subsequent action is FIRST, then the transaction instance is
closed. The next form displayed is the form defined for the ,first exchange of the current transaction.
• If the subsequent action is NEXT, processing continues with the next
exchange defined for the current transaction. The form associated
with the next exchange is displayed on the terminal.

4.3.4.1 Using the STPRPT Routine from COBOL TSTs
Calling Parameters:
The following list describes the STPRPT routine parameters in the order they must appear in the
call.
Parameter

Description and Use

buffer

The name of the buffer containing data to be sent to the initiating station. If
no data is supplied, a parameter must still be specified. The buffer must be
a display data item in the DATA DIVISION.
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buffer size

The length (in bytes) of the message. If no data is supplied, a value of zero
must be specified for this parameter.
The buffer size parameter must be a data item of type PIC S9(4) COMPo The
following COBOL data item shows how you can define the buffer size parameter in the DATA DIVISION of a COBOL TST.
01

status

BUFFER-SIZE PIC S9( 4) COMP.

The status array consists of two full-word computational data items used to
return status information to the calling TST. The first item holds the return
code; the second item is reserved for future use.
The status data item can be defined in the DATA DIVISION as:
01

STATUS-WORDS.
03 STATUS-WORD-l PIC S9(4) COMPo
03 STATUS-WORD-2 PIC S9(4) COMPo

Example of COBOL Usage
The following STPRPT message serves to send the customer record data retrieved from the file to
the next exchange.
MOVE 173 TO BUFFER-SIZE
CALL "STPRPT" USING CUSTOMER-FILE-RECORD,BUFFER-SIZE,STATUS-WORDS.
IF STATUS-WORD-l IS NOT EQUAL TO 1
GO TO STATUS-ERROR-ABORT.
4.3.4.2 Using the STPRPT Routine from BASIC-PLUS-2 TSTs
Calling Parameters:
The following list describes the STPRPT routine parameters in the order they must appear in the call.
Parameter

Description and Use

buffer

The name of the buffer containing data to be sent back to the initiating station.
If no data is supplied, a buffer name must still be specified. This buffer must
be a string variable.

buffer size

The length (in bytes) of the message. If no data is supplied, a value of zero
must be specified for this parameter.
In a BASIC-PLUS-2 TST, the buffer size parameter must be an integer type
variable, and must contain the exact length of the message.

status
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Example of BASIC-PLUS-2 Usage
The following STPRPT message serves to send the customer record data retrieved from the tile to
the next exchange.

6000 CALL STPRPT BY REF(CUSTOMER.RECORD$,173%,STATUS%())
\
IF STATUS%(O%) < 1% GOTO 19500

&

4.3.4.3 Library Routine Status Return Codes for BASIC and COBOL:
+1
The call to the library routine was successful
-30

The parameter list specified a buffer outside the TSTs address space.

-52

Not enough memory resources are available to call the routine.

4.3.5 The CLSTRN Routine
Sending a Response Message to Close the Transaction Instance
Description:

The CLSTRN library routine sends a response message to the initiating station
that closes (normally terminates) the current transaction instance.
The next form displayed on the terminal is the initial form.

4.3.5.1 Using the CLSTRN Routine from COBOL TSTs
Calling Parameters:
The following list describes the CLSTRN routine parameters in the order they must appear in the
call.
Parameter

Description and Use

buffer

The name of the buffer containing data to be sent back to the initiating station.
If no data is supplied, a buffer name must still be specified. This buffer must
be a display data item in the DATA DIVISION.

buffer size

The length (in bytes) of the message. If no data is supplied, a value of zero
must be specified for this parameter.
The buffer size parameter must be a data item of type PIC S9( 4) COMP. The
following COBOL data item shows how you can define the buffer size parameter in the DATA DIVISION of a COBOL TST.
01

status

BUFFER-SIZE PIC S9(4) COMPo

The status array consists of two full-word computational data items used to
return status information to the calling TST. The first item holds the return
code; the second item is reserved for future use.
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The status data item can be defined in the DATA DIVISION as:
01

STATUS-WORDS.
03 STATUS-WORD-l PIC S9(4) COMPo
03 STATUS-WORD-2 PIC S9(4) COMPo

Example of COBOL Usage
The following CLSTRN call closes a transaction instance and returns the initiating station to its
initial state.

MOVE ZERO TO BUFFER-SIZE
CALL "CLSTRN" USING CUSTOMER-FILE-RECORD,BUFFER-SIZE,STATUS-WORDS.
IF STATUS-WORD-l IS NOT EQUAL TO 1
GO TO STATUS-ERROR-ABORT.
4.3.5.2 Using the CLSTRN Routine from BASIC-PLUS-2 TSTs
Calling Parameters:
The following list describes the CLSTRN routine parameters in the order they must appear in the
call.
Parameter

Description and Use

buffer

The name of the buffer containing data to be sent back to the initiating station.
This buffer must be a string variable or a literal. If no data is supplied, a buffer
parameter must still be specified.

buffer size

The length (in bytes) of the message. If no data is supplied, a value of zero
must contain the exact length of the message.

status

The status parameter is a two-word integer array where status information is
returned to the calling TST. The first word holds the return code; the second
word is reserved for future use.

Example of BASIC-PLUS-2 Usage
The following CLSTRN call closes the transaction instance and returns the initiating station to it's
initial state.

6000 CALL CLSTRN BY REF(" ",O%,STATUS%O)
\
IF STATUS%(O%) < 1% GO TO 19500
4.3.5.3 Library Routine Status Return Codes for BASIC and COBOL:
+1
The call to the library routine was successful
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4.3.6 The TRNSFR Routine
Sending a Response Message to Transfer to a Named Exchange
Description:

The TRNSFR routine sends a response message directing the initiating station
to begin execution of the exchange specified in the call.
If the initiating station is an interactive terminal station, the form associated
with the new exchange is displayed, and data may be sent as part of the responsemessage

4.3.6.1 Using the TRNSFR Routine from COBOL TSTs
Calling Parameters:
The following list describes the TRNSFR routine parameters in the order they must appear in the
call.
Parameter

Description and Use

buffer

The name of the buffer containing data to be sent back to the initiating station.
If no data is supplied, a buffer name must still be specified. This buffer must
be a display data item in the DATA DIVISION.

buffer size

The length (in bytes) of the message. If no data is supplied, a value of zero
must be specified for this parameter.
The buffer size parameter must be a data item of type PIC S9( 4) COMP. The
following COBOL data item shows how you can define the buffer size parameter in the DATA DIVISION of a COBOL TST.
01

exchange name

The 6-character ASCII name of exchange where control is being transferred
to. The following data item in DATA DIVISION can be used to derme this
parameter:
01

status

BUFFER-SIZE PIC S9(4) COMPo

EXCHANGE-NAME PIC X(6).

The status array consists of two full-word computational data items used to
return status information to the calling TST. The first item holds the return
code; the second item is reserved for future use.
The status data item can be defined in the DATA DIVISION as:
01

STATUS-WORDS.
03 STATUS-WORD-I PIC S9(4) COMPo
03 STATUS-WORD-2 PIC S9(4) COMPo
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Example of COBOL Usage
The following TRNSFR message serves to send the customer record data retrieved from the file to
the form defined for the EDIT exchange.
MOVE "EDIT" TO EXCHANGE-NAME.
MOVE 173 TO BUFFER-SIZE.
CALL "TRNSFR" USING CUSTOMER-FILE-RECORD,
BUFFER-SIZE,
EXCHANGE-NAME,
STATUS-WORDS.
IF STATUS-WORD-l IS NOT EQUAL TO I
GO TO STATUS-ERROR-ABORT.
4.3.6.2 Using the TRNSFR Routine from BASIC-PLUS-2 TSTs
Calling Parameters:
The following list describes the TRNSFR routine parameters in the order they must appear in the
call.
Parameter

Description and Use

buffer

The name of the buffer containing data to be sent back to the initiating station.
This buffer must be a string variable or literal. If no data is supplied, a buffer
parameter must still be specified.

buffer size

The length (in bytes) of the message. If no data is supplied, a value of zero
must be specified for this parameter.
In a BASIC-PLUS-2 TST, the buffer size parameter must be an integer type
variable, and must contain the exact length of the message.

exchange name

The 6-character ASCII name of exchange where control is being transferred
to. In BASIC-PLUS-2, this parameter is specified as either a string variable or
literal. Using a variable and assigning exchange names to it may save you from
having to write several different TRNSFR calls in the same TST.

status

The status parameter is a two-word integer array where status information is
returned to the calling TST. The first word holds the return code; the second
word is reserved for future use.

Example of BASIC-PLUS-2 Usage
The following TRNSFR message serves to send the customer record data retrieved from the file
to the form defined for the EDIT exchange.
6000 IF KEY.CAP$="ENTER" THEN EXCHANGE$="EDIT"
\
GO TO 6200

&
&

•
•
•
6200 CALL TRNSFR BY REF(CUSTOMER.RECORD$,173%,EXCHANGE$,STATUS%O) &

\
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4.3.6.3 Library Routine Status Return Codes for BASIC and COBOL:
+1
The call to the library routine was successful
-30

The parameter list specified a buffer outside the TSTs address space.

-52

Not enough memory resources are available to call the routine'.

4.4 THE RESTRT ROUTINE - RESTARTING AN EXCHANGE
The RESTRT routine directs the transaction processor to restart the current
Description:
exchange.

If the transaction defmition containing the exchange is not defined with exchange recovery, calling the RESTRT routine aborts the transaction instance,
and an error is written to the software error log.
If the transaction type has been defined with exchange recovery, all resources
(connected file streams, sent messages, record locks, and staged records) held
by the current exchange are released, and the exchange message is reloaded
and sent to the first station on the exchange routing list.
Calling the RESTRT Routine bypasses the remaining statements in the TST.
In order to avoid looping through a succession of RESTRT calls until exchange
timeout, you should check for the number of restarts in your TST. You can
fmd the number of restarts by calling the GETSTN, GETRAN, or GETSRC
routine immediately prior to calling RESTRT. The second status word contains the number of times the exchange has been restarted.
4.4.1 Using the RESTRT Routine from COBOL TSTs
The RESTRT routine requires only one parameter:

status

The status array consists of two full-word computational data items used to
return status information to the calling TST. The first item holds the return
code; second item is reserved for future use.
You can define the status data items in the DATA DIVISION of a COBOL
TST as:
01

STATUS-WORDS.
03 STATUS-WORD-l PIC S9(4) COMPo
03 STATUS-WORD-2 PIC S9(4) COMPo

Example of COBOL Usage:
The following calling sequence restarts the current exchange if the conditions for exchange recovery
are present in the transaction definition.

CALL "RESTRT" USING STATUS-WORDS.
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4.4.2 Using the RESTRT Routine from BASIC-PLUS-2 TSTs
The RESTRT routine requires only one parameter:
status

The status parameter is a two-word integer array where status information is
returned to the calling TST. The first word holds the return code; the second
word is reserved for future use.

Example of BASIC-PLUS-2 Usage:
The following calling sequence restarts the current exchange if the conditions for exchange recovery
are present in the transaction definition.
CALL RESTRT BY REF (STATUS%O)
4.4.3 Library Routine Status Return Codes for BASIC and COBOL:
NOTE
If the RESTRT routine is called successfully, no status value
is returned to the TST. If the RESTRT routine is unsuccessful,
the transaction instance is aborted.
4.5 THE TSPAWN ROUTINE - SPAWNING A TRANSACTION FROM WITHIN A TST
TRAX allows a TST to "spawn" or initiate another independent transaction instance. Once spawned,
the new transaction instance processes concurrently with all existing transaction instances.
To spawn another transaction, the source station TST must supply an exchange message to the first
exchange of the spawned transaction. The spawned transaction must have only one exchange,
4.5.1 Spawning a Transaction Instance - The TSPAWN Routine
Description:
A TST calls the TSPAWN Routine to initiate an independent single exchange
transaction. The calling sequence specifies the exchange message to be processed by the spawned transaction.
The spawned transaction instance operates asynchronously from the current
transaction instance, and benefits from all the transaction recovery features
available in the transaction processing environment.
4.5.1.1 Using the TSPAWN Routine from COBOL TSTs
Calling Parameters:
The following list describes the TSPAWN routine parameters and the order they must be used in
the call.
Parameter

Description and Use

transaction name

The name of the transaction type that you want to spawn. This parameter
must be defined as a 6-character ASCII data item. For example:
01
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buffer

The data name of the exchange message you want processed by the spawned
transaction instance.

buffer size

The size (in bytes) of the exchange message. This parameter must be defined
as a computational data item as shown here:
01

instance number

BUFFER-SIZE PIC S9(4) COMPo

An internal identifier by which the transaction instance is known to the system. If the call to TSPAWN successfully spawns a new transaction instance,
the transaction instance number is returned to the calling TST in the data item
specified for this parameter.
The transaction instance number is required when you want to use TABORT
to abort a spawned transaction instance.
This parameter should be defined as a double computational variable, for
example:
INSTANCE-NUMBER PIC S9(9) COMPo

status

The status array consists of two full-word computational data items used to
return status information to the calling TST. The first item holds the return
code; the second item is reserved for future use.
You can define the status array in the DATA DIVISION as:
01

STATUS-WORDS.
03 STATUS-WORD-l PIC S9( 4) COMP.
03 STATUS-WORD-2 PIC S9(4) COMPo

Example of COBOL Usage
The following example shows the calling sequence used to spawn an instance of the transaction
"UPDATE" using the customer record as an exchange message.
MOVE "UPDATE" TO TRANSACTION-NAME,
MOVE 205 TO BUFFER-SIZE.
CALL "TSPAWN" USING TRANSACTION-NAME,
CUSTOMER-FILE-RECO RD,
BUFFER-SIZE,
INSTANCE-NUMBER,
STATUS-WORDS.
IF STATUS-WORD-l IS NOT EQUAL TO 1
GO TO STATUS-ERROR-ABORT.
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4.5.1.2 Using the TSPAWN Routine from.BASIC-PLUS-2 TSTs
Calling Parameters:
The following list describes the TSPAWN routine parameters and the order they must be used in
the call.
Parameter

Description and Use

transaction name

The 6-character name of the transaction type that you want to spawn. This
parameter should be specified as a string variable or literal. The example at
the end of this section shows a literal value being used in the calling sequence.

buffer

This parameter generally consists of the data name of the exchange message
you want processed by the spawned transaction. The data name should be a
string type variable.

buffer size

The size (in bytes) of the exchange message. This parameter should be specified
as an integer variable or literal.

instance number

An internal identifier by which the transaction instance is known to the system. If the call to TSPAWN successfully spawns a new transaction instance,
the transaction instance number is returned to the calling TST in the data item
specified for this parameter.
The transaction instance number is required when you want to use the TABORT
routine to abort a spawned transaction instance.
This parameter should be defined as a two-word integer array.

status

The status parameter is a two-word integer array where status information is
returned to the calling TST. The fIrst word holds the return code; the second
word is reserved for future use.

Example of BASIC-PLUS-2 Usage
The following example shows the calling sequence use to spawn an instance of the transaction type
"UPDATE". Customer Record data is specified as an exchange message of length 205.

5000 CALL TSPAWN BY REF ("UPDATE",CUSTOMER.RECORD$,"205%",I%O,STATUS%O) &
\
IF STATUS%(O%) < 1% GO TO 19500

4.5.1.3 Library Routine Status Return Codes for BASIC and COBOL:
+I
The call to the library routine was successful
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The transaction name specified in the call does not exist.

-30

An argument specified a buffer outside the TSTs address space.
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-36

The library routine attempted to spawn a transaction type that has been disabled. (The transaction processor on your system manager can disable a transaction that does not function properly.)

-52

Not enough memory is available to execute the routine.

-56

The library routine encountered a fatal system error in its attempt to spawn the
transaction. The transaction was not spawned.

4.5.2 The TABORT Routine
Aborting a Spawned or Current Transaction Instance
Description:

The TABORT routine should be used to abort a transaction only when one of
the following circumstances exist:
• A spawned transaction must be aborted
• The ABORT routine has failed, and you must abort the current transaction instance.
• A response message has already been sent.

4.5.2.1 Using the TABORT Routine from COBOL TSTs - Two parameters are required when
calling TABORT:
instance number

If you are aborting a spawned transaction, this parameter must be the data
item containing this value as returned by the TSPAWN call (see Section 4.3.1).
If you are aborting the current transaction instance, this parameter must contain a value of zero. If you specify zero for the instance number, the TABORT
routine will abort the current transaction instance, and will not return status
to the TST that issued the call. The initiating station is returned to its initial
state by the system.
This parameter should be defined as a two-word computational data item. For
example:
INSTANCE-NUMBER PIC S9(9) COMPo

status

The status array consists of two full-word computational data items used to
return status information to the calling TST. The first item holds the return
code; the second item is reserved for future use.
As you can define the status array in the DATA DIVISION as:
01

STATUS-WORDS.
03 STATUS-WORD-l PIC S9(4) COMPo
03 STATUS-WORD-2 PIC S9(4) COMPo
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Example of COBOL Usage
The example shown here aborts a spawned transaction instance using TABORT.
CALL "TABORT" USING INSTANCE-NUMBER, STATUS-WORDS.
4.5.2.2 Using the TABORT Routine from BASIC-PLUS-2
Calling Parameters:
Two parameters are required when calling TABORT:
instance number

If you are aborting a spawned transaction, this parameter must be the variable

containing this value as returned by the TSPAWN call (see Section 4.3.1).
If you are aborting the current transaction instance, this parameter must contain a value of zero. If you specify zero for the instance number, the TABORT
routine will abort the current transaction instance, and will not return status
to the TST that issued the call. The initiating station is returned to its initial
state by the system.
This parameter must be defined as a two-word integer array.
status

The status parameter is a two-word integer array where status information is
returned to the calling TST. The first word holds the return code; the second
word is reserved for future use.

Example of BASIC-PLUS-2 Usage
The example shown here calls TABORT to abort a spawned transaction instance.
5000

CALL TABORT BY REF (I%O,STATUS%O)

4.5.2.3 Library Routine Status Return Codes for BASIC and COBOL
+I
The spawned transaction instance was successfully aborted.
-46

The library routine specified a non-existent transaction instance value, or the
transaction instance value identified a transaction that was not spawned by the
TST that called the TABORT routine.
NOTE
If the TABORT routine is called successfully to abort oneself,

the transaction instance is aborted immediately. Hence no
status value is returned.
4.6 ROUTING LIST CONTROL
Every exchange in a transaction definition/has its own routing list. The routing list consists of up
to 8 station names. The exchange message is processed by each of the stations in the routing list,
in the order that the stations appear in the transaction definition.
At the time an exchange is initiated, the TRAX executive copies the routing list (a maximum of 8
entries) from the transaction definition to a temporary area.
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Three TST library routines, AROUTE,DROUTE, and DALLRT are available for your use in dynamically altering routing list characteristics of the current exchange. The action performed by these
routines applies only to the current transaction instance, and in no way affects the original definition of the exchange.
4.6.1 The AROUTE Routine
Adding a Station to An Exchange Routing List
Description:

The AROUTE routine is used to temporarily add a station to the end of the
current exchange routing list. This allows a TST to change the normal routing
of an exchange message. The size of the route list at any time during the execution of the exchange is limited to eight (8) remaining destination entries.

4.6.1.1 Using the AROUTE routine from COBOL TSTs - AROUTE requires that you specify the
following two parameters, in order.
station name

The 6-character ASCII name of the station you want to add to the end of the
current exchange routing list. The station name parameter should be defined
in the DATA DIVISION as:
01

status

STATION-NAME PIC X(6).

The status array consists of two full-word computational data items used to
return status information to the calling TST. The first item holds the return
code; the second item is reserved for future use.
You can define the status array in the DATA DIVISION as:
01

STATUS-WORDS.
03 STATUS-WORD-I PIC S9(4) COMPo
03 STATUS-WORD-2 PIC S9(4) COMPo

Example of COBOL Usage
The following example shows a COBOL call of AROUTE to add the station "CLSOUT" to the end
of the current exchange routing list.
MOVE "CLSOUT" TO STATION-NAME.
CALL "AROUTE" USING STATION-NAME, STATUS-WORDS.
IF STATUS-WORD-I IS NOT EQUAL TO I
GO TO STATUS-ERROR-ABORT.
4.6.1.2 Using the AROUTE routine from BASIC-PLUS-2 TSTs - AROUTE requires that you
specify the following two parameters, in order.
sta tion name

The 6-character ASCII name of the station you want to add to the end of the
current exchange routing list. This parameter can be specified as a string
variable, or as a literal value in the parameter list.
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status

The status parameter is a two-word integer array where status information
is returned to the calling TST. The fIrst word holds the return code; the
second word is reserved for future use.

Example of BASIC-PLUS-2 Usage
The following example shows a BASIC-PLUS-2 call of AROUTE that adds "CLSOUT" to the end
of the current exchange routing list.

5000 CALL AROUTE BY REF ("CLSOUT",STATUS%O)
\
IF STATUS%(O%) < 1% GO TO 19500

&

4.6.1.3 Library Routine Status Return Codes for BASIC and COBOL:
+1
The call to the library routine was successful
-12

The station name you specified is not defined for this transaction processor;
or you attempted to add a terminal or mailbox station to the routing list.

-14

The route list associated with this exchange already contains eight station
names.

4.6.2 The DROUTE Routine
Deleting a Station from An Exchange Routing List
Description:

The DROUTE routine allows you to delete one station from the current
exchange routing list. If the station name specified in the call appears more
than once in the route list, the fIrst remaining station by that name is deleted.

4.6.2.1 Using the DROUTE routine from COBOL TSTs - DROUTE requires that you specify
the following two parameters, in order.
station name

The 6-character ASCII name of the station you want to delete from the current
exchange routing list. The station name parameter should be defmed in the
DATA DIVISION as:
01

status

STATION-NAME PIC X(6).

The status array consists of two full-word computational data items used to
return status information to the calling TST. The first item holds the return
code; the second item is reserved for future use.
You can defme the status array in the DATA DIVISION as:
01
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Example of COBOL Usage
The following example shows a COBOL call of DROUTE to delete the station "CLSQUT" from
the current exchange routing list.

MOVE "CLSOUT" TO STATION-NAME.
CALL "DROUTE" USING STATION-NAME, STATUS-WORDS.
IF STATUS-WORD-l IS NOT EQUAL TO 1
GO TO STATUS-ERROR-ABORT.
4.6.2.2 Using the DROUTE routine from BASIC-PLUS-2 TSTs - DROUTE requires that you
specify the following two parameters, in order.
station name

The 6-character ASCII name of the station you want to delete from the current
exchange routing list. This parameter can be specified as a string variable, or
as a literal value in the parameter list.

status

The status parameter is a two-word integer array where status information is
returned to the calling TST. The first word holds the return code; the second
word is reserved for future use.

Example of BASIC-PLUS-2 Usage
The following example shows a BASIC-PLUS-2 call of DROUTE that deletes "CLSOUT" from the
current exchange routing list.

5000 CALL DROUTE BY REF ("CLSOUT",STATUS%O)
\
IF STATUS%(O%) < 1% GO TO 19500

&

4.6.2.3 Library Routine Status Return Codes for BASIC and COBOL:
+1
The call to the library routine was successful

-16

The station named in the call does not appear in the routing list.

4.6.3 The DALLRT Routine
Deleting All Remaining Stations from the Exchange Routing List
Description:

The DALLRT routine deletes all remaining stations from the current exchange
routing list. The exchange terminates at the conclusion of processing by the
current TST station.

4.6.3.1 Using the DALLRT routine from COBOL TSTs - DALLRT requires that you specify
one parameter:
status

The status array consists of two full-word computational data items where
status information is returned to the calling TST. The first word holds the
return code; the second word is reserved for future use.
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You can define the status array in the DATA DIVISION as:
01

STATUS-WORDS.
03 STATUS-WORD-1 PIC S9(4) CaMP.
03 STATUS-WORD-2 PIC S9(4) CaMP.

Example of COBOL Usage
The following example shows a COBOL call of DALLRT to delete all remaining routes from the
current exchange routing list.
CALL "DALLRT" USING STATUS-WORDS.
IF STATUS-WORD-1 IS NOT EQUAL TO 1
GO TO STATUS-ERROR-ABORT.
4.6.3.2 Using the DALLRT routine from BASIC-PLUS-2 TSTs - DALLRT requires that you
specify one parameter:
status

The status parameter is a two-word integer array where status information is
returned to the calling TST. The first word holds the return code; the second
word is reserved for future use.

Example of BASIC-PLUS-2 Usage
The following example shows a BASIC-PLUS-2 call of DALLRT that deletes all remaining stations
from the current exchange routing list.
5000
\

CALL DALLRT BY REF (STATUS%O)
IF STATUS%(O%) < 1% GO TO 19500

&

4.6.3.3 Library Routine Status Return Codes for BASIC and COBOL:
+1
The call to the library routine was successful
4.7 USING MAILBOX STATIONS FROM A TST
Mailbox stations are used to store data that is useful to later transaction instances.
A mailbox station resides on the system disk and can be accessed only from a TST. The messages
deposited at a mailbox station are retrieved in a first-in, first-out sequence.
Three system library routines are available for accessing mailboxes: SNDMBX sends a message to
a mailbox station, GETMBX retrieves a message from a mailbox, and MBXNUM returns the number
of messages at the specified mailbox.
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4.7.1 The SNDMBX Routine
Sending a Message to a Mailbox Station
Description:

The SNDMBX routine sends the message specified in the parameter list to the
specified mailbox station.

4.7.1.1 Using the SNDMBX Routine from COBOL TSTs
Calling Parameters:
The parameters you must specify in the SNDMBX calling sequence are listed in the order they are
referenced by the SNDMBX routine.
Parameter

Description and Use

buffer

The name of the buffer containing the message to be stored in the mailbox.
The buffer should be a character data item. For example:
01

buffer size

MAILBOX-BUFFER.
03 MBX-BUF-CUST-NO PIC X(6).
03 MBX-BUF-CRED-LIM PIC S9(10)V99.
03 MBX-BUF -CURR-BAL PIC S9( I 0)V99.
03 MBX-BUF-TOD-DATE PIC S9(6).
03 MBX-BUF-STA-ID PIC X(6).

The size (in bytes) of the mailbox message.
The buffer size parameter must be a data item of the type PIC S9( 4) COMP.
An example specification of this data item would be:
01

station name

BUFFER-SIZE PIC S9(4) COMPo

The name (6 character ASCII) of the mailbox station receiving this message.
The station name must be assigned to a character data item with PIC X(6).
For example:
01

status

STATION-NAME PIC X(6).

The status array consists of two full-word computational data items used to
return status infonnation to the calling TST. The first item holds the return
code; the second item is reserved for future use.
You can define the status data items as:
01

STATUS-WORDS.
03 STATUS-WORD-I PIC S9(4) COMPo
03 STATUS-WORD-2 PIC S9(4) COMPo
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Example of COBOL Usage:
The example shows the COBOL calling sequence used to send a mailbox message containing the
customer data to a mailbox station called OVRCRL.
MOVE STATION-ID TO MBX-BUF-STA-ID.
MOVE "OVRCRL"TO STATION-NAME.
MOVE 42 TO BUFFER-SIZE.
CALL "SNDMBX" USING MAILBOX-BUFFER,BUFFER-SIZE ,STATION-NAME ,STATUS-WORDS.
IF STATUS-WORD-l IS NOT EQUAL TO 1
GO TO STATUS-ERROR-ABORT.
4.7.1.2 Using the SNDMBX Routine from BASIC-PLUS-2 TSTs.
~alling Parameters:
The parameters you must specify in the SNDMBX calling sequence are listed in the order they are
referenced by the SNDMBX routine.
Parameter

Description and Use

buffer

The name of the buffer containing the message to be stored in the mailbox.
The buffer should be a string variable. For example:
950 \

MAP (MBXBUF)
MAILBOX.BUFFER$ = 42
\

buffer size

MAP (MBXBUF)
MBX.BUF.CUST.NO$ = 6
MBX.BUF.CRED.LIM$ = 12
MBX.BUF.CURR.BAL$ = 12
MBX.BUF.TOD.DATE$ = 6
MBX.BUF.STA.ID$ = 6

&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&

The size (in bytes) of the mailbox message.
The buffer size parameter must be an integer data item or literal. The value
you specify must exactly match the number of characters in the message.

station name

The name (6 character ASCII) of the mailbox station receiving this message.
The station name must be a string variable or quoted literal. If your TST references several mailboxes, assigning the mailbox name to a string variable allows
you to have a common calling sequence in your TST. If the station name is less
than six characters, you must insure that the padding spaces are inserted in
the same positions used to define the station name in the STADEF utility.

status
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Example of BASIC-PL US-2 Usage:
The example shows the BASIC-PLUS-2 calling sequence used to construct and send a mailbox
message containing the customer data to a mailbox station called OVRCRL.
&
12000 \ STATION.NAME$ == "OVRCRL"
\ CALL SNDMBX BY REF (MAILBOX.BUFFER$,42%,STATION.NAME$,STATUS%O) &
\
IF STATUS%(O%) < 1% GO TO 19500

4.7.1.3 Library Routine Status Return Codes for BASIC and COBOL:
+1
The call to the library routine was successful
-12

The station specified in the call is not known to the system.

-30

The buffer specified in the call is outside the TSTs address space.

-44

The station specified in the call is not a mailbox station

-52

Not enough memory resources are available to call the routine.

4.7.2 The GETMBX Routine
Retrieving a Message from a Mailbox Station
De scrip tion:

The GETMBX Routine retrieves a message from a mailbox station.

4.7.2.1 Using the GETMBX Routine from COBOL TSTs
Calling Parameters:
The parameters you must specify in the GETMBX calling sequence are listed in the order they are
referenced by the GETMBX routine.
Parameter

Description and Use

buffer

The name of the buffer where you want the routine to store the returned
mailbox message.
The buffer should be a character data item. For example:
01

buffer size

MAILBOX-BUFFER.
03 MBX-BUF-CUST-NO PIC X(6).
03 MBX-BUF-CRED-LIM PIC S9(10)V99.
03 MBX-BUF-CURR-BAL PIC S9( 10)V99.
03 MBX-BUF -TOD-DATE PIC S9( 6).
03 MBX-BUF-STA-ID PIC X(6).

The size (in bytes) of the buffer receiving the mailbox message.
The buffer size parameter must be a data item of the type PIC S9(4) COMPo
An example specification of this data item would be:
01

BUFFER-SIZE PIC S9( 4) COMP.
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station name

The name (6 character ASCII) of the mailbox station from which you are
retrieving a message.
The station name must be assigned to a character data item with PIC X(6).
If the station name is less than six characters, you must insure that the padding spaces are inserted in the same positions used to define the station name
in the STADEF utility. An example of the definition of this data item would
be:
01

status

STATION-NAME PIC X(6).

The status array consists of two full-word computational data items used to
return status information to the calling TST. The first item holds the return
code; if the call is successful, the second data item contains the size (in bytes)
of the message obtained from the mailbox station.
You can define the status data items as:
01

STATUS-WORDS.
03 STATUS-WORD-l PIC S9(4) COMPo
03 STATUS-WORD-2 PIC S9(4) COMPo

Example of COBOL Usage:
The example shows the COBOL and calling sequence used to retrieve a mailbox message from a
mailbox station called OVRCRL.
MOVE "OVRCRL" TO STATION-NAME.
MOVE 42 TO BUFFER-SIZE.
CALL "GETMBX" USING MAILBOX-BUFFER ,BUFFER-SIZE ,STATION-NAME ,STATUS-WORDS.
IF STATUS-WORD-l IS NOT EQUAL TO 1
GO TO STATUS-ERROR-ABORT.
4.7.2.2 Using the GETMBX Routine from BASIC-PLUS-2 TSTs.
Calling Parameters:
The parameters you must specify in the GETMBX calling sequence are listed in the order they are
referenced by the GETMBX routine.
Parameter

Description and Use

buffer

The name of the buffer where you want the routine to store the message it
gets from the mailbox station.
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The buffer should be a string variable. For example:
950 \ MAP (BMXBUF)
MAILBOX.BUFFER$

&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&

= 42

\ MAP (MBXBUF)
MBX.BUF.CUST.NO$ = 6
MBX.BUF.CRED.LIM$ = 12
MBX.BUF .CURR.BAL$ = 12
MBX.BUF.TOD.DATE$ = 6
MBX.BUF.STA.ID$ = 6
The size (in bytes) of the mailbox message.

buffer size

The buffer size parameter must be an integer data item or literal. The value
you specify must exactly match the number of characters in the receiving
buffer.
The name (6 character ASCII) of the mailbox station from which you are
retrieving a mailbox message.

station name

The station name must be a string variable or quoted literal. If your TST
references several mailboxes, assigning the mailbox name to a string variable
allows you to have a common calling sequence in your TST. If the station
name is less than six characters, you must insure that the padding spaces are
inserted in the same positions used to define the station name in the STADEF
utility.
The status parameter is a two-word integer array where status infonnation is
returned to the calling TST. The first word holds the return code; the second
word is reserved for future use.

status

Example of BASIC-PL US-2 Usage:
The example shows the BASIC-PLUS-2 calling sequence used to retrieve a mailbox message from a
mailbox station called OVRCRL.
12000 \

\

STATION.NAME$ = "OVRCRL"
&
CALL GETMBX BY REF (MAILBOX.BUFFER$,42%,STATION.NAME$,STATUSO) &
IF STATUS%(O%) < 1% GO TO 19500

4.7.2.3 Library Routine Status Return Codes for BASIC and COBOL:
+1
The call to the library routine was successful
-12

The station specified in the call is not known to the system.

-30

The buffer specified in the call is outside the TSTs address space.
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-44

The station specified in the call is not a mailbox station

-52

Not enough memory resources are available to call the routine.

-54

No message queued at specified mailbox station.

4.7.3 The MBXNUM Routine
Determine the Number of Messages Stored at a Mailbox Station
Description:

The MBXNUM routine returns the number of messages that are currently
stored in the mailbox.

4.7.3.1 Using the MBXNUM Routine from COBOL TSTs
Calling Parameters:
The parameters you must specify in the MBXNUM calling sequence are listed in the order they are
referenced by the MBXNUM routine.
Parameter

Description and Use

buffer

The location where the routine is to return the count of the number of messages
in the mailbox. This data item must be in the form PIC S9(4) COMPo For
example:
01

sta tion name

MAILBOX-MSG-COUNT PIC S9( 4) COMPo

The name (6 character ASCII) of the mailbox station you are interrogating.
The station name must be assigned to a character data item with PIC X(6). If
the station name is less than six characters, you must insure that the padding
spaces are inserted in the same positions used to define the station name in
the STADEF utility. An example of the definition of this data item would be:
01

status

STATION-NAME PIC X(6).

The status array consists of two full-word computational data items used to
return status information to the calling TST. The first item holds the return
code; the second item is reserved for future use.
You can define the status data items as:
01

STATUS-WORDS.
03 STATUS-WORD-l PIC S9(4) COMPo
03 STATUS-WORD-2 PIC S9(4) COMPo

Example of COBOL Usage:
In the following example, you want to interrogate the mailbox called OVRCRL to see how many
messages are there. This information is needed to determine if enough credit limits have been exceeded to warrant calling the accounting department.
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The example shows the COBOL assignment statements and calling sequence used to ask the mailbox
OVRCRL to return the number of messages it currently has in its queue.
MOVE "OVRCRL" TO STATION-NAME.
CALL "MBXNUM" USING MAILBOX-MSG-COUNT,STATION-NAME,STATUS-WORDS.
IF STATUS-WORD-I IS NOT EQUAL TO 1
GO TO STATUS-ERROR-ABORT.
4.7.3.2 Using the MBXNUM Routine from BASIC-PLUS-2 TSTs.
Calling Parameters:
The parameters you must specify in the MBXNUM calling sequence are listed in the order they are
referenced by the MBXNUM routine.
Parameter

Description and Use

buffer

The location where the routine is to return the count of the number of messages
in the mailbox. This parameter must be an integer variable such as MAILBOX.
MSG.COUNT%.

station name

The name (6 character ASCII) of the mailbox station receiving this message.
The station name must be a string variable or quoted literal.

status

The status parameter is a two-word integer array where status information is
returned to the calling TST. The first word holds the return code; the second
word is reserved for future use.

Example of BASIC-PLUS-2 Usage:
The example shows the BASIC-PLUS-2 calling sequence used to ask the mailbox OVRCRL to
return the number of messages it currently has in its queue.
12000 \ STATION.NAME$ = "OVRCRL"
&
\ CALL MBXNUM BY REF (MAILBOX.MSG.COUNT%,STATION,NAME$,STATUS%O) &
\
IF STATUS%(O%) < 1% GO TO 19500
4.7.3.3 Library Routine Status Return Codes for BASIC and COBOL:
+1
The call to the library routine was successful
-12

The station specified in the call is not known to the system.

-30

The buffer specified in the call is outside the TSTs address space.

-44

The station specified in the call is not a mailbox station

-52

Not enough memory resources are available to call the routine.
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4.8 SYSTEM INFORMATION ROUTINES
TRAX provides you with a set of five system information routines that allow you to obtain data
concerning stations, data files, and transactions as well as the date and time. The system information routines return the following data to your TST.

Routine
GETIME
GETSTN
GETSRC
GETRAN
GETFIL

Data Returned
Time and Date
TST Station ID
Initiating Station ID
Transaction ID
Physical File Specification

4.8.1 The GETIME Routine - Determining the Current Time and Date
Description:
The GETIME routine allows you to obtain date and time information from the
system.
4.8.1.1 Using the GETIME routine from COBOL TSTs
Calling Parameters:
The parameters you must specify in the GETIME calling sequence are listed in the order they are
referenced by the GETIME routine.
Parameter

Description and Use

buffer

The GETIME call returns eight data items to your TST. the data structure
that describes the information returned by GETIME is:
01

DATE-FIELDS.
03 YEAR-SINCE-1900
03 MONTH-OF-YEAR
03 DAY-OF-MONTH
03 HOUR-OF-DAY
03 MINUTES-PAST-HOUR
03 SECONDS-PAST-MINUTE
03 TICKS-THIS-SECOND
03 CLOCK-TICKS-PER-SEC

where:
YEAR ...

contains the number of years since 1900.

MONTH ...

contains the month as a number from 1 to 12.

DAY ...

contains the day as a number from 1 to 31.

HOUR ...

contains the hour as a number from 0 to 23.
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MINUTES ...

contains the minute as a number from 0 to 59.

SECONDS ...

contains the second as a nwnber from 0 to 59.

TICKS ...

contains the number of ticks since the last full second.

CLOCK ...

contains the number of clock ticks in a second. The nwnber of clock ticks
depends upon your hardware configuration.

status

The status array consists of two full-word computational data items used to
return status information to the calling TST. The first item holds the return
code, the second item is reserved for future use.
The status data items can be defined as:
01

STATUS-WORDS.
03 STATUS-WORD-l PIC S9(4) COMPo
03 STATUS-WORD-2 PIC S9(4) COMPo

Example of COBOL Usage:
In the following example, a TST calls GETIME to determine the time and date of a transaction.
CALL "GETIME" USING DATE-FIELDS,STATUS-WORDS.
IF STATUS-WORD-l IS NOT EQUAL TO 1
GO TO STATUS-ERROR-ABORT.
When the call is made in this manner, each individual data item can be examined if you supply a
data structure similar to that shown in the "buffer" parameter description.
4.8.1.2 Using the GETIME routine from BASIC-PLUS-2 TSTs
Calling Parameters:
The parameters you must specify in the GETIME calling sequence are listed in the order they are
referenced by the GETIME routine.
Parameter

Description and Use

buffer

The GETIME call returns eight integer values to your TST. The data structure
that describes the information returned by GETIME is:
951 MAP (TIMER) YEAR%, MONTH%, DAY%,
HOUR%, MINUTES%, SECONDS%, TICKS%, CLOCK%

&

where:
YEAR%

contains the number of years since 1900.

MONTH%

contains the month as a nwnber from 1 to 12.
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DAY%

contains the day as a number from 1 to 31.

HOUR%

contains the hour as a number from 0 to 23.

MINUTES%

contains the minute as a number from 0 to 59.

SECONDS%

contains the second as a number from 0 to 59.

TICKS%

contains the number of ticks since the last full second.

CLOCK%

contains the number of clock ticks in a second. The number of clock ticks
depends upon the configuration of your hardware.

status

The status parameter is a two-word integer array where status information is
returned to the calling TST. The first word holds the return code; the second
word is reserved for future use.

Example of BASIC-PLUS-2 Usage:
In the following example, a TST calls GETIME to determine the time and date of a transaction.

5000 CALL GETIME BY REF(YEAR%,STATUS%O)
\
IF STATUS%(O%) < 1% GO TO 19500

&

When the call is made in this manner, each individual data item can be examined if you supply
a data structure similar to that shown in the map statement (TIMER). Specifying the variable
"YEAR%" causes the date and time to be returned in the eight contiguous variables starting with
YEAR%.
4.8.1.3 Library Routine Status Return Codes for BASIC and COBOL:
+1
The call to the library routine was successful
-30

The buffer specified in the parameter list was outside the TSTs address space.

4.8.2 The GETSTN Routine - Determining the Current TST Station Name
Description:
The GETSTN routine allows you to obtain the 6-character name of the current
TST station. GETSTN returns the station name into a buffer specified in the
parameter list.
4.8.2.1 Using the GETSTN Routine from COBOL TSTs
Calling Parameters:
GETSTN requires you to specify two parameters:
Parameter

Description and Use

buffer

The buffer parameter must specify a data item defined to hold a 6-character
ASCII station name. The GETSTN routine returns the station name in this
data item. For example:
01
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status

The status array consists of two full-word computational data items used to
return status information to the calling TST. The frrst item holds the return
code, the second item is reserved for future use.
The status data items can be defined as:
01

STATUS-WORDS.
03 STATUS-WORD-I PIC S9(4) COMPo
03 STATUS-WORD-2 PIC S9(4) COMPo

Example o/COBOL Usage:
In the following example, a TST calls GETSTN to determine the name of the TST station that is
currently processing the exchange message.

CALL "GETSTN" USING STATION-NAME, STATUS-WORDS.
IF STATUS-WORD-I IS NOT EQUAL TO 1
GO TO STATUS-ERROR-ABORT.
4.8.2.2 Using the GETSTN routine from BASIC-PLUS-2 TSTs
Calling Parameters:
The parameters you must specify in the GETSTN calling sequence are listed in the order they are
referenced by the GETSTN routine.
Parameter

Description and Use

buffer

The buffer parameter must specify a data item defined to hold a 6-character
ASCII station name. The GETSTN routine returns the station name in this
variable. The variable specified as this parameter should be defined in a MAP
or COMMON statement with a length of 6 characters. For example:
951 MAP (PARMS) STATION$=6, ...

status

The status parameter is a two-word integer array where status information is
returned to the calling TST. The first word holds 'the return code; the second
word is reserved for future use.

Example of BASIC-PLUS-2 Usage:
In the following example, a TST calls GETSTN to determine the name of the TST station that is
processing the current exchange message.

5000 CALL GETSTN BY REF(STATION$,STATUS%O)
\
IF STATUS%(O%) < 1% GO TO 19500

&

4.8.2.3 Library Routine Status Return Codes for BASIC and COBOL:
+I
The call to the library routine was successful
-30

The buffer specified in the parameter list was outside the TSTs address space.
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4.8.3 The GETSRC Routine - Determining the Initiating Station ID
Description:
The GETSRC routine allows you to detennine the 6-character ASCII identifier
assigned to the station that initiated the current transaction instance (the
source station).
GETSRC returns the station name into a buffer specified in the parameter list.
4.8.3.1 Using the GETSRC Routine from COBOL TSTs
Calling Parameters:
GETSRC uses two parameters:
Parameter

Description and Use

buffer

The buffer parameter must specify a data item defined to hold a 6-character
ASCII station name. The GETSRC routine returns the station name in this
data item. For example:
01

status

STATION-NAME PIC X(6).

The status array consists of two full-word computational data items used to
return status information to the calling TST. The first item holds the return
code, the second item contains the number of times the current exchange
has been restarted.
The status data items can be defined as:
01

STATUS-WORDS.
03 STATUS-WORD-I PIC S9(4) COMPo
03 STATUS-WORD-2 PIC S9(4) COMPo

Example of COBOL Usage:
In the following example, a TST calls GETSRC to determine the name of the station that initiated
the current transaction instance.
CALL "GETSRC" USING STATION-NAME, STATUS-WORDS.
IF STATUS-WORD-I IS NOT EQUAL TO I
GO TO STATUS-ERROR-ABORT.
4.8.3.2 Using the GETSRC routine from BASIC-PLUS-2 TSTs
Calling Parameters:
The parameters you must specify in the GETSRC calling sequence are listed in the order they are
referenced by the GETSRC routine.
Parameter

Description and Use

buffer

The buffer parameter must specify a data item defined to hold a 6-character
ASCII station name. The GETSRC routine returns the station name in this
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variable. The variable specified as this parameter should be defined in a MAP
or COMMON statement with a length of 6 characters. For example:
951 MAP (PARMS) STATION$=6, ...
status

The status parameter is a two-word integer array where status information is
returned to the calling TST. The first word holds the return code; the second
word is reserved for future use.

Example of BASIC-PLUS-2 Usage:
In the following example, a TST calls .GETSRC to determine the name of the station that initiated
the current transaction instance.
5000 CALL GETSRC BY REF(STATION$,STATUS%O)
\
IF STATUS%(O%) < 1% GO TO 19500

&

4.8.3.3 Library Routine Status Return Codes for BASIC and COBOL:
+1
The call to the library routine was successful
-30

The buffer specified in the parameter list was outside the TSTs address space.

4.8.4 The GETRAN Routine - Determining the Transaction Type ID
Description:
The GETRAN routine allows you to detennine the 6-character ASCII identifier assigned to the transaction type in which your TST is executing. The
transaction name is returned into a buffer specified in the parameter list.
4.8.4.1 Using the GETRAN Routine from COBOL TSTs
Calling Parameters:
GETRAN uses two parameters:
Parameter

Description and Use

buffer

The buffer parameter must specify a data item defined to hold a 6-character
ASCII transaction name. The GETRAN routine returns the transaction name
in this data item. For example:
01

status

TRANSACTION-NAME PIC X(6).

The status array consists of two full-word computational data items used to
return status infonnation to the calling TST. The first item holds the return
code, the second item contains the number of times the current exchange has
been restarted.
The status data items can be defined as:
01

STATUS-WORDS.
03 STATUS-WORD-l PIC S9(4) COMPo
03 STATUS-WORD-2 PIC S9(4) COMPo
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Example of COBOL Usage:
In the following example, a TST calls GETRAN to determine the name of the transaction type
used in the current transaction instance.

CALL "GETRAN" USING TRANSACTION-NAME, STATUS-WORDS.
IF STATUS-WORD-l IS NOT EQUAL TO 1
GO TO STATUS-ERROR-ABORT.
4.8.4.2 Using the GET RAN routine from BASIC-PLUS-2 TSTs
Calling Parameters:
The parameters you must specify in the GETRAN calling sequence are listed in the order they are
referenced by the GETRAN routine.
Parameter

Description and Use

buffer

The buffer parameter must specify a data item defined to hold a 6-character ASCII transaction name. The GETRAN routine returns the transaction name in this variable. The variable specified as this parameter should
be defmed in a MAP or COMMON statement with a length of 6 characters.
For example:
951 MAP (PARMS) TRANSACTION$=6, ...

status

The status parameter is a two-word integer array where status information is
returned to the calling TST. The first word holds the return code; the second
word is reserved for future use.

Example of BASIC-PLUS-2 Usage:
In the following example, a TST calls GETRAN to determine the name of the transaction type
used in the current transaction instance.

5000 CALL GETRAN BY REF(TRANSACTION$,STATUS%O)
\
IF STATUS%(O%) < 1% GO TO 19500

&

4.8.4.3 Library Routine Status Return Codes for BASIC and COBOL:
+1
The call to the library routine was successful
-30

The buffer specified in the parameter list was outside the TSTs address space.

4.8.5 The GETFIL Routine - Determining a Physical File Specification
Description:
The GETFIL~routine allows you to determine the physical file specification
that corresponds to a logical file name currently accessed by this transaction
instance. GETFIL returns the physical RMS file specification to a 33-character
buffer that you must specify in the parameter list.
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4.8.5.1 Using the GETFIL Routine from COBOL TSTs
Calling Parameters:
The following list describes the GETFIL parameters in the order they must be specified in the
calling sequence.
Parameter

Description and Use

logical name

This parameter specifies a 6-character logical file name, padded with \BLANKs
if necessary. This name is the logical fil~ name specified in the file defmition
record (See Chapter 12). The data item used to specify this parameter must
be specified as shown in the following example:
01

buffer

The buffer parameter must specify a data item defined to hold a 33-character
TRAX file specification. The GETFIL routine returns the physical file specification in this data item. For example:
01

status

LOGICAL-FILE-NAME PIC X(6).

FILE-SPEC-BUFFER PIC X(33).

The status array consists of two full-word computational datal items used to
return status information to the calling TST. The first item holds the return
code, if the call is successful, the second item contains the number of characters in the fil~ specification returned to the TST by GETFIL.
The status data items can be defined as:
01

STATUS-WORDS.
03 STATUS-WORD-l PIC S9(4) COMPo
03 STATUS-WORD-2 PIC S9(4) COMPo

Example of COBOL Usage:
In the following example, a TST calls GETFIL to detennine the physical file specification associated
wi th the logical file name "CUSTOM".
MOVE "CUSTOM" TO LOGICAL-NAME.
CALL "GETFIL" USING LOGICAL-FILE-NAME,
FILE-SPEC-BUFFER,
STATUS-WORDS.
IF STATUS-WORD-l IS NOT EQUAL TO 1
GO TO STATUS-ERROR-ABORT.
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4.8.5.2 Using the GETFILroutine from BASIC-PLUS-2 TSTs
Calling Parame.ters:
The parameters you must specify in the GETFIL calling sequence are listed in the order they are
referenced by the GETFIL routine.
Parameter

Description and Use

logical name

This parameter specifies a 6-character logical file name, padded with BLANKs
if necessary. This name must correspond with a file definition record in the
file [1,300] tpname.FIL. This data item is usually specified as a string variable
or literal string in the parameter list. See the example following this section for
an example of a literal string in the parameter list.

buffer

The buffer parameter must specify a data item defined to hold a 33-character
TRAX file specification. The GETFIL routine returns the physical file specification associated with the logical file name into this buffer. The variable
specified as this parameter should be defined in a MAP or COMMON statement
with a length of 33 characters. For example:
951 MAP (PARMS) PHYS.FILE.SPEC$=33

status

The status parameter is a two-word integer array where status information is
returned to the calling TST. The first word holds the return code; the second
word is reserved for future use.

Example of BASIC-PL US-2 Usage:
In the following example, a TST calls GETFIL to determine the physical file specification associated
with the logical file name "CUSTOM".
5000 CALL GE'fFIL BY REF('~CUSTOM",PHYS.FILE.SPEC$,STATUS%O)
\
IF STATUS%(O%) < 1% GO TO 19500
4.8.5.3 Library Routine Status Return Codes for BASIC and COBOL:
+1
The call to the library routine was successful
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-30

The buffer specified in the parameter list is outside the TSTs address space.

-64

The logical name parameter referred to a non-existent file.
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4.9 LOGGING INFORMATION TO THE JOURNAL FILE
4.9.1 The LOGTRN Routine - Log Specified Data to the Journal
Description:
The LOGTRN routine allows you to write data to the journal file.
The log records written by this routine can be interpreted using the SHOLOG
utility. (See the TRAX System Manager's Guide.)
The log records written to the journal file by this routine are independent and
should not be confused with the journalling of transaction slots.
NOTE
Records are written to the log in blocked form. If the system
should crash, log records may be lost during the crash.
4.9.1.1 Using the LOGTRN Routine from COBOL TSTs;
Calling Parameters:
The following list describes the LOGTRN routine parameters in the order they must appear in the
call.
Parameter

Description and Use

buffer

The name of the buffer containing data to be logged to the journal.
The buffer should be a character data item in the DATA DIVISION. For
example:
01

buffer size

LOG-DATA-BUFFER
03 LOG-BUFFER-EM PIC X(36).
03 LOG-BUFFER-NOTE PIC X(80).

The length (in bytes) of the data buffer.
The buffer-size parameter must be a data item of type PIC S9( 4) COMP. The
data item is used to specify this parameter in the DATA DIVISION of the
example TST:
01

log code letter

BUFFER-SIZE PIC S9(4) COMPo

A I character (ASCII) alphabetic field which contains a user defined code. This
code identifies the specific type of log record that you are writing. It is used
by the SHOLOG utility when it processes the logged records from the journal.
You can identify up to 26 (A-Z) distinct types of logged messages using this
code.
The parameter must be defined in the DATA DIVISION as a single character
data item:
01

LOG-CODE-LETTER PIC X(l)
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status

The status array consists of two full-word computational data items used to
return status information to the calling TST. The first item holds the return
code; the second item is reserved for future use.
The status data items can be defined as:
01

STATUS-WORDS.
03 STATUS-WORD-l PIC S9(4) COMPo
03 STATUS-WORD-2 PIC S9(4) COMPo

Example of COBOL Usage:
The example shows the COBOL assignment statements and calling sequence used to log a 116character data buffer to the journal using the code letter "K".

MOVE EXCHANGE-MESSAGE TO LOG-BUFFER-EM.
MOVE STATION-ID-CODE TO LOG-BUFFER-NOTE.
MOVE "K" TO LOG-CODE-LETTER.
MOVE 116 TO BUFFER-SIZE.
CALL "LOGTRN" USING LOG-BUFFER,
BUFFER-SIZE,
LOG-CODE-LETTER,
STATUS-WORDS.
IF STATUS-WORD-l IS NOT EQUAL TO 1
GO TO STATUS-ERROR-ABORT.
4.9.1.2 Using the LOGTRN Routine from BASIC-PLUS-2 TSTs
Calling Param'eters:
The parameters you must specify in the LOGTRN calling sequence are listed in the order they are
referenced by the LOGTRN routine.
Parameter

Description and Use

buffer

The name of the buffer containing data to be logged to the journal.
Log data should be specified as a string variable. An example of buffer usage
is given at the end of this section.

buffer size

The length (in bytes) of the data buffer.
The buffer size parameter must be an integer type variable, and must contain the exact length of the data buffer. This value is best obtained by specifying the LEN%(buffer.name$) function in the parameter list. See the example at the end of this section for an illustration of how the LEN% function
is used.
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log code letter

a 1 character (ASCII) alphabetic field which contains a user dermed code. This
code identifies the specific type of log record that you are writing. It is used
by the SHOLOG utility when it processes the logged records from the journal.
You can identify up to 26 (A-Z) distinct types of logged messages using this
code.

status

The status parameter is a two-word integer array where status information is
returned to the calling TST. The first word holds the return code, the second
word is reserved for future use.

Example of BASIC-PLUS-2 Usage:
The example shows the BASIC-PLUS-2 assignment statements and calling sequence used to log the
infonnation in a buffer called LOG.DATA.BUFFER$.

5000

CALL LOGTRN BY REF (LOG.BUFFER$,LEN%(LOG.BUFFER$),"K",STATUS%O) &
\
IF STATUS%(O%) < 1% GO TO 19500

4.9.1.3 Library Routine Status Return Codes for BASIC and COBOL:
+I
The library call was successful

-30

The buffer specified in the parameter list is outside the TSTs address space.

-56

A fatal system error was encountered by the routine. The message was not
written to the journal file.
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CHAPTER 5
USING BATCH FACILITIES WITH A
TRANSACTION PROCESSOR

TRAX provides facilities for:
• Submitting a batch job from a transaction instance
• Initiating a Transaction Instance from a Batch Job.
TRAX Batch Facilities are documented in detail in the TRAX Support Environment Programmer's
Guide. Before reading this chapter, it is suggested that you be familiar with the functionality of the
batch processor.
5.1 SUBMITTING A BATCH JOB FROM A TRANSACTION INSTANCE
To submit a batch job, the transaction processor definition must include a submit batch station.
The submit batch station must also be defined. (See the description of transaction processor
definition in Chapter 9, and station definition in Chapter 10.)
A transaction instance submits a batch job in the following manner.
1. The submit batch station is included in the exchange routing list.
2. The exchange message must contain a valid DCL SUBMIT command. The first two bytes
in the exchange message are defined as an integer field where you must store the number
of characters in the SUBMIT command that follows it. (The SUBMIT command is documented in the TRAX Support Environment Programmer's GUide.)
The following examples describe how to code the exchange message, and construct the
SUBMIT command in COBOL and BASIC-PLUS-2. The SUBMIT command shown in
this example starts a batch job using the command file [300,300] CRDLTR.CMD after
5 p.m. on the current date. If this batch job fails, the job is not restarted.
COBOL Exchange Message
01 EXCHANGE MESSAGE,
03 EM-CHARACTER-COUNT
03 EM-SUBMIT-COMMAND

PIC S9( 4) COMPo
PIC X(79).

COBOL Command Specification
MOVE "SUBMIT/AFTER:(17:00)/NORESTART [300,300] CRDLTR"
TO EM-SUBMIT-COMMAND.
MOVE 46 TO EM-CHARACTER-COUNT.
BASIC-PLUS-2 Exchange Message
1000
MSGMAP EM.CHARACTER.COUNT%,EM.SUBMIT.COMMAND$=79
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BASIC-PL US-2 Command Specification
3000
EM.SUBMIT.COMMAND$="SUBMIT/AFTER:(17:00)/NORESTART" &
+ "[300,300] CRDLTR"&
\
EM.CHARACTER.COUNT%=46%
3. When the exchange message arrives at the submit batch station, the submit batch station
forwards the SUBMIT command to the queue manager.
4. If the queue manager accepts the DCL SUBMIT command, then the submit batch station
alters the first two characters of the exchange message to contain the characters SS. If
the batch submission was rejected, then the first two characters in the exchange message
contains SE.
NOTE
The only part of the batch submission performed by a transaction instance is
sending an exchange message in the form of a SUBMIT command to the submit
batch station. The entry into a queue and subsequent batch processing are
performed in the support environment.
5.2 INITIATING A TRANSACTION FROM A BATCH JOB
Using a slave batch station, TRAX allows you to invoke a transaction instance from a running program in the support environment. The slave batch station can~

1. Invoke a single exchange transaction and initiate the exchange, using the data received from
the batch program to create the exchange message.
2. Wait for a reply response message from a TST processing the exchange. When this message
is received at the slave batch station, the transaction instance is closed and the first 24
characters of reply message data are sent to the support environment program that initiated
the transaction.
3. If the transaction type was defined with a subsequent action parameter of NOWAIT, the
transaction instance is closed, and a blank message sent to the support environment task
that initiated the transaction instance.
5.3 INITIATE TRANSACTION - THE STTRAN ROUTINE
Description:
The STTRAN Routine starts a transaction instance from any batch program. When
your program calls STTRAN, it spawns a task to perform all required I/O and
memory mapping. This task is named by replacing the first two letters of the
initiating program with the letters ZZ. For this reason, the initiating task cannot
have a task name that begins with ZZ.

The initiating task disables checkpointing until the message is accessed by the
batch manager. Using STTRAN may affect performance in the support environment.
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5.4 USING THE STTRAN ROUTINE FROM COBOL SUPPORT ENVIRONMENT PROGRAMS
Calling Parameters:

The following list describes the STTRAN routine parameters in the order they appear in the call.
Parameter

Description and Use

tpname

The 1- to 6-character name of the active transaction processor where the
transaction instance is to be invoked. This parameter must be defined in
a COBOL program as a 6-character data item. For example:
01

transaction name

The transaction type you wish to invoke. This must be a single exchange
transaction. This parameter must be defined in a COBOL program as a
6-character data item. For example:
01

buffer

TXN-PROC-NAME PIC X(6).

TRANSACTION-NAME PIC X(6).

The location in the calling program where the exchange message data is
stored.
In COBOL programs, this parameter must identify a display data item or
group item, such as:
01

TXN-EXCHANGE-MESSAGE.
03 (Exchange Message Data Structure)

•
•
•

buffer size

You must specify an integer variable where your TST can place a value representing the number of characters of data in the exchange message buffer. In
a COBOL program, this parameter must be defined as a computational data
item. For example:
01

return buffer

The location where the first 24 characters of the reply response message are
placed when the transaction instance terminates. This location must accomodate at least 24 characters. You must define the data item describing
this parameter in the following manner:
01

status

BUFFER-SIZE PIC S9(4) COMPo

RETURN-BUFFER-AREA PIC X(24).

The status array consists of two data items. The first item contains status
return information from the library routine. The second item is reserved
for future use.
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The status data items can be defined as:
01

STATUS-WORDS.
03 STATUS-WORD-l PIC S9(4) COMPo
03 STATUS-WORD-2 PIC (S9(4) COMPo

Example of COBOL Usage:
In the following example, the transaction processor "SAMPLE" has a single exchange transaction
called "CHKMBX"; it is designed to interrogate and report the number of messages stored in each
system mailbox. The following call, placed in a COBOL batch program, causes the system to
invoke CHKMBX.
MOVE "SAMPLE" TO TXN-PROC-NAME.
MOVE "CHKMBX" TO TRANSACTION-NAME.
MOVE "01" TO BUFFER-SIZE.
CALL "STTRAN" USING TXN-PROC-NAME,
TRANSACTION-NAME,
ST-EXCHANGE-MBSSAGE,
BUFFER-SIZE,
RETURN-BUFFER-AREA,
STATUS-WORDS.
5.5 USING THE STTRAN ROUTINE FROM BASIC-PLUS-2 SUPPORT ENVIRONMENT
PROGRAMS
Calling Parameters:
The following list describes the STTRAN routine parameters in the order they appear in the call.
Parameter

Description and Use

tpname

The 1- to 6-character name of the active transaction processor where the
transaction instance will be invoked. This parameter must be defined in a
BASIC-PLUS-2 program as a 6-character string variable or literal.

transaction name

The transaction type you wish to invoke. This must be a single exchange transaction and cannot have a form associated with it. This parameter must be
defined in a BASIC-PLUS-2 program as a 6-character string variable or literal.

buffer

The location in the calling program where the exchange message data is
stored.
In BASIC-PLUS-2 programs, this parameter must identify a string variable
containing exchange message data, or a literal value.

buffer size
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return buffer

The location where the first 24 characters of the reply response message are
placed when the transaction intance terminates. This location must accomodate at least 24 characters. You must define the data name describing this
area as a string variable.

status

The status array consists of two variables. The first element contains status
return information from the library routine. The second element is reserved
for future use.
The status elements can be defined as an integer array STATUS%.
STATUS%(O%) contains the first status word, and STATUS%(l %) the second.

Example of BASIC-PLUS-2 Usage:
In the following example, the transaction processor "SAMPLE" has a single exchange transaction
called "CHKMBX"; it is designed to interrogate and report the number of messages stored in each
system mailbox. The following call, placed in a BASIC-PLUS-2 batch program, invokes "CHKMBX."
4000

CALL STTRAN BY REF ("SAMPLE", "CHKMBX"," ",I%,RETURN.AREA$,
STATUS%() )

5.6 LIBRARY ROUTINE STATUS RETURN CODES
+1
The transaction completed successfully.
-8

In ternal directive error.

-30

Parameter validation error.

-36

The transaction name you specified is disabled. See your system manager to
determine why it was disabled.

-48

The transaction processor named in the call is not running.

-56

An I/O error encountered during execution of transaction.

-60

Invalid transaction processor name.

-62

The started transaction terminated abnormally.
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CHAPTER 6
COMMUNICATION BETWEEN TRANSACTION PROCESSORS
TRAX/TL AND TRAX/3271-TL

TRAX/TL and TRAX/3271-TL are software modules that allow you to initiate a transaction in
another transaction processor or IBM system. TRAX/TL (Transaction Link) permits a TRAX system to be connected to other TRAX systems. TRAX/TL allows an executing transaction within a
TRAX system to initiate a transaction within the same or a physically different TRAX system.
TRAX/3271-TL is a protocol emulator that permits transactions running under TRAX to communicate interactively with tasks in an IBM 360 or 370 system running CICS/OS or CICS/VS.
This chapter is organized in two major sections. Section 6.1 describes the application programming
techniques required to use TRAX/TL. Section 6.2 describes the application programming considerations for the TRAX side ofTRAX/3271-TL.
6.1 TRAX/TL
To communicate between two TRAX transaction processors using TRAX/TL you must define a
master link station in the sending transaction processor, and one or more slave link stations in the
receiving transaction processor.
The master link station is a system provided TST which always overwrites the exchange message it
receives.
A master link station in a transaction processor with TL uses a number of sub-links, which correspond to the number of slave link stations defined in the receiving transaction processor for use with
the specified link. Sub-links allow a single master station to simultaneously control several slave
transaction instances.

Processing across a link involves the following set of operations.
L The transaction is invoked. Processing proceeds in the same manner as a nonnal transaction. A master link station is specified in the exchange routing list for the transaction.

NOTE
When you derme the master transaction, specify the exchange message size as the sum of
the 10-character header and the user data. When defming the slave transaction use the
same exchange message size as you used in the master transaction defmition.
2. The' exchange message arriving at the master link station must be formatted into two sections; the message header and the data buffer. The message header contains control information for use by the master and slave link stations. The data buffer contains the data used as
an exchange message by the slave transaction instance. The exchange message formatting
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required by the master link station is normally performed by a TST preceding the master
link station in the transaction routing list.
3. When an exchange message arrives at a master link station, the header is used to transmit the
entire exchange message to the slave transaction processor.
4. The slave link station uses the information in the header to initiate the slave transaction
named in the exchange message header. The slave link station creates an exchange message
for this transaction from the section of the link message containing the data buffer. The
transaction instance on the master side is suspended until the slave link station responds
with a message.
5. The response message generated by a TST in the slave transaction instance is sent to the
slave link station that initiated the transaction. The slave link station perfonns nonnal exchange control operations, and also forwards the response message to the master link station. Message area and performs the operations directed by the response message type. The
master link station exits at this point. Exchange message processing continues at the next
station in the routing list.
6.1.1 Operations from a Master Link Station
The four basic operations that can be performed over a link are:
1. Initiate a single exchange transaction. This type of processing requires that you specify the
following data in the exchange message header:
• A message type code of "I".
• The slave transaction name as a 6-character string.
• The number of characters of data following the header.

2. Initate the first exchange of a multiple exchange transaction. This type of processing requires that you specify the following data in the exchange message header:
• A message type code of "R".
• The slave transaction name as a 6-character string.
• The number of characters of data following the header.

3. Continue with subsequent exchanges of a mUltiple exchange transaction. This type of processing requires that you specify the following data in the exchange message header.
• A message type code of "C".
• The number of characters of data following the header.

4. Abort a previously initiated transaction instance.
• A message type code of "C".
• A value of zero in the data length field.

The data structure and an example of formatting the message header is shown in Section 6.3.1 for
COBOL, and 6.3.2 for BASIC-PLUS-2.
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The exchange message created by the master link station consists of either a message received from
a slave link station, or an error generated by the master link station explaining why it could not contact the slave link station.
The master link station constructs the exchange message in the following manner:
1~ If TRAX/TL is down, a two-character status message (SL) replaces the original exchange
message.
2. If the original master exchange message requested that the slave transaction be aborted, and
the abort actually takes place, then a 2-character status message (SA) replaces the original
message.
3. If the slave transaction sends a response message indicating that it has reached the end of
(closed) a transaction, the original exchange message is replaced with the response message
data as it was received from the slave transaction. If a sub-link was reserved by the master
link, it is released at this time.
4. If the slave transaction sends a reply with abort message, the system aborts the current slave
transaction instance and the reply with abort message (RA) is passed on to the next station
in the master transaction routing list. The master transaction is not aborted.
5. If the response message from the slave does not abort or close the transaction, the response
message data directly replaces the exchange message and the exchange message continues at
the next station on the route list.
6.1.2 Preparing the Exchange Message for the Master Link Station
In a transaction that initiates a link using a master link station, the master station appears in the
routing list of the exchange exactly as if it were a TST station.
In the TST that immediately precedes the master link station in the routing list, you must prepare
an exchange message in the format expected by the master link station.
The header consists of an area message type code, a reserved area for system use, an area that contains the slave transaction name, and an area containing the number of characters of user data. The
examples in the following section show the required field sizes and data types for the message
header.
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6.1.3 COBOL Master to Slave Message Format
In a COBOL TST, the following is an example of the format required for a message that is submitted to a master link station.
LINKAGE SECTION.
01 EXCHANGE~MESSAGE.
02 LINK-HEADER.
03
03
03
03

MESSAGE-TYPE-CODE
FILLER
SLAVE-TRANSACTION-ID
LINK-MESSAGE-LENGTH

PICX.
PICX.
PIC X(6).
PIC S9(4) COMPo

02 LINK-EXCHANGE-MESSAGE.
03 CUSTOMER-NUMBER
03 CUSTOMER-NAME

PIC X(6).
PIC X(30).

If you use an exchange message similar to the one shown above, you must supply the header data in
a TST preceding the master link station in the exchange routing list.
After you define the link message header in the LINKAGE SECTION of a TST, you must perform
the following operations in that TST's PROCEDURE DIVISION:
• Move the appropriate type code (I,R,C or A) to the exchange message.
• Move the 6-character string identifying the slave transaction to the exchange message.
• Move the length of user data to be sent across the link into the exchange message.
The following MOVE statements set up the message header to initiate a single exchange transaction to retrieve a customer record. The data structure of the message header is shown at the
beginning of this section.
MOVE "I" TO MESSAGE-TYPE-CODE.
MOVE "RDCUST" TO SLAVE-TRANSACTION-NAME.
MOVE 36 TO LINK-MESSAGE-LENGTH.
6.1.4 BASIC-PLUS-2 Master to Slave Message Format
In a BASIC-PLUS-2 TST, the following is an example of the format required in the MSGMAP statement immediately preceding the master link station in the exchange routing list.
600

\

MSGMAP

EM.MSG.TYPE.CODE$
EM.FILLER$
EM.SLAVE.TRANS.lD
EM.LINK.MSG.LEN%
EM.CUSTOMER.NUMBER
EM.CUSTOMER.NAME$

=
=
=

I
I
6

=
=

6
30

&
&
&
&
&

If you use an exchange message similar to the one shown above, you must supply the header data in
a TST preceding the master link station in the exchange routing list.
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After you define the link message header in the MSGMAP statement, you must perform the following operations
• Assign the appropriate message type code (I,R,C or A) to the type code field in the exchange
message header.
• Assign the 6-character string identifying the slave transaction to the slave transaction field in
the exchange message header.
• Calculate the length of user data to be sent across the link and assign this value to the message length field in the exchange message header.
The following BASIC-PLUS-2 statements set up the message header to initiate a single exchange
transaction to retrieve a customer record. The data structure of the message header is shown at
the beginning of this section.
1000

\
\

EM.MSG.TYPE.CODE$ = "I"
EM.SLAVE.TRANS.ID$ = "RDCUST"
EM.LINK.MSG.LEN% = 36%

&
&

6.1.5 Slave Link Station
Messages sent from a master link station over a sub-link to a slave transaction processor are directed
to a slave link station. The slave link station can:
1. Initiate a transaction instance and enter the first exchange. The data received over the sublink becomes the exchange message. The slave link station waits for a response message
from one of the TST stations in the exchange routing list. Once a response message is received at the slave link station, the slave link station sends the response message header and
data back to the master link station over the sub-link. The message returned by the slave to
the master is a new message. It contains data supplied by the slave transaction. This message is not related to the exchange message sent by the master link station when it initiated
the transaction.
If the completed exchange is the last exchange in the slave transaction (or if the response
message says to) the slave transaction instance is closed.
If the exchange is not the last exchange, then the slave link station waits for the next link
message from the master station.
2. Continue the transaction instance at the proper exchange. In this case, the slave link station
uses the link message data to generate the exchange message for the new exchange. ·Then it
waits for a response message from one of the TST stations in the exchange routing list and
continues as outlined above.
3. Abort the currently open transaction.
6.1.5.1 Response Messages Sent to the Slave Link Station
A transaction initiated by a slave link station must send exactly one response message per exchange
to the originating station.
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The following response message types can be sent from a slave link station are: The text following
the type identifier indicates the effect this routine has on both the master and slave transactions:
1. ABORT - The slave transaction is aborted.
2. STPRPT - Slave goes to next defined exchange. No effect on master transaction.
3. CLSTRN - Slave closes transaction. Sub link is released by master link station.
4. PRCEED - Slave continues according to transaction definition. No effect on master transaction.
5. TRNSFR - Slave continues according the transaction specified in call to TRNSFR routine.
No effect on master transaction.

NOTE
Do not attempt to send any response message type other than those listed above. You cannot
send a REPLY response message from a slave transaction.
When the response message is received at the slave link station, the entire response message is sent
from slave to master. If the slave transaction is closed, the master releases the sub link automatically.
The message received back at the master link station contains an eight-byte header (placed there by
the library routine that sends the response message) followed by the response message data from the
slave transaction.
The 8 byte header in the response message sent by the slave is place in the first 8 bytes of the exchange message sent to the next TST in the exchange route list.
The received message does not contain any length indication. If variable-length data is being returned, the length must be included as part of the data.
The following table shows the response messages that can be sent by a slave transaction, and the
data contained in the header:
Response
Message
ABORT
PRCEED
STPRPT
CLSTRN
TRNSFR
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Message
Type Code
RA
CP
CH
CC
FX

Code Area
Contents
Reply Number in third word.
I in third word.
I in third word.
I in third word.
ASCII name of next exchange.
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The following sections define typical COBOL and BASIC-PLUS-2 data structures to receive the
header data in the master transaction.
COBOL Response Message Header Structure:
01

EXCHANGE-MESSAGE
02 RESPONSE-MESSAGE-FROM-SLAVE
03 MESSAGE-TYPE-CODE
PIC XX.
03 CODE-WORDS.
PIC S9(4).
05 CODE-WORD-l
05 CODE-WORD-2
PIC S9(4).
05 CODE-WORD-3
PIC S9(4).
03 NEXT-EXCHANGE REDEFINES CODE-WORDS.
PIC X(6).
05 EXCHANGE-NAME

BASIC-PLUS-2 Response Message Header Structure:

\ MSGMAP
EM.SLAVE.RESP.MSG$

\ MSGMAP

,
\ MSGMAP

=8

EM.MSG.TYP.CODE$ = 2
EM.MSG.CODE.WORD 1%
EM.MSG.CODE.WORD2%
EM.MSG.CODE.WORD3%
EM.FILLER$ = 2
EM.EXCHNG.NAME$

&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&

=6
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6.2 TRAX/3271-TL
TRAX/3271-TL allows a T~X transaction processor to initiate processing in an IBM system
running under CICS/DS or CICS/VS.
To use TRAX/3271-TL, you must define a master link station in the TRAX transaction processor. In the master link station definition, you must specify the IBM line number connected
to this master link station.
TRAX always initiates processing across the link. Processing begins when a master transaction
is invoked on the TRAX side. Typically, processing involves the following set of operations:
1. The master transaction is invoked. Processing proceeds in the same manner as a normal
transaction. A master link station is defined in an exchange routing list in the master
transaction.
2. In the TST preceding a master link station in the routing list, you assign values to the
message header data structure. The message header must be located in the first 12
characters of the exchange message data structure.
3. When an exchange message is placed at a master link station, the header is used to transmit the data buffer to the IBM system.
4. The IBM system sees only the message data and the control characters in character
positions 10 through 12.
5. After the IBM system completes processing of that exchange data, it sends a message
across the link to the master link station.
6. The master link station places this message in the exchange message area and passes it
to the next TST in the master (TRAX) exchange routing list for subsequent processing.
The application programmer must be concerned with three different message states:
1. The exchange message containing a header and a data buffer that is placed at the master
link station.
2. The data buffer received by the IBM system. This data must be structured for the IBM
program processing the data.
3. The message data sent by the IBM system back to the master link station. This message
serves as the exchange message for subsequent TSTs in the current exchange of the
master transaction.
6.2.1 Master Link Stations
The IBM system receiving the link message has no exchange structure. Reserving a sub-link to
an IBM system reserves that resource so that future exchanges are processed upon receipt at the
master link station.
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A master link station can perform several types of processing. The character preceding each description in the following list must be specified in the message type code field of the exchange
message header received by the master link station.
1. I (INITIATE-RELEASE) - The line is released upon receipt of a message back from the
IBM system.
2. R (INITIATE-RESERVE) - The master link station connects the line when i~ sends data
to the IBM system. This line is retained until a type E message is received at the master
link station. (See code E below.)
3. C (CONTINUE) - The master link can continue sending exchange message data through a
previously reserved line to an IBM system. Do not specify C if you are sending data to
the last exchange in an IBM slave transaction.
4. E (RELEASE) - The message for the last exchange (or the last exchange that you want
resources reserved for) must contain this code to explicitly release the line at the conclusion of this exchange.
The exchange message created by the master link station when TRAX/3271-TL is down consists
of a two-character status message (SL), which replaces the original exchange message.

6.2.2 Preparing the Exchange Message for the Master Link Station
In a transaction that initiates a link using a master link station, the master station appears in the
routing list of the exchange exactly as if it were a TST station.
In a TST preceding (usually the TST immediately before) the master link station in the routing
list, you must prepare an exchange message in the format expected by the master link station.
Data routed to an IBM station must be in the format expected by the IBM system. The message
must begin with an attention identifier (AID) followed by a two-character cursor address. If the
IBM terminal that TRAX is emulating requires any type of formatting support, then the TRAX
application program must be prepared to supply and receive 3277 format protocols. The master
link station does not examine or supply any such data.
Data sent by TRAX to an IBM system may consist of printable graphic ASCII characters that can
be translated into EBCDIC. All other byte values are translated to EBCDIC spaces before they are
sent to IBM. EBCDIC data received in a TRAX system that translates to non-graphic ASCII characters is converted to ASCII spaces.
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6.2.3 COBOL Master to Slave Message Format
In a COBOL TST, the following is an example of the format required for a message that is submitted to C! master link station for transmission to an IBM system using TRAX/3271-TL.
LINKAGE SECTION.
01 EXCHANGE-MESSAGE.
02 LINK-HEADER.
03 MESSAGE-TYPE-CODE
03 FILLER
03 FILLER
03 LINK-MESSAGE-LENGTH
03 ATTENTION-IDENTIFIER
03 IBM-CURSOR-ADDRESS
02 LINK-EXCHANGE-MESSAGE.
03 CUSTOMER-NUMBER
03 CUSTOMER-NAME

PICX.
PICX.
PIC X(6).
PIC S9(4) COMPo
PICX.
PIC XX.
PIC X(6).
PIC X(30).

If you use an exchange message similar to the one shown above, you must supply the header data

in a TST preceding the master link station in the exchange routing list. The exchange message received from the initiating station must not place data in the header area. The exchange message
data sent by the initiating station must begin in the 13th character position.
After you define the link message header in the LINKAGE SECTION of a TST, you must perform
the following operations in that TST's PROCEDURE DIVISION:
• Move the appropriate message type code (I,R,C or E) to the exchange message.
• Move the length of user data to be sent across the link into the exchange message.
• Move the attention identifier and cursor address into the header. In addition, any terminal
format protocols must be specified in the data buffer.
NOTE
All filler fields in the exchange message header are reserved. Any data you place here is
destroyed. These fields need not be initialized in the master transaction.
6.2.4 BASIC-PLUS-2 Master to Slave Message Format
In a BASIC-PLUS-2 TST, the following is an example of the format required in the MSGMAP statement immediately preceding the master link station in the exchange routing list.
600 \ MSGMAP

EM.MSG.TYPE.CODE$
EM.FILLER$
EM. LINK. MSG. LEN%
EM.ATTN.ID&
EM.CURSOR.ADDR$
EM.CUSTOMER.NUMBER
EM. CUSTOME R.NAME$

=
=

I
7

=
=
=
=

1
2
6
30

&
&
&
&
&
&

If you use an exchange message similar to the one shown above, you must supply the header data

in a TST preceding the master link station in the exchange routing list. The exchange message
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received from the initiating station must not place data in the header area. The exchange message
data sent by the initiating station must begin in the 13th character position.
After you define the link message header in the MSGMAP statement, you must perfonn the following operations:
• Assign the appropriate message type code (I,R,C or A) to the type code field in the exchange message header.
• Calculate the length of user data to be sent across the link and assign this value to the
message length field in the exchange message header.
• Assign the attention identifier and cursor address to the appropriate fields. If the IBM
system requires terminal formatting protocols, these must be included in the message
data beginning in the 13th character position.
The master link station takes a previously formatted exchange message, converts the data in the
message from ASCII to EBCDIC and transmits the data to the IBM system. The data in the data
buffer must conform with the structures required by the IBM system.
The flow of information through the TRAX/3271-TL interface is the following:
1. A master transaction is initiated. An exchange in this master transaction has a master link
station in its routing list.
2. The TST preceding the master link station formats an exchange message in the format required for TRAX/3271-TL.
3. The exchange message is passed to the master link station which sends it to the slave
transaction processor residing in an IBM 360 or 370 system running under CICS/OS or
CICS/VS.
4. When the IBM transaction has completed, it sends a message back to the master link
station.
S. The master link station places this response data into the exchange message and passes
it to the next TST in the routing list for subsequent processing.
6.2.4.1 Handling Responses from IBM Transactions
There are no specific requirements on the formatting of the data portion of messages built by
IBM transactions and returned to TRAX. The message as received by the line driver must begin
with STX (start text), ESC (escape), command code, and write-control-character. This, however,
is enforced by the CICS control program; the application program is only responsible for supplying the user data after the write control character (WCC).
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The messages received by the TRAX master link station are in the following format:
COBOL Reply Format from IBM
01 EXCHANGE-MESSAGE.
02 HEADER.
03 IBM-COMMAND-CODE
PICX.
03 IBM-WRITE-CONTROL-CHAR PICX.
PIC X (6).
03 FILLER
02 MESSAGE-DATA,
03 •••
The command code values are:
"1 " = WRITE.
"5" = ERASE/WRITE.
"?" = ERASE ALL UNPROTECTED
The command code, WCC, and data are all translated from EBCDIC to ASCII. Otherwise, they
are not inspected or altered. If the command code is "?" (Erase All Unprotected), the WCC and
user data are meaningless.
BASIC-PLU8-2 Reply Format from IBM
600 MSGMAP
EM.COMMAND.CODE$
EM.WRT.CTRL.CHAR$
EM.FILLERS$

=

=
=

1
1
6

&
&
&
&

The command code values are:
"1 " = WRITE.
"5" = ERASE/WRITE.
"?" = ERASE ALL UNPROTECTED
The command code, WCC, and data are all translated from EBCDIC to ASCII. Otherwise, they
are not inspected or altered. If the command code is "?" (Erase All Unprotected), the WCC and
user data are meaningless.
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CHAPTER 7
TST DEBUGGING AND TESTING FACILITIES

7.1 COMPILINGTSTs
After you write a TST, use the DEC Editor to enter the source statements into a file.
The next step in the development process is compilation. The COBOL and BASIC-PLUS-2 compilers are equipped with a /TST switch. This switch must be specified in the command line when
you are compiling TST source statements.
The /TST switch causes the compiler to create object files that conform to a TST's specialized
structural requirements.
NOTE
Stand-alone programs designed to run in the TRAX support
environment should not be compiled using the /TST switch.
Procedures for support environment program development
are outlined in the TRAX Support Environment User's Guide.
The following examples show how the /TST switch is specified at compile time.
7.1.1 Compiling a COBOL TST
If you specify the following DCL command line, the compiler processes the source file RDCUST.CBL.
Since the /LIST command qualifier is specified, the listing file RDCUST.LST is also produced. If
no fatal errors are detected by the COBOL compiler, it produces the object rue RDCUST.OBJ.

>C70L/LISTljITCHES:

COmmand)
( keyword

(command)
qualifiers

ClTr) RDCUS\L
(switch) (source statement)
file specification

7.1.2 Compiling a BASIC-PLUS-2 TST
In the following terminal sequence, typing the DCL BASIC command invokes the BASIC-PLUS-2
compiler. The BASIC environment comes up, and has its own set of commands to process the source
rue. The OLD command reads the source file RDCUST.B2S. The COMPILE command causes the
compiler to process the statements in RDCUST.B2S. The /TST switch identifies the source file as a
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TST. The jDEBUG switch indicates that you want the BASIC-PLU8-2 symbolic debugger included
in the TST object module.
>BASIC
Basic2 VOI.S
OLDRDCUST
Basic 2
COMjTST jDEBUG
Basic2
EXIT

>
In the example above, the TST compiled successfully. The object module RDCUST.OBJ was produced by the BASIC-PLUS-2 compiler, and included the BASIC symbolic debugger.
7.2 LINKING TSTs - THE TSTBLD UTILITY
Before a TST can run, the object module (created by the language compiler) must be linked to the
system and language libraries, including the library of TRAX routines, and merged into an executable file called a task image. TRAX imposes specific structural requirements upon TST task-image
files.
The TSTBLD utility simplifies the process of constructing a task-image file from object modules
and insures that required linkages are performed to TRAX operating system resources. TSTBLD
converts your compiler output object modules into acceptable TST task image files.
TSTBLD creates command files from arguments that you supply in an interactive dialog. It then
invokes the TRAX Linker to process the input object modules into suitable TST task image files.
You invoke the TSTBLD utility from a support environment terminal by typing:
@[ 1,2] TSTBLD

The TSTBLD utility is invoked, and enters a dialog that begins with the question:
Object Module Names <EXIT>?
Using standard RMS file specifications, identify the object modules that comprise this TST. If more
than one object module is required, separate the specifications with a plus sign (+).
fIlespec [+ftlespec. . . .+filespec ]
The filename of the first module becomes the name of the task image and map files.
Table 7-1 shows the defaults that TSTBLD applies to the object module specifications.
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Table 7-1
TSTBLD Specification Defaults
dey: [group ,member ] filename,typ;ver
Default

Field

dey:

Initially SYO:; however, each explicit device name becomes the
default until the next time you explicitly specify the device
in a file specification.

[group ,member]

Initially the current mc; however, each explicit DIC becomes the
default DIC until the next time you specify a DIC in a file specification.

filename

None, you must always specify a filename.

.type

.OBJ

;ver

The highest version number

The next question asks you the name of the language compiler that created the object modules.
COBOL is the assumed default. BASIC-PLUS-2 and MACRO can also be specified as responses.
Language <COBOL>?
If you specify a high-level language (COBOL and BASIC-PLUS-2), the next question asks if that
language is installed with a shared object time system (OTS). If an OTS is present, answer, Y, YE,
or YES, and the modules in the OTS are linked to the task image. Linking a TST to a shared OTS
greatly reduces the size of the task image.
Is there a shared OTS for this language <YES>?
When you are debugging a TST, different modules must be included in the task image. TSTBLD has
a loop of three questions to specify the kind of debugging you want to perform the task image.
This loop begins by asking:
Debug mode <NO>?
If you press the RETURN key, the dialog for this TST ends, and you are returned to the question
"'Object module names <EXIT>?". If you answer Y, YE, or YES, then debugging support is included in the task image and TSTBLD continues by asking:
Transaction processor debug <NO>?
If you want a support environment terminal assigned to a TST for debugging purposes in the transaction processing environment, answer Y, YE or YES to this question. TSTBLD then asks you to
specify:
Debugging terminal ?
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You respond with the device name of the support environment terminal you want assigned to the
TST. When a TST is built with a debugging terminal, you can use language debugging facilities such
as the BASIC-PLUS-2 debugger and the COBOL ACCEPT and DISPLAY statements to examine and
modify values in the TST.
After you answer this question, the dialog returns to the question "Object module names <EXIT>?".
If you want to debug the TST in the support environment using the DEBUG utility, answer NO to
the transaction processing debug question by pressing the RETURN key. TSTBLD then asks for the:
Initializing module name <NONE>?
You specify the name of an object module used to initialize files and common data structures
before execution of the TST. This initializing module must have an entry point name of TSTINI.
In all other respects, the initializing module must conform to the structural requirements of a TST.
The debugger calls and executes this module prior to executing the TST. When attempting to debug
TSTs that depend upon prior execution in a transaction or exchange, the initializing module is
useful for positioning files. After you answer this question the utility returns to the question:
"Object Module Names <EXIT>?"
NOTE
If you include an initializing module in a BASIC-PLU8-2
TST, the Linker returns a multiply defined symbol error
for module "OTSYA$". This error is informational and
does not affect execution.
At this point, you can build another TST. If you press the RETURN key, accepting the default
"EXIT", the utility terminates. The command file used to invoke TSTBLD executes a LINK command to build the TST task image. The TST task image and map files are built in your current UFD
with the filename of the first object module specified to the TSTBLD dialog.
In certain cases, you may want to retain the command file created by TSTBLD. In this case, do not
invoke TSTBLD using the command file [1,2] TSTBLD. Instead you should:
. >RUN $TSTBLD
After the utility dialog ends and you exit from TSTBLD through the question "Object module
names <EXIT>?" TSTBLD creates a command file in your current UFD. This command file is
named TSTCOM.CMD. You can rename this command file or copy it into another directory.
When you want to build a TST task image, simply type the command string:
> LINK @filename
NOTE
You should not attempt to edit the command flie created by
TSTBLD. Doing so will cause unpredictable and/or fatal results.
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7.2.1 Examples of TSTBLD Usage
Figure 7-1 A shows the TST specification sheet describing the TSTBLD parameters to construct a
task image of the COBOL TST RDCUST to be used with the support environment DEBUG utility.

TST SPECIFICATION SHEET
TST Name:

i

IRIDlclulslTIC'
Islvl

Input Object Modules:

~
1:[,--1-'----..L.1-..J11,[1IQ]]]]IRIDlclul sl Ti.ITlsIKI;[IJ

1 1 I 1:[1
Language:

Is there a resident OTS for the language?

Debug Mode?

Figure 7-1a

lliJ
0

- COBOL

0

- MACRO-"

00
0

I I.ITTI]I

I

I

I

1

1.1

I

I I

I;[TI

- BASIC-PLUS-2

- YES
-NO

~

- No

0

- Transaction Processor (Device:

0

- Standalone (Initializing Module: I I

1

I:)

I I

I

I

I)

TST Specification Sheet for COBOL TST RDCUST.

Figure 7-1 B shows the terminal dialog corresponding to the specifications of Figure 7-1 A:
'"...>~H 1 ~ 2JTSTBLD G!D
_

>RUN $TSTBLD
TSTBLD Vl.0
Links TSTs for testins or final use.
Object IT,odule names <EXIT>?

RDCUST ~

LanSuase <COBOL>?~
Is there a shared OTS for this lanSuase <YES>?~

DebuS mode <NO>? YES G!D
Transaction Processins DebuS <NO>?~
InitializinS module name <NONE>?~
Object ITlodule names <EXIT>?G!D
>LIN @TSTCOM
:::.

>DELETE TSTCOM.CMD;*
>@ <EOF>

>
Figure 7-1 b TSTBLD Dialog to Build "RDCUST" For Debugging
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Figure 7-2A shows the TST specification describing the TSTBLD parameters to construct a task
image of the BASIC-PLUS-2 TST RDCUST that can be used in transaction processor debugging
from a support environment terminal TT2:

IRlolclulslrl (

TST Name:

i
~

I I I 1:[1315101,~]IRIOICllJlsITl.rn~;[IJ
'---'-----JL--.lI:[1 I I I.LlLJ] I I I I I I I.rn~;[IJ

Inpvt Object Modules:

o

Language:

-COBOL

I8I - BASIC-PLUS-2
O· - MACRO-ll
~ -YES

Is there a resident OTS for the language?

o

-NO

o
lR1 o-

Debug Mode?

-No

Figure 7-2a

ITITlZI :)
Standalone (Initializing Module: IL--LI_____
I . . .I---'---L-.. . I).
Transaction Processor (Device:

TST Specification Sheet for BASIC TST RDCUST.

Figure 7-2B shows the terminal dialog corresponding to the specification in Figure 7-2A.
)-@[1,2JTSTBLD C§)
>RUN $TSTBLD
TSTBLD

Vl.O

Links TSTs for testing or final use.

Object module names <EXIT>? [:3!:)(), 227JRDCLJf.->T

G!D

Language <COBOL>? BAS I C ~
Is there a shared OTS for thic; lan~uage <YES>? C§)
Debug mode <NO>? YES ~
Transaction ProcessinS Debug <NO>? YES C§)
Debugging terminal? TT2:

G!D

Object module names <EXIT>?
)oLIN @TSTCOM

G!D

)-

>DELETE TSTCOM.CMD;*
>@ <EOF}

Figure 7-2b TSTBLD Dialog to Build "RDCUST" for Debugging
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7.3 TST DEBUGGING IN THE SUPPORT ENVIRONMENT
After you have coded a TST, created a source language statement file, compiled the source statements, corrected the syntax errors, and used the TSTBLD utility to create an executable task image,
the next step in the TST development process is debugging.
Debugging TSTs begins in the support environment. A TRAX utility program, DEBUG, allows you
to debug TSTs in an interactive manner from a support environment terminal. You may also include system debugging aids such as the BASIC-PLUS-2 debugger.
7.3.1 DEBUG-The TST Debugging Utility
This utility assists you in debugging a TST by simulating its operating environment.
The DEBUG utility simulates a transaction processor, allowing your TST to execute and access
system resources in the same way as a TST installed in a transaction processor. The TST operating
under DEBUG can access:
•
•
•
•

The TRAX system library routines
A simulated exchange message
A simulated transaction workspace
Application data files

The simulated exchange message and workspace data are provided by the programmer.
All calls to the system library and I/O routines are logged in the logging ftIe (or device) together
with the parameters specified in the call. When the TST exits, the contents of the simulated workspace are written to the logging device.
7.3.2 Using the DEBUG Utility
You invoke the DEBUG utility from a support environment terminal by typing:
RUN $DEBUG
The program issues an identifying message, and begins an interactive dialog starting with the question:
TST filename?
Specify a TST task image file. DEBUG assumes the current system device and your default UFD,
the highest version number, and the filetype .TSK as default values. In every case, you must specify
a TST ftIename. The TST task image you specify must be created by the TSTBLD utility, with
support for debug mode.
The DEBUG utility executes this task image file.
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Logical fIle name <DONE>?
Specify the logical fIlename used in the TST. If you answer this question with a 1- to 6-character
logical fIlename, DEBUG responds with the prompt:
File specification "?
You respond with the RMS file specification for the logical fIle you named in the preceding question. The dialog continues to prompt for logical file name until you press the RETURN key indicating you are done.
You may press RETURN in response to the "Logical fIle name" question, without specifying any
logical fIlenames. In this case, DEBUG prompts you during execution for the RMS file specification of any logical fIles opened in the TST.
The logical filename and file specification are used to access physical fIles when the TST being
debugged attempts to access the logical file.
Logging device<TI:>?
The dialog continues by asking you to specify the file and/or device where the system and I/O calls
are logged by the DEBUG utility. The default is your terminal (TIO:). If you respond with a different fue or device specification, DEBUG writes output to that fIle or device.
Message file?
The message file is the simulated exchange message. It can be a fIle you create using the DEC
Editor, or it can be a terminal device specification such as TI:. If exchange message data is brief
such as a record key, then specifying the terminal device as the exchange message source is appropriate. If the exchange message data runs to any length, then a file may be more appropriate.
DEBUG assumes a fIletype of .TXT for any exchange message data files.
Since exchange messages often run longer than the 80-character width of a video terminal, DEBUG
recognizes the hyphen (-) followed by a carriage return as a continuation character in exchange
message and transaction workspace data. The following example illustrates the way you can use the
DEC Editor to create a set of four exchange messages, each consisting of 36-characters.
>EDIT EMRDCUST.TXTe§)
*Ie§)
OOOOOI~

OOOOI2e§)
0001 ODe§)
OOOOOO~
( CfRL/Z )

*EXe§)

>
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Workspace file<TI:>?
The workspace file is the simulated transaction workspace. It can be a f"lle you create using the
DEC Editor, or it can be a terminal device specification such as TI:. If the workspace data is brief
such as a record key, then specifying the terminal device as the source of workspace data is appropriate. If the workspace is a large area such as a record data structure, then creating a ftIe is more
appropriate. DEBUG assumes a filetype of .TXT for any transaction workspace data flles.
If the TST you are debugging does not have a defined workspace, then you must respond to this
question with the RETURN key.
Since the transaction workspace often exceeds the 80-character width of a video terminal, DEBUG
recognizes the hyphen (-) followed by a carriage return as a continuation character in exchange
message and transaction workspace data. The following example illustrates the way you can use
the DEC Editor to create a set of four empty transaction workspaces, to initialize this structure for
subsequent use by a TST. Each empty workspace is a 20S-character area, initialized with zeros.
>EDIT EMPTY.TXT
*IG!!)
~~~~~~~00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000-G!!)
~~~~~~~00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000-~
~~~~~~~00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000-~
~~~~~~~000000000000000000G!!)
(CfRL/Z

)

*COpy 10:40 %TO %ENDG!!)
*COPY 10:40 %TO %ENDG!!)
*COPY 10:40 %TO %END~
*EX~

>
After you specify the workspace data, DEBUG loads the specified TST task image and begins
executing.
If you have specified TI: in response to the "Message file?" or "Workspace file?" questions, DEBUG
prompts you for this data before it begins to execute the TST task image.
Input Message Data?
Input Workspace Data?
If you end a line with a hyphen (-), DEBUG reissues the same prompt, and continues to accept data
from the terminal. DEBUG stops prompting when it detects the RETURN character without a
preceding hyphen.
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As the TST starts to open application data files the DEBUG utility intercepts the file access calls.
In the case where you did not supply a logical file name or physical file specification in the dialog
that initiated DEBUG, the following prompt is issued when an open call is issued for a logical file
name:
File specification "XXXXXX"?
In this case, the DEBUG utility found a logical filename "XXXXXX" that requires a corresponding
physical file specification. You must specify at least the filename and filetype of this application
data file. The defaults assumed by DEBUG are the system device, your default UFD, and the current version. On subsequent accesses to the same logical filename the same physical file is read.
The TST then executes to completion and the debugging session (using the available language
debugging tools) takes place. When the TST exits, the message file is read again, and if another
message is found, then DEBUG initializes the message, TST workspace, and the logical file assignments before beginning another execution of the TST.
After the last message has been processed, the debugging session ends.
When the TSTs are debugged satisfactorily, they can be integrated into a 'system test' environment to complete the application debugging. This technique is discussed in Chapter 14.
Figure 7-3a shows the debugging output from the COBOL version of "RDCUST."
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>t:;:UN $[lEBUG

DEBUG

G!D

01-01

TST DebuS Utility
TST filename?RDCUST

~

LoSical file nalTte<DONE>?GB
LoSsinS device<TI
Message

D·'r~

file?TI!~

Wo rk srjace f i 1 e~~Et1PTY

~

I npl.J·t Messase Data 'l' ()()()()04 ~
Fi Ie speci fication CLJSTOM" 'n::1.:L:L ¥"7 JCUSrOM. nAT
R

***

Subroutine Name
File Name

SOPEN

Subroutine Name
File Name

0

RDCUST

1

Status Value(STV)
TST File Name

0

RDCUST

CUSTOM

Subroutine Name
File Name

Status Value(STV)
TST File Name

SFIND

Completion Status(STS)
Specified Key
000004

***

RDCUST

CUSTOM

Subroutine Name
File Name

1

SCONNECT

Completion Status(STS)

***

TST File Name

CUSTOM

Completion Status(STS)

***

~

1

SGET

Status Value(STV)

TST File Name

0

RDCUST

CUSTOM

Completion Status(STS) 1
Specified Key
000004
Specified Record
000004Mesa Stamp Center

Status Value(STV)

0

1 R Street

Mesa, AR
852016026991347N K Nentakian
000000050000000000000000000000000000000
30001

***

Subroutine Name

PRCEED

TST File Name

RDCUST

MessaSe Data
000004Mesa Stamp Center

1 R Street

Mesa, AR
852016026991347N K Nenta
kian

500.00

Figure 7-3a DEBUG Utility Output for COBOL "RDCUST" TST
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wo rV-. space llat,a
000004Mesa stamp Center
Mes?, AR

1 R street
852016026991347N K Nentakian

0000

00050000000000000000000000000000000
30001

***

TST

E~d t.

Input Message Data? 000100

***

~

Subroutine Name
File Name

$OPEN

Subroutine Name
File Name

TST File Name

1

0

RDCUST

Status Value(STV)
TST File Name

$FIND

0

RDCUST

CUSTOM

Completion StatusCSTS)
Specified Ke~
000100

***

Status Value(STV)

CUSTOM

Subroutine Name
File Name

1

$CONNECT

Completion StatusCSTS)

***

RDCUST

CUSTOM

Completion StatusCSTS)

***

TST File Name

Subroutine Name

-1472

REPLY

Status ValueCSTV)

TST File Name

0

RDCUST

Message Data
No Record Exists under that Key
File Status Word: 23

***

Workspace Data
00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
00000000000000000000000000000000000
00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
00000000000000000000000000000000000
00000

***

TST

E~<i t

I nput Message Data?

***

~

CJD QQ G!D

Subroutine Name
File Name

$OPEN

Subroutine Name
File Name

1

SCONNECT

Status ValueCSTV)
TST File Name

0

RDCUST

CUSTOM

Completion StatusCSTS)

***

RDCUST

CUSTOM

Completion Status(STS)

***

TST File Name

Subroutine Name

REPLY

1

Status Value(STV)
TST File Name

0

RDCUST

Figure 7-3a (cont.) DEBUG Utility Output for COBOL "RDCUST" TST
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Repl~

Messa~e

Number

2

Data
You Specified an Invalid Customer ID t

***

Workspace Data
00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
00000000000000000000000000000000000
00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
00000000000000000000000000000000000
00000

***
I nput

TST E~d t
Messa~e

Data 'p

'~Z

(CTRL/7)

Figure 7-3a (cont.) DEBUG Utility Output for COBOL "RDCUST" TST
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CHAPTER 8
USING THE DEFINITION UTILITIES

The TRAX system includes a set of utilities for defining the processing paths and components of a
transaction processor. These programs are called transaction processor definition utilities. You run
the definition utilities from an interactive terminal connected to the TRAX support environment.
Each utility leads you through a dialog, asking a set of questions. You answer these questions using
information supplied by the application designer. Chapters 9 through 13 describe each of the definition utilities.
8.1 UTILITY DESCRIPTIONS
Tne information required to install a transaction processor resides in a set of definition data files.
Each definition utility modifies one specific definition flie. Table 8-1 provides a brief functional
description of each definition utility.

Table 8-1
Definition Utility Functions
Chapter

Utility

Function

TPDEF

Sets dimensions for transaction processor components.
Defines the processor's common data areas. Creates the
definition data flies and transaction processor record.

10

STADEF

Defines stations referenced by the transaction processor.

11

TRADEF

Defines the transactions that can be executed by the
transaction processor. Specifies the exchanges, exchange routing lists, and subsequent actions taken by
the system.

12

FILDEF

Specifies application data files accessed by the transaction processor.

13

WORDEF

Defines work classes and associates transaction names
with each work class.

13

AUTDEF

Assigns identifiers, passwords, and work classes to individual users.

9
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8.2 TRAX UTILITY DIALOG CONVENTIONS
TRAX Utility dialogs follow these conventions:
Help Text

If a question does not give enough information for you to answer, type a ques-

tion mark followed by the RETURN key (? ~ ). The utility responds
with an explanation and repeats the question.
Transaction processor name?? ~
Enter the name of an existing transaction processor, 1- to 6-character
alphanumeric string.
Transaction processor name?
RETURN Key

Pressing the RETURN key ( ~ ) terminates your response.
Station type? TERMINAL ~
Station name?

Responses

Each question indicates the type of response expected by the utility. The utility checks the input as you enter it. If the input is incorrect, the utility returns
an error message and repeats tfie question.

Defaults

If the system assumes a default value as a response to a question, that value is
shown in angle brackets following the question.

Station priority <128>
You can accept the default value by pressing the RETURN key. For example,
Station priority <128> ~
To specify a different value, type the value followed by a carriage return.
Station priority <128> 124 ~
YES/NO

If a question requires a YES or NO answer, you can respond by typing Y, YE,

YES, N, or NO followed by the RETURN key.
Stage updates <YES>? N ~
Repeat <NO>? YE ~
Numeric Data

Any question that requires a numeric reply expects decimal input, unless the
question indicates otherwise.
Exchange time limit [minutes]? 5 ~
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[ text]

Some questions include text within square brackets to clarify the entity or
units to be specified.
Maximum size of exchange message [bytes] ?

Abbreviation

If a question asks you to specify an item from a known set (utility commands,

for example), you need to type only the characters required to uniquely identify the selected item within the set.
Command? P ~
P stands for PRINT, one command from a set that includes ADD, DELETE,
EDIT. EXIT, INDEX, PRINT, and SHOW.
ESCAPE Key

Utilities ask questions in a specific order. To reverse the order, that is, to return to the last question asked, press the ESCAPE key ~. In a loop of
questions, pressing the ESCAPE key returns you to the first question in that
loop.
Exchange label? ACNT ~
Fonn name? ~
Exchange label?
The following 3 questions deal with the subsequent action of the exchange.
Wait <YES>? ~
Destinations command <DONE>?

EXIT Command

If you type the keyword EXIT in response to the "Command?" question in
any utility, the utility exits normally.

CTRLjZ to Exit

You may make an orderly exit from a TRAX utility by typing
in response to a question.

(CTRL/Z)
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CHAPTER 9
TRANSACTION PROCESSOR DEFINITION:
T·HE TPDEF UTILITY

The TPDEF utility creates the definition data files and transaction processor common areas that define the parameters of a transaction processor.
When you run TPDEF to create or modify an existing transaction processor, the following files and
data structures are created or changed.
You must run TPDEF to create a new transaction processor. The other TRAX defmition utilities
cannot be run to define components of that transaction processor until after a transaction processor
is defined.
• The transaction processor's common data area.
• A terminal management task image file.
• Six definition data files in the UFD [1,300], which are subsequently processed by a set of
definition utilities.
• An entry for the named transaction processor in the transaction processor definition file
[ 1,1] TPDEF. TPF.
9.1 TRANSACTION PROCESSOR DATA STRUCTURES
When you create a transaction processor using TPDEF, it enters a dialog to gather the transaction
processor parameters. Once the dialog finishes, TPDEF generates and executes a set of DeL commands to create the transaction processor. The system displays each command at your terminal as
the command executes.
When you run TPDEF using a command that modifies or recreates definition structures, the DeL
commands that make the changes are also displayed and executed at your terminal.
9.1.1 The Transaction Processor File Record
Each defined transaction processor has a record in the system ftIe [ 1,1] TPDEF. TPF. TPDEF creates this record when you run the utility to define a new transaction processor. The record contains
the name of the processor, a unique identifying label, and other data needed by the system for monitor and control purposes. TPDEF sets up the record fields. Some fields are filled later by the
system each time you run a definition utility or install the transaction processor.
9.1.2 The Tenninal Management Task and Common Data Area
The terminal management task contains data the contributes to the processor's handling of application terminals. The common data area contains data that relates to every aspect of the processor.
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More specifically, it reflects your responses to TPDEF questions, that cover the following general
topics:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Transaction types and instances
Transaction Step Tasks (TSTs)
Network communications
Communications with batch processing
Stations
Application data files
Transaction slots
Crash recovery

When you install a transaction processor, the system loads all required tables and tasks into memory. These tables and task image areas remain memory resident until you remove the transaction

processor.
9.1.3 The Definition Data Files
The TPDEF utility creates six definition data files that are subsequently populated by six corresponding utilities. Table 9-1 gives the names of each file, a brief description of its contents, and the
utility provided to process it.
Table 9-1
The Definition Data Files
File

Contents

Utility

tpname.STA

Records that define each statement
within the transaction processor.

STADEF

tpname.TRA

Records that define each transaction
type used by the processor.

TRADEF

tpname.FIL

Records that describe each application data file.

FILDEF

tpname.WOR

Records that describe each work
class (a specific set of transaction
types).

WORDEF

tpname.AUT

Records that determine the work
class or classes that individual users
can transact.

AUTDEF

tpname.FDF

Records that contain compiled
form definitions.

ATL

(The ATL Utility is described in the TRAX ATL Language Reference Manual.)
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The system information fues are described fully in the chapters that discuss the corresponding utilities.
9.2 THE TPDEF UTILITY
The following sections describe the questions posed by the TPDEF utility dialog. The order that the
questions are asked by the utility depends on the command you specify and the answers you supply
to various questions. Several examples of TPDEF usage are shown in this section.
You should read the following paragraphs to familiarize yourself with the information required by
the TPDEF utility.
The responses you make to TPDEF dialog questions should reflect the maximum configuration required by the final system. For example, if the transaction processor will eventually use 15 TSTs to
execute the defined transactions, but only 7 are currently operational, you should specify 15 when
responding to the question:
Maximum number of TSTs?
Anticipating the configuration and requirements of the final system avoids editing the transaction
processor definition every time a new component is added to the processor. Each time you run
TPDEF, a number of components are recompiled and relinked. Planning for expansion during the
system design and definition process can save considerable programmer time during the implementation phase of an application.
9.2.1 Invoking the TPDEF Utility
You invoke the TPDEF utility by logging on to a support environment terminal and typing:
@[ 1,2) TPDEF

The command file you invoked issues the command:
RUN $TPDEF
The TPDEF utility responds by issuing the identifying text:
TPDEFVl.O
Transaction processor definition utility
TPDEF then begins by asking the question:
Command <EXIT>?
You answer this question by specifying one of the eight command keywords. Typing a carriage return in response to this question causes the TPDEF utility to exit. Any generated commands are
executed immediately following the utility exit.
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The command keywords you may specify in response to the TPDEF "Command" question are listed below, with a brief description of their function.
• CREATE - Creates a new transaction processor definition including the common data area,
the terminal management task, the six definition data files, and the processor record in
TPDEF.TPF.
• COpy - Creates an identical copy of an existing processor and gives the copy a new name.
The new processor includes renamed dUp'licates of the related processor definition files.
• DELETE - Deletes an existing processor's related processor definition files, and the transaction processor record on [I, I ] TPD EF. TPF.
• EDIT - TPDEF modifies the transaction processor definition record, and issues commands
to construct the related processor tables and tasks. EDIT mode does not affect the definition data files.
• INDEX - Displays on your terminal the names of all defined transaction processors.
• PRINT - Lists the parameters of the named transaction processor on the line printer.
• RENAME - Changes the name of an existing transaction processor and its related processor
definition files.
• SHOW - Displays at your terminal (TI:), the parameters of the named transaction processor.
The TPDEF dialog varies according to the command keyword you specify. The TPDEF command
keywords fall into five different functional groupings:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

The CREATE and EDIT Commands are discussed in Section 9.2.2.
The INDEX Command is discussed in Section 9.2.3.
The PRINT and SHOW Commands are discussed in Section 9.2.4.
The COpy and RENAME Commands are discussed in Section 9.2.5.
The DELETE Command is discussed in Section 9.2.6.

9.2.2 Creating or Editing a Transaction Processor Definition
The CREATE Command
The EDIT Command
You must create a transaction processor before you use any of the other TPDEF commands to
modify that transaction processor. Mter you answer the "Command ?" question with the keyword
CREATE, TPDEF enters a dialog to gather the parameters needed to create a transaction processor.
The EDIT command lets you modify the definition of an existing transaction processor. The EDIT
command asks you to review the existing transaction processor defmition, changing parameter
values as required.
The CREATE and EDIT commands use the same dialog.
After you respond to each question, the utility validates your response and automatically issues the
next question.
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The dialog begins by asking for:
New transaction processor name?
TPDEF asks you to name the processor. The name you specify must be a 1- to 6-character alphanumerie string.
If you are editing a transaction processor definition, TPDEF uses the name you specify to retrieve
the corresponding transaction processor defmition record from the file.
If you are creating a transaction processor definition, this name also becomes the file name for the
definition datat files created by TPDEF .. For example, if you name a processor SAMPLE, TPDEF
creates the following six files in UFD [1,300] :
SAMPLE.STA
SAMPLE.TRA
SAMPLE.FIL
SAMPLE.WOR
SAMPLE. AUT
SAMPLE.FDF

(the station definition file)
(the transaction definition file)
(the application data file definition file)
(the work class definition file)
(the user authorization file)
(the forms definition file)

Once the transaction processor definition record is created (retrieved), the dialog continues with the
question:
Maximum number of transaction types?
You must specify the maximum number of transactions that can be defined. Each transaction type
has a corresponding transaction definition record in the file tpname.TRA. A transaction processor
can support up to 64 transaction types. The dialog continues by asking for the:
Maximum number of concurrent transaction instances?
A transaction instance is an executing transaction. The number you specify limits the number of
transaction instances that the processor can execute at one time. The number must be less than or
equal to 64. If a situation occurs where more than this number of transaction instances are attempting to execute concurrently, the requests to invoke the additional transaction are queued and are
executed when currently executing transaction instances conclude and free system resources.
The next parameter you are asked to supply is the:
Maximum number of application terminals?
TPDEF needs to know the maximum number of deviced defined as application terminals. A transaction processor can support up to 64 application terminals.
The next question is:
Maximum number of user TSTs?
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TPDEF asks you to specify the maximum number of transaction step tasks (TSTs) to be included in
the transaction processor. Every TST within a processor has a unique station. Defining this unique
station makes the associated TST part of the transaction processor. A transaction processor definition can specify up to 256 TST stations.
The TRAX system allows transaction processors to communicate among themselves, and with transaction processors in IBM systems. The communicating transaction processors can run on the same
computer or they can run in separate computers. You must define special link stations that send
and receive data between transaction processors to support this transaction processor link facility.
There are two kinds of link stations, master and slave.
A master link station receives exchange messages from local transaction instances and forwards the
messages to a specific remote transaction processor or IBM system. The TPDEF dialog question to
define master link station is:
Maximum number of master link stations?
This value is the total number of other transaction processors that the transaction processor you are
defining expects to communicate with. A transaction processor definition can specify up to 10
master link stations. A master station in one active transaction processor communicates with a slave
link station in another active transaction processor in the same or a remote system. See the description of the TRAX/TL facility in Chapter 6 for more information about link stations.
After you have defined master link stations, TPDEF asks you to specify:
Maximum number of slave link stations?
A slave link station receives exchange messages from a master link station. The master link station
initiating the slave transaction resides in a remote transaction processor. Each message received
causes an exchange to be initiated, with the slave link as the source station. The number of
slave link stations you specify corresponds to the total number of concurrent transactions that
can be initiated by the other transaction processors linked to the transaction processor you are defining.
You can define up to 64 slave stations in a single transaction processor. If you specify a receive link
message, the TPDEF dialog asks for the:
Maximum size of a receive link message?
A receive link message is the exchange message received by a slave link station in the local transaction processor. In order to manage its resources, the transaction processor needs to know the
maximum size in bytes of any such message forwarded by a remote master link station. The largest
message size you can specify ~s 512 bytes.
After defining the link stations, you are asked to specify the number of interfaces to the batch processor. These include submit and slave batch stations. The first question asks for the:
Number of submit batch stations?
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For a transaction instance to submit a batch command file, a submit batch station must be defined
in both the transaction processor and station definitions. A transaction processor can have only one
submit batch station.
The second question asks for the:
Number of slave batch stations?
If your transaction processor permits batch jobs to initiate transactions, you must define one or
more batch slave stations. The number of batch-initiated transaction instances that can run concurrently is equal to the number of defmed slave batch stations. A transaction processor can support
up to 16 batch slave stations.
The dialog next asks you to specify:
Maximum number of mailbox stations?
A mailbox station is used to store messages that can be retrieved by other transaction instances. A
set of system library routines have been supplied to allow TSTs to store and retrieve data at mailbox
stations.
A processor can support up to 10 mailbox stations.
The TPDEF dialog next asks you to specify:
Maximum number of application data files?
TPDEF asks you to specify the maximum number of files that can be defined in the definition data
file tpname.FIL. These application files include files that contain the application-specific data
related to transaction processing, as well as work files created, opened, closed, or erased dynamically by TSTs. See Chapter 12 for a description of the file tpname.FIL and FILDEF, its corresponding
utility. The number of application data files must be less than or equal to 64.
The next question asks you to define the:
Maximum size of transaction slot [64 byte blocks] ?
For each transaction instance, the transaction processor allocates a portion of memory called a
transaction slot. Each slot consists of three parts:
1. An area that contains the current exchange message
2. A transaction workspace used in tum by every TST that executes on behalf of the transaction instance
3. A system workspace used by the transaction processor to store data for staged file updates
and exchange recovery during the life of the transaction instance.
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The size of the trans':tction slot areas varies from one transaction type to another. The TPDEF utility asks you to spedfy the maximum number of 64-byte blocks required for a transaction slot by
any transaction Jefined for the current transaction processor.
When you ':Je running TRADEF to define a transaction type, you can calculate the maximum slot
size usin~ the individual space requirements of the exchange message, transaction workspace, and
system workspace sizes.
The formula for calculating the system workspace is explained in Figure 11-1 as part of the
TRADEF description.
The TPDEF dialog concludes with the question:
Automatic crash recovery?
When a transaction processor includes this option, it can recover from a software crash and continue
execution, aborting in progress transactions and completing any unstaging operations in progress.
After you answer this question, the TPDEF utility exits and automatically spawns several DCL
command lines. The operating system processes this set of commands and creates the definition
data files and the terminal task and the transaction processor common data areas.
For illustration purposes, a transaction processor called "SAMPLE" has been designed, and is used
throughout the discussions in the manual. Figure 9-1 a shows a transaction processor specification
sheet prepared for the transaction processor "SAMPLE".
Figure 9-1 b shows the terminal listing of the dialog used to CREATE a transaction processor definition for "SAMPLE". Following the terminal dialog, the system issues a number of DCL commands
to create the definition data files required to build a transaction processor.
9.2.3 Listing the INDEX of Defined Transaction Processors
The INDEX Command
The INDEX command lists all defined transaction processors. The action is sutomatic once you
specify INDEX in response to the TPDEF in response to the TPDEF "CommalJd ?" question.
The 3-character transaction processor identifier shown in the INDEX listing is the suffix of the various transaction processor tasks that are active when a transaction processor is installed. For example, if the transaction processor "SAMPLE" has an ID of "AAG", the terminal task for
"SAMPLE" is known to the system as the task TIMAAG.
Once the INDEX is printed on your terminal, the TPDEF utility returns with the "Command?"
question, allowing you to invoke some other command or to exit from the utility. Figure 9-2 shows
the TPDEF terminal dialog listing for the INDEX command.
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TRANSACTION PROCESSOR SPECI FICATION SHEET

Transaction Processor Definition:
Transaction Processor Name:

IslAIMlplL IE I

Is IAIMlp IL IE 1

Maximum number of transaction types:

(0-64)

rn

Maximum number of concurrent transaction instances:

(0-64)

[E

Maximum number of application terminals:

(0-64)

I 141

Maximum number of user TSTs

(0-256)

II 101

Maximum number of master link stations:

(0-10)

c:=oo

Maximum number of slave link stations:

(0-64)

~

(0-512)

I I

Maximum number of submit batch stations:

(0-1)

~

Maximum number of slave batch stations:

(0-16)

101

Maximum number of mailbox stations:

(0-10)

I Fbi

Maximum number of application data files:

(0-64)

I' I

Maximum transaction slot size:

(1-1022)

181 blocks

Automatic crash recovery:

D -YES

Maximum size of receive link message:

[R] -

NO

Figure 9-1a Transaction Processor Specification Sheet for "SAMPLE"
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> @[1 ,2JTF'DEF

~

>RUN $TPDEF
TPDEF Vl.0
Transaction processor definition
Command <EXIT>?

CREATE

utilit~

~

New transaction processor name?
Maximl.lm number of transaction

SAMPLE

t~pes?

4

~

~
instances'~

Ma>dmum nlJlrlber of concurrent transaction

l' ~

Specif~ the maximum number of transaction instances «=64) that can be active at
one tirrle.

Maximum number of concurrent transaction instances?
MaHimum nl.Jmber of application terminals?
Ma}{imurrl number of user TSTs?

4

G!D

4 (ED

10 ~

MaHiml.lm number of master link stations? 0 ~
Maxirrlum number of slave link stations?
Maximum nurrlber of subrrti t

0 ~

o

batch stations?

Maximum nurrlber of slave batch stations?
Ma}·dmum number of mai lbo>{ stations?

0

GD

O~

MaHimum nurrlber of application data files?
Ma>~iml.Jm

(ED

size of a transaction slot [64

1 ~

b~te

blocksJ? 8 ~

Automatic crash recovery <NO>? @D

>RUN $FDFBLD
>RENAME [1,300JNONE.FDF [1,300]SAMPLE.FDF
)MACRO/OBJECTtTEMP [1,lJRMSMAC/LIt[l,300]SAMPLEt[24,10JTPSCOM
')MACRO/OBJECT:TEMF'.CTX [1,300]SAMPLEt[24,lOJTIMCTX
>LINK @TEMP.LNK
>SET PROTECTION [1,300JSAMPLE.* (SYSTEM:RWED,OWN:RWED,GROUP:RWED,WORLD:RWED)
>DELETE TEMP.*;*
>@ <EOF>

Figure 9-1 b Tenninal Listing of CREATE Command Dialog
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>RUN $TP[lEF

~

TPDEF Vl.0
Transaction

p~ocessor

definition

utilit~

ComIJ,and <EXIT>? INDEX GD

NAME
ABCDEF
1

BATCHl
APPOOl
TEST1
FNTOO2
BACKUP
CREDIT
APGEXA

ID
AAA
AAB
AAC
AAD
AAE
AAF
AAG
AAH
AAI

Command <EXIT>? ~

Figure 9-2 Tenninal Listing of INDEX Command Dialog
9.2.4 Printing or Showing a Transaction Processor Definition
The PRINT Command
The SHOW Command
The PRINT command prints a hard copy listing of a transaction processor definition on the system
device assigned to the logical device (CLO:). This device is generally the line printer. Consult your
system manager for information regarding which device he has assigned to CLO:.
The SHOW command lists the transaction processor definition on your terminal. This command is
useful for checking your work after creating or editing a transaction processor definition.
After invoking the PRINT or SHOW command, TPDEF asks you to supply the name of the existing
transaction processor whose definition is to be printed, The question is:
Old transaction processor name?
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Once you enter the transaction name, TPDEF reissues the "Command?" question after the definition is spooled to the printer. You can invoke another command, or enter a carriage return to exit
from TPDEF.
Figure 9-3 shows the tenninal dialog listing as an example of the TPDEF utility SHOW command.
The PRINT command dialog is identical, except the listing prints on logical device (CLO).

>RUN $TPDEF

G!D

TPDEF Vl.0
Transaction processor definition
Command <EXIT>? SHOW

utilit~

~

Old transaction PT'ocessor name? SAMPLE

~

Definition of Transaction Processor - SAMPLE
Maxim'Jm numbeT' of transaction t~pes
number of concurrent t ran~;)act i on instances
Ma~·{ilT,um number of application terminals
Ma>:im'Jm number of IJser TSTs
Ma>dmum number of master link stations
Ma~·{imum number of slave link stations
Ma>{imum size of receive link IT.essase
Ma~dmum number of submit batch stations
Ma~~imum number of slave batch stations
Ma~·{ i 1T,'Jm number of lTJai lbo}·{ stations
Ma~·{imum number of application data ·fi les
Ma~·{imulT. size of a transaction slot [64 byte blocks]
Automatic crash recover~
Ma~dmum

4
4
4
10

o

o

o
o

o

o
1

8

NO

Figure 9-3 Terminal Listing of SHOW Command Dialog
9.2.5 Copying or Renaming an Existing Transaction Processor
The COpy Command
The RENAME Command
The COpy RENAME commands duplicate or rename an existing transaction processor definition.
These commands are most useful when you are testing a new version of a transaction processor, but
need to retain the old version in its existing state for security and backup purposes.
The tenninal dialog for the COPY and RENAME commands consists of two questions:
Old transaction processor name?
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You must supply the name of the transaction processor that you want to copy (rename). This is
the 1- to 6-character alphanumeric name that you assigned to the transaction processor when it was
originally created, renamed, or copied.
New transaction processor name?
TPDEF asks you to specify the new name of the processor; the name must be a 1- to 6-character
alphanumeric string. This name appears in the TPDEF.TPF record that corresponds to this processor. The name also becomes the filename for the definition data files created by TPDEF. For
example, if you copy (rename) a processor called STDAPP giving it a new name SAMPLE, TPDEF
copies (renames) the existing definition data files for STDAPP, calling the new files:
SAMPLE.STA
SAMPLE.TRA
SAMPLE.FIL
SAMPLE.WOR
SAMPLE. AUT
SAMPLE.FDF
Once you specify an old and new transaction processor name, TPDEF exits and executes a number
of DCL COpy (RENAME) commands to assign new names to the definition files.
Figure 9-4 shows the TPDEF terminal dialog for the COpy command. The RENAME command is
similar, except that the old transaction process no longer exists.

:'l? I:: ll' ::?::I TPDEF ~
>F;:I...I,'--I ',l,'fF'lIEF

TF'ItEF \.) l .0

'fransaction processor definition utilits
Command <EXIT>'~

COPY

~

Old transactie>J"r f~'r'OCf~f"SOT' namE~? ~)AMF'Ll ~

New

transaction pr'OCf?SSOr nam(~:?

SAMPLE C§)

>.

>COPY [1.,300:1 ~:)AMPL 1. + Mf'\C [l, 300:1 SAMPLE + MAC
>COPY [l,300:1SAMPL1.FDF [1,300:1SAMPLE.FDF
>COPY/CONTIGUOUS [1,300]SAMPL1.TSK [1,300]SAMPLE.TSK
>COPY/CONTIGUOUS [1,300]SAMPL1.TIM [1,300:1SAMPLE.TIM
>MER-GE I:: l , 300JSAMPL 1. • SlA/INDEXED/KEY: NUMBER: 1 [1, 300JSAMPLE. STAI INDEXED,
>MERGE [1,300JSAMPL1.lRA/INDEXED/KEY:NUMBER:1 [1,300JSAMPLE.TRA/INDEXED
>MERGE [l,300JSAMPL1.FIL/INDEXED/KEYtNUMBER:1 [11300lSAMPLE.FIL/INDEXED
>MERGE [1,300JSAMPL1.WOR/INDEXED/KEY:NUMBER:1 [1,300lSAMPLE.WOR/INDEXED
)MERGE [1,300JSAMPL1.AUT/INDEXED/KEY:NUMBER:1 [1,300JSAMPLE.AUT/INDEXED
)5E1 PROTECTION [1,300:1SAMPLE.* (5YSTEM:RWED,OWN:RWED,GROUP:RWED,WORLD:RWED)
)DELETE TEMP.*;*
>(~

<[OF>

Figure 9-4 TPDEF Utility COpy Dialog Listing
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9.2.6 Deleting A Transaction Processor Definition
The DELETE Command
To delete an existing transaction processor definition, you use the TPDEF utility, invoking the
DELETE command. The DELETE command dialog consists of one question:
Old transaction processor name?
You must supply the name of the transaction processor that you want tc delete. This is the 1- to 6character alphanumeric name that you assigned to the transaction processor when it was created, renamed, or copied.
Once you specify the name of the trnasaction processor, the utility generates a series of DCL commands, and executes them, deleting the transaction processor and associated definition files. The
TPDEF utility also deletes the transaction processor record in [1,1 TPDEF.TPF].
Figure 9-5 shows the tenninal dialog to delete a transaction processor definition.

>(Hl,2JTPDEF ~
>RUN ·$TPDEF
TF'DEF V1.0
Transaction processor definition utilits
Command

Old

<EXIT>'~

DELETE

~

transaction PJ'OCf.?ssor nalTl(:'~'~

~;AMPl..E ~

>DELETE [1,300JSAMPLE.MAC;*
>DELETE [1,300JSAMPLE.FDF;*
>DELETE [1,300]SAMPl..E.TSK;*
>DELETE [1,300]SAMPLE~TIM;*
>DELETE [1.300JSAMPLE.STA;*
>DELETE [1,300]SAMPLE.TRA;*
>DELETE [1,300]SAMPLE.FIL;*
>DELETE [1., ~5()O]SAMPLE. WOR; *
>DELETE El,300JSAMPLE.AUT;*
>DEl.ETE TEMP ,. v
>@ <FOF>

**

Figure 9-5 Terminal Listing of DELETE Command Dialog
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CHAPTER 10
STATION DEFINITION

10.1 STATION CONCEPTS
A station receives messages for a component of a transaction processor. Stations are supported by
system software within a transaction processor. In order to properly support the number and types
of stations used by a transaction processor, you must first define the stations using the STADEF
utility.
The TRAX operating system allows you to specify stations for seven different classes of transactior
processor components. Stations may be defined for:
1. A Transaction Step Task (TST) that serves as an application program.
2. A terminal station that controls execution of an application terminal.
3. A master link station that sends messages to other transaction processors.
4. A slave link station that initiates transactions upon receipt of link messages from other
transaction processors.
5. A submit batch station that initiates a batch job from a transaction instance.
6. A slave batch station that initiates a transaction instance when it receives a message from a
batch job.
7. A mailbox station that stores temporary data in a location accessible to all transaction processors.
A station defmition consists of a set of station parameters that make up a station definition record.
The definition data file (1,300] tpname.STA contains the set of station definitions for a transaction processor. For example, all station defmition records for the transaction processor SAMPLE
are contained in the file [1,300] SAMPLE.STA.
10.2 THE STADEF UTILITY
The STADEF utility program adds, modifies, displays, and deletes station definition records contained in [1,300] tpname.STA.
10.2.1 Invoking the STADEF Utility
The STADEF utility is invoked from a support environment terminal by typing the command:
>RUN $STADEF
STADEF responds with a version number and an identification line, followed by the first dialog
question:
STADEFVl.O
Station Definition Utility
Transaction Processor name?
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You must answer witli a 1- to 6-character name of an existing transaction processor.
STADEF then opens the station definition file for that transaction processor, [1,300] tpname.STA.
Once the station definition file is opened, STADEF asks you to invoke one of six commands:
Command?
You can respond by typing one of the following command keywords:
• ADD - The ADD command defines the attributes of a station and creates a station definition
record.
• DELETE - The DELETE command removes an existing station defmition record from the
.STA file.
• EDIT - The EDIT command examines and modifies the attributes of a previously defined
station defmition record.
• INDEX - This command displays the names of all stations dermed for the transaction pro..
cessor .STA file that you are using. The listing appears on your terminal (TI:).
• PRINT - The PRINT command lists the attributes of one or all station defmitions on the
console listing device (CLO:). This command is useful for documenting the· components of
a transaction processor for reference.
• SHOW - The SHOW command lists the attributes of one or all stations on your terminal
(TI:).
After you specify a command keyword, the STADEF dialog continues. The order of the dialog
questions depends on the command you have invoked. The remainder of this chapter is organized
by the four major STADEF functions:
1.
2.
3.
4.

The
The
The
The

ADD and EDIT commands, Section 10.2.2
INDEX command, Section 10.2.3
PRINT and SHOW commands, Section 10.2.4
DELETE command, Section 10.2.5

10.2.2 Adding or Editing a Station Definition
The ADD Command
The EDIT Command
If you respond to the command question by typing ADD or EDIT, the dialog begins by asking you
for the station name:
Station name?
You respond by typing the 1- to 6-character name of the station you are defming (editing).
With the EDIT command, ST ADEF shows the named station's type. If you are ADDing a station
defmition, STADEF asks you to specify:
Station type?
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You can respond to this question with one of seven station type keywords:
TST
TERMINAL
MASTER LINK
SLAVE LINK
SUBMIT BATCH
SLAVE BATCH
MAILBOX
At this point, the STADEF dialog breaks into seven different processing paths by the station type
you specify.
The remainder of this section presents the dialogue required to ADD or EDIT a station defmition
according to the type of station you wish to define. To review the STADEF dialog, refer to the section describing the station type you specified.
10.2.2.1 Terminal Stations - A terminal station holds messages sent from a TST to an application
terminal. In addition, the definition of a terminal station determines attributes of the associated
physical device in the context of the transaction processor (whether the terminal can display system
messages, for example).
Most application terminals at an installation perform identical functions in a transaction processing
environment. STADEF provides a facility to create a single station de'finition record for a group of
identically functioning terminals.
To define a group of similar terminal stations, you must specify a station name that has four alphanumeric characters and·ends in two asterisks (**). For example:
Station name? TERM**
When STADEF receives a name of this type and the station type specification TERMINAL, it continues the dialog by asking:
Number of stations in group?
You respond with the number of terminals (1-64) you wish to define using the group name
TERM * *. The remainder of the dialog for a group of terminal stations is the same as the dialog for
a single station.
The individual station names for a group of terminal stations are derived from the characters preceding the asterisks (the group name) and a 2-character number. For example, if the group name
TERM contains 10 terminals, STADEF generates 10 stations named TERM01, TERM02, TERM03,
and so on up to TERMI0.
If you are specifying a terminal station name other thatn a group name, the name must by 1 to 6
ASCII characters and the last character must be a letter in the range A through Z.
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After the name, type, and group number specifications are made, the ADD and EDIT dialogs continue by asking:
Name of device?
You respond with the logical terminal name of the associated application terminal. Every terminal
is assigned a logical terminal name at system generation. When you define a group of stations, this
question is repeated for every station in the group.
If you are defining a terminal station that supports a VT62 interactive terminal, specify the logical
terminal name assigned to that terminal.
If you are defining a terminal station for an LA-l BOP DECPRINTER, you specify the logical terminal name of the VT62 that drives the LA-l BOP.
When you are defining an LA-IBOS DECPRINTER, specify the logical terminal name assigned to
the LA-IBOS during the system generation process.
The logical terminal names are assigned at during system generation (See the TRAX System Generation Manual).
Once you specify the logical name (or names for a group definition), the STADEF dialog continues
by asking the question:
Input or output device <BOTH>?
TRAX supports two types of terminal stations: interactive terminals that perform both input and
output, and hard-copy terminals that can be used for output-only.
You can answer this question with the keyword BOTH, specifying that the terminal can perform input and output, or the keyword OUTPUT, which tells STADEF that the terminal is an output-only
device.
Enable system massages <YES>?
If you want an interactive application terminal to display system messages, answer Y, YE, or YES.
If you don't want system messages displayed on application terminals, answer N or NO. System
messages cannot be received by output-only terminal stations.
Work class name <NONE>?
If you wish to associate a particular work class with a terminal station (or group of stations), you
can specify that work class name in response to this question. The name must be a 1- to 6-character name that is also'defmed using the WORDEF utility. See Chapter 13 for a complete discussion
of! work classes and application security tools.
Will the terminal run a dedicated transaction <NO>?
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A terminal station can be dedicated, or allowed to perform only one specific type of transaction. If
you answer YES to this question, you must end the dialog with the name of the dedicated transaction in response to the question:
Transaction name?
The dialog ends, and you are returned to the "Station name?" question.
However, if you answer NO to the "dedicated transaction" question, the STADEF dialog continues
by asking you to specify:
Form name?
This is the name of a form (the "initial form") that is displayed when the terminal is not actively
processing. The name should identify a transaction selection form.
After you answer this question, ST ADEF adds or updates the station definition record to the file
and returns to the question:
Station name?
allowing you to continue ADDing or EDITing station definitions.
Figure 10-1 a shows a Terminal Station Specification Sheet that specifies the parameters used to define a group of four terminal stations with identical attributes.
Figure 10-1 b lists the STADEF terminal dialog that adds a group of terminal stations to the station
definition file [1,300] SAMPLE.STA.
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Figure 10-la Terminal Station Specification Sheet - "SAMPLE"
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>HUN $STADEr~~ ~
STADEF
Vl.O
Station Definition Utilits
Transaction PJ'oces~:~or nalrl~'~'!> f:;{~~1F'1... E ~
COITllTland? ADD ~
Station name? TER~'1** ~

Number of stations in

~roup

<

Name of device? 0011,.1052 C§)
Name of dev:ic€.' <>1 002t.J62 ~
Name of device <>1 003 l.)(.:? ~
Name of cievice <>1 004V62 ~
InF-ut

OT'

output dev:icf:~ <B()TI'{>'~ ~

Work class namf.~ <NONE>? SIGNON ~

Will

teT'lTIinal

T'un a d(:~d:ici:~tect tr'ansact.:i;::.n <NO>? ~

ForlTl name'j> SELECT ~

Record (TERM**) ADDed.
Station name?

(CTRL/Z)

Figure 10-lb Listing of Terminal Dialog to Add a Terminal Station
10.2.2.2 TST Stations - You incorporate a TST into a transaction processor by defining an associated TST station. When a message arrives at a TST station, the processor activates the TST so it can
process the message. A TST cannot be initiated in any other way.
See Chapter 1 and Chapter II for a description of routing lists, that tell the processor which TST
stations receive each exchange message in a given transaction.
You can defme up to the maximum number of TST stations allowed by the limit specified in the
transaction processor definition.
If you specify TST is response to the "Station type?" question, the following dialog gathers parameters that describe the TST station.
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Station priority <1 28>?
You must specify a priority value for the station. The priority of a TST station is relevant only
when more than one TST is waiting to be brought into memory. When memory becomes available,
the processor chooses the TST with the highest priority to run ftrst. as long as that TST can fit into
the space that has been freed. If the highest priority TST is too large, the processor selects the next
highest priority TST that will fit. The default priority for a TST is 128, but you can specify any
number between 1 and 250, with 1 being low priority and 250 being high. The dialog continues by
asking you to specify the:
Task image flie specification?
You respond with the complete speciftcation of the TST's task-image file, which is the output file
produced by the TSTBLD utility (See Chapter7).
STADEF assumes certain default values. Unless you specify otherwise, the task image file is assumed to reside on the system device in UFD [1,300], with a fIletype of .TSK, and it is assumed
to be the highest existing version number. If you accept the assumed defaults, you can answer
this question by simply specifying a 1- to 9-character filename.
Maximum number of active copies?
You are asked to specify the maximum number of TST copies that can be active concurrently. Normally, if a TST is active when a message arrives at its station, the message must wait for processing
until the TST has completed. However, if you specify that multiple TST copies can be active at the
same time, the processor activates a copy of the associated TST as soon as another message arrives
at the TST's station. The processor can activate the number of copies that you specify in response
to this question.
TST serially reusable <NO>?
If you specify a TST as serially reusable, the transaction processor can rerun a memory-resident
copy of a serially reusable TST, rather than having to retrieve a new copy from disk.
Figure 10-2a shows a TST Station Specification Sheet used by the change customer transaction that
specifies the parameters needed to deftne the TST stations RDCUST, VALl DC, and REWRIT.
Figure 10-2b lists the STADEF terminal dialog that adds the three TST stations in Figure 10-2a to
the station deftnition file [1,300] SAMPLE.STA.
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TST STATION SPECIFICATION SHEET
Transaction Processor Name:
Station Name

IslAIMlpl LIE 1

Station
Priority

Task Image File Specification

IRlolclulslTI 1I121s1 ISIYI~I:[1

111,1310101J IR10IclulsITI.ITlsIKI;c::I@
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IJI
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1.1
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I; [ I ] IT]
I; [ I ] IT]
I; [ I ] CD
I; [ I ] IT]

o
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D

-NO

D

-YES

D

-NO

D

-YES

D

-NO

D-YES
D-NO

1:[1

1,1

IJI

1.1

I; [ I ] IT]

D

-YES

D-NO

1:[1

1.1

IJI

1.1

I; [ I ] CD

D-YES
D-NO

1I

1:[1

1,1

IJI

1.1

I; [ I ] IT]

D-YES
D-NO

1:[1

I.l

IJI I I 1

1.1

];[IJ

IT]

D-YES
D-NO

1:[1

1.1

IJI

1.1

];[TI IT]

D

-YES

D-NO

1:[1

1,1

IJI

1.1

I;[TI IT]

D-YES
D-NO

1:[1

1,1

IJI

1.1

I;[TI IT]

D-YES
D-NO

1:[1

1.1

IJI

1.1

I;[TI CD

D-YES
D-NO

Figure 10-2a TST Station Specification Sheet - "SAMPLE"
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>RUN $STADEF (§)
STAIIEF
Vl.0
station Definition

Utilit~

Transaction Processor name? SAMPLE (§)

Stat i on name? RDCUST ~
Stat i on t~pe? TST ~
Station priorit!:l <: 128 >? (§)
Task image file specification? [1,300JRDCUST.TSK
Ma>dmum number of active copies
TST seriall!:l reusable

<NO>?

YES

~

<: 96 >'1' 4 GD

G!D

Record (RDCUST) ADDed. ~
Station name? VAl.IDC
Station t!:lpe? Tsr

G!D

G!D

Station PT'io.ri t~ <: 128 >? G!!)
Task image file specification? [1,300JVAl.IDC.TSI"\ (@
Ma~·dmum number of active copies

<

TST seriall!:l reusabh~

GD

<NO>?

YES

96 >'1' 1

GD

Record (VALIDe) ADDed.
Station name? REWRIT ~
Station t!:lpe? TST ~
Station priorit!:l -::: 128 >? 128 (§)
Task image file specification?
MaNimlJlTI number of activE~ cc)Pies
TST seriall!:1 reusable

<NO>?

YES

[l,~500]REWRIT+TSt,

<: 96 >'1'

-4

GD

G!D

GD

Record (REWRIT) ADDed. ~
Station name? ~
Command? EXIT (@
)-

Figure 10-2b Listing of Tenninal Dialog to Add a TST Station
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to.2.2.3 Master Link Stations - A master link station forwards messages to an associate remote
transaction processor or mM system.
Each master link station can handle up to 64 sublinks, where each ·sublink corresponds to a potential slave transaction instance. The master link maintains each sublink until the corresponding slave
transaction instance is completed.
The maximum number o~ master link stations allowed for each transaction processor is determined
by a parameter dermed in the TPDEF utility (See Chapter 9).
To define a master link station, you ,answer the following questions:
Connected to?
The identity of the remote host connected by the master link. There are three possible types of
identity.
• If the link is to a transaction processor in another computer, you must specify the node
name of that system. The name must identify the host system rather than the transaction
processor within that system; a node name is a 1- to 6-character alphanumeric string dermed
at system generation.
• If the master link connects to a transaction processor located within the same host computer, you respond by typing the keyword LOCAL.
• If the master link connects to an IBM system, you must specify IBM.
Number of sub links?
The number of sublinks that the master link can maintain simultaneously. For each sublink, there
must be an available slave link station in the remote processor or an available line number in the
remote IBM system. A master link can support up to 64 simultaneous sublinks.
Slave transaction processor name?
You must specify the name of the remote transaction processor (if applicable). The name is the Ito 6-character alphanumeric string assigned to the processor by the TPDEF utility (see Chapter 9.).
IBM line number?
If you are communicating with an IBM system, you must specify an IBM line number for each sublink (if applicable). The STADEF utility asks this question as many times as required to obtain one
line number for every sublink.
Figure 10-3a shows a Master link Station Specification Sheet that specifies the parameters needed
to define a master link station in a local transaction processor.
Figure 10-3b lists the STADEF terminal dialog that adds a master link station to the station definition file [ 1,300] SAMPLE.STA.
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MASTER LINK STATION SPECIFICATION SHEET

Transaction Processor Name:

ISIAIMlplL lEI

Connected to
Slave Link Type

Station ,Name

IMIAlslLINIKI

NJ,lmber of
Sublinks

o-

Node Name:

[&] -

Local

D

Slave TP Name

I I I I I I I

Slave TP Name

IriEIsITlfSI11

Line Number

I I I

Node Name:

Slave TP Name

I

Local

Slave TP Name

I I 1I
1010111
I

-IBM

ooo
o-

Line Number

-IBM

D -

D
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Local
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Figure 10-3a Master Link Station Specification Sheet - HSAMPLE"

STADEF
1.):1..0
Station Definition Utilits

Tran~:;act:i.C)n

COlTlmand?
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~)(.lt1PI...E ~

ADD ~

Stat ion nam(-::>?

MASI...NI'~ ~
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I...TNI<~ ~

Connected ·to? l.OCAI... ~
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Station nalTJe?

(CTRL/Z)

Figure 10-3b Listing of Terminal Dialog to Add a Master Link Station
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10.2.2.4 Slave Link Stations - A slave link station receives exchange messages forwarded by a master link station. When a slave link station receives a message it initiates a transaction instance.
Each processor supports the maximum number of slave link stations specified in the TPDEF utility
(see Chapter 9). The STADEF dialog to define a slave link station consists of the station name and
type. No other parameters are required.
10.2.2.5 Submit Batch Station - Each transaction processor can include one submit station. The
submit batch station provides a means for your transaction processor to submit a batch job for processing in the TRAX environment.
When defining the submit batch station, you only need to specify the station name and type. No
other parameters are required. See Chapter 5 for the procedure required to submit a batch job from
a transaction instance.
10.2.2.6 Slave Batch Stations - Slave batch stations perfonn the reverse function of the submit
batch station; they allow batch programs to access the transaction processor. A batch job can initiate a single-exchange transaction by sending an exchange message to a batch slave station. The
transaction processor then initiates a transaction instance. The slave batch station is the source station for that transaction instance.
A transaction processor can support up to the maximum number of batch slave stations specified
for the processor through the TPDEF utility. (See Chapter 9.)
The dialog required to defme a slave batch station consists of the station name and station type. No
other parameters are required.
10.2.2.7 Mailbox Stations - To define a mailbox station, the STADEF utility asks you to specify a
station name and station type. If you are defining a mailbox station, STADEF then asks you to
specify:
Maximum message size [bytes]? <64>
You can press the RETURN key <RET> to accept the default value of 64 bytes per message, or
you may specify a value in the range 64 to 8192 bytes.
When defining the transaction processor, you specify the maximum number of mailbox stations used
by the transaction processor (See Chapter 9.).
Figure I 0-4 a shows a Special Purpose Specification Sheet that specifies the parameters to derme a
mailbox station named "OVRCRL".
Figure I 0-4b lists the ST ADEF terminal dialog that adds a mailbox station to the station defmition
file [1,300] SAMPLE. STA
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SPECIAL PURPOSE STATION SPECIFICATION SHEET

Transaction Processor Name:

ISIAlMlpl LIe.1

Station Name

Station Type

101 VIRIc.IRI LI

00 - MMLBOX

5/B oVRCRL

D - SLAVE LINK

- Max. Message Size:

I

16141 bytes (Must be 64-8192).

D - SUBMIT BATCH

D - SLAVE BATCH
1 1

D -

MAILBOX

- Max. Message Size:

L-I......I.-...1....-..L..-J1 bytes

(Must be 64-8192).

D - SLAVE LINK
D - SUBMIT BATCH

D - SLAVE BATCH
1 1

D - MAILBOX

- MBx. Message Size:

L..I-L--'--.L...-.II

bytes (Must be 64-8192).

D - SLAVE LINK
D - SUBMIT BATCH

D - SLAVE BATCH

Figure 10-4a Special Purpose Station Specification Sheet - "SAMPLE'
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STADEF Vl.O
Station Definition Utilits
Transaction F'l"'ocessDT' name'~ SM1PI...E ~

Command? ADD

~

Stat i on name? O\JF~CF~I... ~
Station tspe?
Ma~·{ilTllJm

M(~II. .. BOX ~

1TI(;~Ssage

!:;i:ze

[b!~tes]

<64>-;>

~

Record (OVRCRL) ADDed.
Station name"~ ~

Command? EXIT ~

Figure 10-4b Listing of Terminal Dialog to Add a Mailbox Station
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10.2.3 Listing the INDEX of Defined Stations
The INDEX Command
When you specify the INDEX command keyword, the STADEF utility displays all station names
and types in the .STA file associated with the transaction processor name that you supplied when
you invoked the utility. This listing appears on the support environment terminal where you are
running the STADEF utility.
Figure 10-5 shows the ST ADEF terminal dialog that lists the INDEX of station defmitions in the
station definition file [1,300] SAMPLE.STA.

COlTIlTland'~

INDEX ~

Stath1n

MASL.NK

T~H"~e

MASTER

Station

OVRCFH..

T~~?e

Station

RDCUST

Station

LINK

Rpp€:·at count

:I.

MAILBOX

f;:t:>peat count

1

T~?e

lST

F<ppeat count.

1

REWRIT

T~JPe

TST

F~epeat

eount

:l

Stat,ion

VALIDe

l~?f?

TST

HeF--{~)at

count

1

Station

TERM**

T~pe

TEF~MINAL

HeF--eat.. count.

4

COlTIlTland? EXIT ~

. Figure 10-5 STADEF Utility Listing of INDEX Command Terminal Dialog
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10.2.4 Printing or Showing a Station Definition
The PRINT Command
The SHOW Command
The SHOW and PRINT commands perform the same operations but direct their output to different
devices. SHOW lists the attributes of a station definition at your support environment terminal,
while PRINT provides a hard-copy listing on the system device assigned to logical unit CLO:. This
is usually the line printer. The terminal dialog for these commands is a single prompt:
Which station <ALI>?
If you provide a station name in response to the prompt, the SHOW and PRINT commands display
information for that station only. Pressing the RETURN key <RET> produces a listing of the station attributes for the transaction processor name specified when you invoked the STADEF utility.
Figure 10-6 lists the STADEF terminal dialog that prints station definitions in the station definition
file [1,300] SAMPLE.STA on the system device (CLO:).

>RUN ·:~STADEF ~
STADEF
Vl.0
Station Definition Utility

Transact.icm Procpssor name? SAMPLE ~
COlTJmand? PR I NT ~

Which st,at:i.on <ALL>'~ ~
COlTlmand?

(CTRLIZ)

Figure 10-6 STADEF Utility Listing of PRINT Command Tenninal Dialog
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Tvpe I
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of lubl'nk. I 1

Tvce
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I

I
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R.p.at count
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1
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I

1
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of let1v. copi •• t 4
Station crior4ty I 128
TST i l .eri.lly reu.abl.
1~.ge file
~aximu~ numbe~

Station

t

REWRIT

Type I TsT
Ta,k image ftl. I SYltl,100]REWRIT.TSK,0
Maximum nu~ber of lettv. copi •• I 4
Stetion priority I 128
TST i l leriallv r.u •• ble

Stat1o~

I

VALlOe

Tvce I TsT

Aepeat count

I

1

Te,k imaoe file

I SYltl,300]VALIDC.TSK,0
of lettv. copi., I 1
Station priority I 128
TST is sertally reu.able
~ax1mum

Statio/"l I TERM**

Tvpe

I

Device,

~umber

TERMINAL
I

Repeat count I

4

"

Termi"., ID
001Vb2
002Vb2
003Vb2
004Vb2

Allowed ocerationl I INPUT/OUTPUT
Enabled for system ~'llage.
~ork cl.ls na~e : SIGNO~
Initial FOA~ I SELECT

Figure 10-6 (cont.) Line Printer Output from STADEF PRINT Command.
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10.2.5 Deleting a Station Defmition
The DELETE command
The DELETE command removes a station deftnition from the . STA ftIe named by the transaction
plbcessor specified when you invoked STADEF. To delete a station defmition, simply type the
station name you wish to delete.
Figure 10-7 lists the STADEF terminal dialog used to delete all terminal station definitions in the
group TERM** form the station definition file [1,300] SAMPLE.STA.

>HUN $:3T(.~:O[F ~

STADEF V:I..O
Station Definition

Utilit~

Transaction Processor namt?? SM·1PI... E ~

COIJ.mand? DELETE ~
Station name? TERM** ~

Record (TERM**) DELETED.

~

Station name? G )
COlflmand? EXIT @D

Figure 10-7 STADEF Utility Listing of DELETE Command Terminal Dialog
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CHAPTER 11
TRANSACTION DEFINITION

11.1 TRANSACTION CONCEPTS
A transaction is a pre-defined unit of data processing performed by a transaction processor. Before
you can invoke a transaction, it must be defined. A transaction defmition includes:
• The names of all exchanges and associated forms presented to the user of the transaction
type
• The initial order in which exchanges are presented.
• The stations which process the information for each exchange
• Actions to be taken upon completion of a transaction instance
You defme transaction types using TRADEF, a utility that adds, edits, displays and deletes transaction defmition records in the system information file [1,300] tpname.TRA.
11.1.1 The TRADEF Utility
Before you can defme a transaction, you must first run the TPDEF utility to create a transaction
processor defmition. TPDEF creates the system information file [1,300] tpname.TRA, which is
read and updated by the TRADEF utility.
You run TRADEF from a support environment terminal. TRADEF uses an interactive dialog to
question you about the structure and parameters of the transactions you are defining. Your responses to these questions are used to create a transaction defmition record, in the transaction
defInition ftIe.
Each transaction type you defme is identified by a unique 1- to 6-character transaction name.
Once you create a set of transaction defmitions, you can use TRADEF to modify individual
transaction defmitions or to list information about the records in the transaction defmition
ftle.
NOTE
This utility updates information in the fue [1,2] TPDEF.TPF.
If a new version of either the TPDEF. TPF or tpname. TRA file
is created, you must run TRADEF, specify the transaction
processor name, and exit before attempting to install that
transaction processor.
11.1.2 Invoking the TRADEF Utility
You invoke the TRADEF Utility from a support environment terminal by typing:
>RUNSTRADEF
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TRADEF responds with an identifying message, and begins the interactive dialog. The fust question asks:
TRADEF VI.D
Transaction Defmition Utility
Transaction processor name?
You reply by specifying the name of the transaction processor that uses the transaction you are
defining. If you have not defmed the transaction processor, you must exit from TRADEF, and
run the TPDEF utility. (See Chapter 9 for. a description of the TPDEF utility.)
Once you have specified the name of an existing transaction processor, TRADEF asks you to
specify one of the six command keywords:
Command?
The command keywords recognized by TRADEF are:
•
•
•
•
•

ADD - A transaction definition record is added to the file tpname.TRA
EDIT - An existing transaction definition record may be modified.
DELETE - An existing transaction defmition record may be deleted.
INDEX - The names of all existing transaction types are displayed on your terminal (TID:).
PRINT - The defmition parameters of one or all existing transaction types are listed on the
system listing device (CLO:).
• SHOW - The definition parameters of one or all existing transaction definitions are displayed on your terminal (TID:).

The dialog questions asked by TRADEF differ depending on the command you specify. In the
remainder of this chapter, the TRADEF utility dialog is explained according to function in four
sections:
1.
2.
3.
4.

The ADD and EDIT Commands are described in Section I 1.1.2
The INDEX command is described in Section I I. I .3
The PRINT and SHOW commands are described in Section I I. I .4
The DELETE command is described in Section 11.1.5

11.1.3 Adding or Editing a Transaction Deimition
The ADD Command
The EDIT Command
If you invoke the ADD command, you enter a dialog that asks you to completely specify a new
transaction definition. TRADEF begins the ADD dialog by asking you to specify the:
Transaction name?
The transaction name is a 1- to 6-character alphanumeric string that identifies the transaction you
are defining.
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The transaction name you specify must be unique within the structure of the transaction processor
you named in the first question of the TRADEF dialog.
Once you have specified a transaction name, the dialog starts to question you about the general
attributes of the transaction. First, it asks you if you want this transaction to have:
Exchange Recovery?
If you specify exchange recovery, the transaction processor executive copies each exchange message
to disk before any processing takes place. If an error occurs during processing, a TST in the exchange can call the RESTRT library routine (See Chapter 4) and restart processing at the beginning
of the exchange using the copy of the exchange message previously saved on disk.
If you include exchange recovery in a transaction definition, you must also allocate a system workspace for use by the transaction processor.
Log exchange messages <NO>?
Log other station messages <NO>?
TRADEF allows you to request the logging of station messages associated with the transaction.
These include exchange messages derived from the initiator of the transaction and other station
messages (mailbox, response, and report messages,) generated by TSTs. If a transaction definition
enables message logging, the processor copies the specified message types to the journal file. (See
Chapter 3.)
The TRAX system includes a utility called SHOLOG that selectively displays logged messages.
SHOLOG is described in the TRAX System Management and Operations Guide.
For each active transaction instance, the processor allocates space in memory for a transaction slot.
The slot contains space for the current exchange message, a transaction workspace, and a system
workspace.
The TRADEF dialog has three questions that determine how much space the processor must allocate for each data structure in the slot.
The space allocated for the exchange message must be large enough to accommodate the largest
exchange message created by any exchange in the current transaction type. The dialog to define
the exchange message area is:
Maximum size of exchange message [bytes]

< 64 >?

The sum of the largest exchange message size added to the size of the transaction workspace cannot
exceed 8064 bytes.
The smallest exchange message you can specify is I byte. All values you specify are rounded up
to the nearest multiple of 64 by TRADEF.
Transaction workspace size [bytes]

< 0 >?
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The transaction workspace allows TSTs executing as part of the same transaction instance to
process infonnation across exchanges. The transaction workspace is optional. The sum of the
transaction workspace size added to the size of the largest exchange message in the transaction
type cannot exceed 8064 bytes.
System workspace size [64 byte blocks]

< 0 >?

The system workspace is used by the processor to store crash and exchange recovery infonnation,
and information needed to stage ftIe updates. The formula for calculating the system workspace
requirements is shown in Figure 11-1.
You must specify the system workspace size parameter as a number of 64-byte blocks. Figure 11-1
shows the worksheet used to calculate the system workspace for the change customer transaction.
Note that a question in the TPDEF utility (see Chapter 9.) asks you to specify the maximum size
of the transaction slot as a whole. This value must be at least 64 bytes, and cannot exceed 8096
bytes. The sum of the three individual sizes you specify to TRADEF cannot exceed the maximum
slot size set when the current transaction processor was defined.
11.1.3.1 Exchange Deimition Parameters - After receiving appropriate answers to the questions
described above, the TRADEF utility concerns itself with the defmition of individual exchanges.
A transaction type can consist of up to 32 exchanges. Each exchange must be given a name, have a
fonn associated with it (for terminal-initiated exchanges) have a routing list specified for it, and
have timing and subseq uent action parameters declared for it.
TRADEF performs exchange defmition by entering a loop of questions that begin with the prompt:
Exchange command <DONE>?
You respond with one of six commands:
• ADD - Create an exchange defmition. If other exchange defmitions already exist, TRADEF
adds the new definition to the end of the transaction's list of exchanges.
• DELETE - Delete an existing exchange defmition by specifying the exchange label.
• EDIT - Modify the parameters of an existing exchange.
• INSERT - Create an exchange defmition and insert the defmition before a named exchange
in the transaction's exchange list.
• LIST - Display at your terminal (TID:) a list of the exchange labels defined for the transaction.
• DONE - Exit from the exchange defmition loop. TRADEF writes the current transaction
defmition to [1,300] tpname.TRA, and returns to the question "Transaction name?"
As you defme a set of exchanges, TRADEF builds up a list of exchange defmitions containing up to
32 entries.
The ADD, INSERT, and EDIT commands use the same exchange definition dialog. When you
defme an exchange using ADD, TRADEF appends the resultant defmition to the end of the list.
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SYSTEM WORKSPACE WORKSHEET

Transaction Name:

IclHI GICIUIS I

You must complete this worksheet when your transaction is defined with staged files and/or exchange
recovery. Use this procedure to calculate the system workspace size.
Bytes

1. If the transaction is defined with exchange recovery,enter the number of channels that will be
connected.For example if the transaction opens file A on channel 01 and channel 02 and opens
file B on channel 03 then enter 3.

_____J~__ *

- 34-

34 bytes

No. connected channels
2. If the transaction uses files that are staged enter the number of times data records from these
files are added,deleted,and updated. For example if a data record is added then subsequently
updated in the same transaction instance then enter 2.

J

No. staged records

*

18 bytes

3. If the record that is staged is the result of an update then enter the length of the updated record
and the total number of staged updates. For example if a 205 bytes record is updated twice
enter 2*205=410. Added and deleted record contents are not stored in the system workspace.

I
No. updated records

*

205

bytes

= 205

Length

4. If the transaction is defined with exchange recovery then enter the number of mailbox messages
retrieved by the transaction.

.

No. mailbox messages

* 8 bytes
Subtotal
Add 16 bytes

TOTAL

257

Ito
273

: 5. Divided the TOTAL by 64,round the result up to the next whole number,then add 1 block. The
result is the system workspace size in blocks.
SYSTEM WORKSPACE SIZE

Figure 11-1 System Workspace Worksheet for "CHGCUS"
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The INSERT command, on the other hand, allows you to define an exchange and insert it before
an existing exchange definition. The EDIT command allows to modify an existing exchange defmition without changing its place in the exchange order. Before entering the exchange definition
dialog, INSERT asks you to locate the new exchange with the question:
INSERT before which exchange [exchange label] ?
The exchange label that you specify tells TRADEF that the new exchange is to be inserted before
the specified exchange.
The EDIT exchange command allows you to change an exchange label. For this reason, it precedes
the editing pass with the question:
EDIT which exchange [exchange label]?
The ADD, EDIT, and INSERT commands begin their common dialog at this point with the
question:
Exchange Label ?
An exchange label is a 1- to 6-character alphanumeric string that uniquely identifies the exchange
within the transaction's exchange list. Once the exchange name is ~pecified, the dialog continues
by asking you to specify the name of the form associated with this exchange.
Form Name<XXXXXX>?
A form name is a 1- to 6-character alphanumeric string that identifies a form definition in the file
[1,300] tpname.FDF.
Note that TRADEF does not check for the existence of the form definition in the forms definition
file. You must ensure that a form definition has been written and processed through the ATL
utility (see the TRAXATL Language Reference Manual). You only need to supply a form name
if the transaction being defined must be able to run from an application terminal.
TRADEF defaults the form name to the string that defmes the exchange label.
Forms provide the interface between the transaction processor and the user at the terminal. When
transactions are initiated by a batch program, by a TST, with input data on the transaction selection form, or by a remote system, such an interface is unncessary. These types of sources must
supply an exchange message already formatted for processing by an exchange routing list. For
exchanges initiated from other than terminal stations, and for the first exchange following an
exchange message created by a transaction selection form, you may specify NONE in response to
this question.
To create the routing list of station names for the exchange, the TRADEF utility uses another loop
of questions. Like the exchange definition loop, the routing list loop has its own set of commands
called:
Destinations command <DONE>?
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The five valid destinations commands are:
•
•
•
•

ADD - Add a TST station (destination) to the end of the routing list.
DELETE - Delete a destination from the routing list.
INSERT - Insert a destination at a specific point within the routing list.
LIST - Display the list of TST station names, with corresponding sequence numbers, at
your terminal (TI:).
• DONE - Exit from the loop and proceed to the first subsequent action question (see below).

As you specify or delete each destination, TRADEF creates a list of the station names and assigns
a sequence number to each entry. When you ADD an entry, TRADEF places the new destination
at the bottom of the list.
When you INSERT an entry, TRADEF places the new destination in the routing list immediately
prior to the designated sequence number. All destinations with the same or higher sequence number
have their sequence number increased by one.
When destinations have been INSERTed or DELETEd, TRADEF resequences the remaining destinations accordingly.
If you invoke the DELETE or INSERT destination command, TRADEF asks you to specify a

sequence number. To verify the number that you want to specify, enter the destination command
LIST to obtain a current listing of all destinations and corresponding sequence numbers.
Destination sequence number?
When you are ADDing, or INSERTing a destination, TRADEF asks you to specify the name of the
TST station to be included in the list. TRADEF does not check that the station named, a 1- to 6··
character alphanumeric string, has been defined by the STADEF utility (see Chapter 10 for a
description of station definition.)
Destination station name?
When TRADEF has completed the ADD, INSERT, DELETE, or LIST operation, it always returns
to the question "Destinations command?". Enter DONE to proceed to the subsequent action
questions in the exchange loop.
11.1.3.2 Subsequent Action Parameters - The processor checks the exchange definition to determine the next action to take. The exchange definition contains three subsequent action parameters that describe the transition from one exchange to another or the actions that take place at
the close of a transaction.
Note that a response message from a TST overrides the subsequent action parameters specified in
the exchange definition.
You are asked to answer a set of three questions regarding subsequent action.
Wait <YES>?
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If you respond to this question by pressing only the RETURN key (which indicates YES), the
transaction processor cannot close the exchange you are defining until a response message is received at the initiating station.
If you respond with N or NO, the transaction processor will immediately initiate the exchange
specified as subsequent action in the transaction definition.
Repeat <NO>?
If you press the RETURN key <RET> which indicates NO, the transaction goes on to the exchange specified by the subsequent action parameter. If you respond with Y,YE, or YES, the
current exchange is repeated until a stop repeat order is received from the terminal or from
a TST.
Subsequent action <NEXT>?
You must specify one of the following actions:
• NEXT - When the exchange terminates, proceed to the next exchange defined for this
transaction type.
• FIRST - When the exchange terminates, close the transaction instance, and start a new
instance beginning at the first exchange of the current transaction type.
• INITIAL -- When the exchange terminates, close the transaction instance, and return the
station to its initial state. In the case where the transaction is initiated by a terminal
station, this means the initial form specified in that terminal's station definition is displayed on the terminal screen.
The final parameter in an exchange definition is a question that asks you to specify:
Exchange time limit [minutes]?
The time limit is expressed in minutes. If the exchange is not completed within the time specified
by this parameter, the transaction processor aborts the entire transaction instance. If for some
reason the exchange being defined should not be limited, you can reply 0 (zero) to this question.
The time limit refers to the time allowed for exchange processing in the transaction processor. The
time spent entering data at the terminal has no meaning to the system.
Once you have answered this question, the exchange definition is finished. TRADEF reissues the
"Exchange command <DONE>?" question, allowing you to perform additional exchange processing, or to exit from the exchange loop.
Figure 11-2a is a specification sheet describing a transaction type "CHGCUS" from the transaction
processor "SAMPLE".
Figure II-2b is the TRADEF terminal dialog used to implement the specification in Figure II-2a.
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TRANSACTION SPECI FICATION SHEET

Transaction Name:

IslAIMlplLIE 1
IclRISlcluls I

Exchange Recovery?

00- YES

D-No

Log Exchange Messages?

D-YES

OO-NO

Log Other Station Messages?

D-YES

OO-NO

Maximum Size of Exchange Message:

1117131 bytes
I 121" 151 bytes

Transaction Processor Name:

Transaction Workspace Size:
System Workspace Size
(Calculate according to formula on
worksheet - "Calculating the system
workspace".)

-L1--l...---&...::19:::...J1 (64·byte blocks)

L-I

Transaction Slot Size Calculation:
Divide Exchange Message Size by 64 and round up:

1 I I 131

blocks

Divide Transaction Workspace Size by 64 and round up:

LJ_I~

blocks

Enter System Workspace Size:

I

blocks

I 151

1, 121 blocks

Add to find Transaction Slot Size:

NOTE: A Transaction Exchange Definition should be prepared for each exchange associated with the transaction you
have just defined.

TRANSACTION EXCHANGE DEFINITIONS
Exchange
Label

Form Name

Destination
Station List

Wait

IcIHICIUISI1.1 R DCllJ SITI IX] WAIT

I I
1 I

IclHIclulsl21 IVIAIL IDle

Rle WIR'
1

1

T

DNOWAIT

Repeat

o

REPEAT

[8] NOREPEAT

Subsequent
Action

Time
Limit

D

INITIAL

~MINS

D

FIRST

~NEXT

~

WAIT

0

D

NOWAIT

(g] NOREPEAT

REPEAT

D

INITIAL

[J4] MINS

~ FIRST

o

NEXT

Figure 11-2a Transaction Specification Sheet for "CHGCUS"
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Wait <YES>? ~
Hepeat <NO>'~ ~

ENChan~j€~ tilTlE~

1. imi t

[Irlinute~::.]

E~·~change

cOtTIlTlanci <ADD>? @)

E~·!chanse

label'i> CHGEX2 ~

':"

()

>1

:~.' ~

Form nalTle <CHGEX2>'f CHCIJS2 @)
Destinatj.ons cOlTlmand <DONE>? f0DD ~
Destination statiDn nalY!('~\?

1..)(.)1..

TDC

@)

Destinations cOITlmancl <ADD>? ~
Destination stat:i.on namf:~'~ r~EWF~TT @)
Destinations cOlTllTland <ADD>? DONE @)

Figure 11-2b TRADEF Utility Listing of Add Command Terminal Dialog
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The

followin~

3 Guestiors

dea~

with the subseauent action of this

exchan~e.

Wait <YES>? ~
Hepeat <NO>'? ~
Subseouent action <NEXT)'? FJHf.n ~

E~·~chang(·? t i lYle :I. :i.lYti t

[lTIinl..lt..f.~~::.J <: ()

>?

4 ~

[~{ehang~: cOlYIlTlanci <:,~DD>? DONE @)
ReeD rd

(CHGCI...IS)

i~DD€·~d. ~

Tran!;;i~ct:i.()n nalTl~?'r ~

CO ITIITI a n (".I "r

(CTRL/Z)

Figure 11-2b (cont.) TRADEF Utility Listing of Add Command Tenninal Dialog
11.1.4 Listing the INDEX of Deimed Transactions
The INDEX Command
The INDEX command displays an INDEX of all transactions definitions in the file [1,300] tpname.
TRA. (tpname is the transaction processor name specified when you invoked TRADEF.) The
INDEX listing is displayed on your support environment tenninal. Once the listing is printed,
TRADEF reissues the "Command?" question.
Figure 11-3 lists the TRADEF terminal dialog that lists the INDEX of all transaction definitions
currently in the transaction defmition fue [1,300] SAMPLE. TRA.
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>RUN $TF~(.lDEF ~

TRADEF

Vl.O

Transaction Definition Utilits
Transaction

PT·OCf:·~~::.·::;DT'

naITlP~> SAt1F'I...E ~

COlTlmand? INDEX ~
Transaction : CHGCUS

Number of

exchan~es

: 2

Figure 11-3 TRADEF Utility Listing of INDEX Command Tenninal Dialog

11.1.5 Printing or Showing a Transaction Definition
The PRINT Command
The SHOW Command
The SHOW and PRINT commands perform the same operation but direct thier output to different devices. SHOW lists the attributes of a transaction definition at your support environment
terminal, while PRINT provides a hard-copy listing on the system device assigned to logical unit
CLO:. (This is usually the line printer or the LA-36 console terminal.) The terminal dialog for
these commands cosists of a single prompt:
Which Transaction <ALL>?
If you provide a transaction name in response to the prompt, the SHOW and PRINT commands
will display information for that transaction only. Responding to this prompt by pressing the
RETURN key <RET> produces a complete listing of all transaction definitions currently in the
transaction definition file [1,300] tpname.TRA. (tpname is the transaction processor name specified
when you invoke the TRADEF utility.)
Figure 11-4 lists the TRADEF terminal dialog that displays all transaction definitions currently
in the transaction definition file [1,300] SAMPLE.TRA on your terminal.
11.1.6 Deleting a Transaction Definition
The DELETE command
The DELETE command allows you to remove a transaction definition from the .TRA file named
by the transaction processor specified when you invoked TRADEF. To delete a transaction definition, simply type the transaction name you wish to delete.
Figure 11-5 lists the TRADEF terminal dialog used to delete the transaction definition "BROWSE"
from the transaction definition file [1,300] SAMPLE. TRA.
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>RUN

$

TRA[lEF.

G!D

TRADEF Vl.0
Transaction Definition

Utilit~

Transaction Processor name? SAMPLE
Command? SHOW

~

~

Which transaction <ALL>? CHGCUS
Transaction : CHGCUS

~

Number of
ExchanSie label
CHGEXl

exchan~es

Form name
CHCUSl

2

Number of destinations: 1
RDCUST

Subseauent action : WAIT,NOREPEAT,NEXT
Exchan~e time limit
2 minutes
Number of destinations! 2
CHGEX2

CHCUS2

VALI[lC
REWRIT

Subseauent action : WAIT,NOREPEAT,FIRST
Exchan~e time limit
2 minutes
Maximum exchanSie messa~e size : 192
TST workspace : 256 b~tes
S~stem workspace : 0
b~tes

b~tes

Command? EXIT ~

Figure 11-4 TRADEF Utility Listing of PRINT Command Terminal Dialog

COITIIT12:nd'f

DELETE

Transact.:i.on

~

nc~ITIf:~'j> CHGCUS ~

Record (CHGCUS) DELETED.
T rc::nsacti on

n;'!:IlIE'? (CTRl/Z)

Figure 11-5 TRADEF Utility Listing of DELETE Command Terminal Dialog
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CHAPTER 12
APPLICATION DATA FILE DEFINITION

12.1 FILE CONCEPTS
Two different kinds of application data files can be defined for use with a transaction processor:
• Permanent data files support the transaction processors ongoing data requirements. They
form the data base that is modified by the transaction processor. Permanent data files are
created by support environment programs and/or DCL commands. These files may have
indexed, relative, or sequential organization. Permanent data files permit full record locking
support, and every permanent data file defined for a transaction processor is opened automatically when that transaction processor is started, and remain open until the transaction
processor is stopped, at which time they are closed.
• Work files on the other hand, provide transient data storage. Work files are dynamically
created and populated by the current transaction processor. Work files can be dynamically
opened, closed, created, or erased while a transaction-processor is active. Work files that
exist prior to the time a transaction processor is installed, are not opened until a TST
explicitly opens them. Work files can be organized as relative files, or sequential files.
Indexed work files are not allowed.
Files used by a transaction processor are created by one of three means:
• Any program (which creates the file).
• The DCL CREATE command.
• The RMSDEF utility program.
Information on how to write a support environment program is supplied in the Language Reference
Manual and Users Guide for the language (COBOL or BASIC-PLUS-2) that you have selected. The
DCL commands and RMS utilities are documented in the TRAX Support Environment User's Guide.
12.2 THE FILDEF UTILITY
The File Definition utility program FILDEF, provides the means for you to specify the attributes
of both permanent data files, and work files that must be accessed by the transaction processor.
FILDEF allows you to add, delete, and manipulate records in the transaction processor's File
Definition [1,300] (tpname.FIL) file.
When you define a file using FILDEF, you must specify a logical name for the file. This logical
name is used by all TSTs that reference the file, and by the transaction processor to access the ftIe
defmition record.
A transaction processor's data management software can reference a file from a TST only by a
logical name which has a corresponding record defined in the tpname.FIL file.
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NOTE
The FILDEF utility updates information in the file [1,2] TPDEF .TPF. If a new version
of the TPDEF or tpname.FIL file is created, you must run FILDEF, specify the transaction processor name, and exit.
12.3 INVOKING THE FILDEF UTILITY
You invoke the FILDEF utility from a support environment terminal by typing:
>RUN $FILDEF
FILDEF responds with an identifying line, followed by a question:
FILDEF VI.O
File Definition Utility
Transaction Processor name?
You respond to this first question by typing the name of the transaction processor that will access
the application data files that you are defining.
The 1- to 6-character name supplied in response to this question is used to reference a file in UFD
[1,300] known as tpname.FIL. This file is the File Definition File for the transaction processor
you have just named.
Once you have supplied a valid transaction processor name, the FILDEF utility asks you to specify
a command name which governs the subsequent utility dialog.
Command?
The following commands are valid responses to this question:
• ADD - Lets you create a defmition record for an application data file and insert it in the
.FIL file defined for the applicable transaction processor.
• DELETE - Allows you to delete the definition record of a previously defined application
data file.
• EDIT - Allows you to modify the attributes of an existing definition record.
• EXIT - Lets you exit from the FILDEF utility.
• INDEX - Lets you display at your terminal (TI:), the logical names of all files defined in
the file tpname.FIL.
• PRINT - Prints the attributes of one or all existing file definitions on the console listing
device (CLO:). (CLO: is usually the line printer.)
• SHOW - Displays the attributes of one or all existing file definitions at your terminal (TI:).
The order of questions in the FILDEF utility dialog depends upon the command you invoke. The
following section discusses the dialog sequence for:
I ~ The ADD and ED IT Commands are described in Section 12.3 .1.
2. The INDEX Command is described in Section 12.3.2.
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3. The PRINT and SHOW Commands are described in Section 12.3.3.
4. The DELETE Command is described in Section 12.3.4.
Each question is presented in the order it appears on the terminal when you are running the FILDEF
utility.
12.3.1 Adding or Modifying a File Definition Record
The ADD and EDIT Commands
The ADD and EDIT commands are invoked by typing the command keyword in response to the
Command? prompt. For example:
Command? ADD (RET)
or
Command? EDIT (RET)
The ADD and EDIT Commands follow the same dialog sequence. When EDITing a file definition
record, the currently specified value is displayed in angle brackets < > immediately. to the left of
the question mark. When ADDing a file definition, assumed responses are also enclosed in angle
brackets.
The ADD (or EDIT) dialog begins by asking you to specify the:
Logical file name?
The logical file name is a unique 1- to 6-character alphanumeric string that you assign to an application data file. Your application program (TST) makes all subsequent references to a file using the
logical file name.
Because this logical name is the transaction processor's only means of identifying a file, you must
ensure that the logical names used in TSTs and the logical names supplied to FILDEF refer to the
correct physical files.
File specification?
You are asked to supply the RMS file specification that identifies the file you want to associate
with the logical file name.
You should supply the standard RMS specification for the flie. A brief description of the information required is contained in this section. A more detailed discussion of file specifications is contained in Chapter I of this manual.
The standard form of an RMS File Specification is the following:
device: [group ,member] filename .filetype ;version
where:
device:

is the name of the device where the volume on which the flie resides is mounted.
The device name takes the form: ddn: ; where dd is a 2-character device name
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(DR or DB, for example), and n is the unit number. The trailing colon {:} must
always be specified {MMO:, for example}.
[group member]

is the User File Directory (UFD) specification that identifies the directory used
to hold the complete file specification. The required inputs for the UFD are
the owner's group and member numbers, surrounded by brackets [] and
separated by a comma.

filename

is a 1- to 9-character alphanumeric file name.

.filetype

is a 3-letter file type that identifies the general class describing the contents of
the file (.DAT for data, for example).

;version

is the octal version number from 1 to 77777 that distinguishes different versions of the same file.
Examples:
DB2: [300,221] PAYROL.DAT;35
DMl: [222,200]CUSTOM.DAT

When FILDEF asks for a file specification, you must supply all parts of the specification except
the device and the version number. If they are omitted, the device name defaults to SYO:, while
the version defaults to the highest existing version of the specified file. When specifying a file in
the FILDEF utility, you must always supply the UFD, filename, and filetype.
Work file <NO>?
If you answer YES to this question, the definition of a work file requires no parameters other than
those described to this point in the dialog. FILDEF writes the work file definition record to the
.FIL file, then reissues, the Command? question.
If the file is not a work file, you should answer NO to the question about work files. FILDEF
will then proceed to question you about the organization of the file being defined.
TRAX uses the RMS data management system that supports three types of file organization:
• Indexed
• Sequential
• Relative
Depending on the organization of the file being defined, you must answer YES or NO to the
question:
Is the organization of the file indexed <NO>?
If you answered NO, FILDEF then proceeds to question you about concurrent file access. If you
indicate that the file is indexed, FILDEF asks you to provide the following additional information:
Number of keys defined?
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You must supply the number of keys defmed for a record in the current file. Once you supply this
information, the dialog continues with FILDEF asking you to specify the largest key size defined in
the file:
Maximum key length?
This parameter is the length (in bytes) of the longest record key defmed for the current file.
Once you specify the file organization characteristics, FILDEF continues with a series of questions
related to multi-user file access rights.
Maximum concurrent file accesses < I >?
This parameter refers to the maximum number of different transaction instances you allow to
access the file at any given time. If a transaction instance attempts to access a file, and that access
exceeds the value you specified for concurrent accesses, then the transaction processor delays
execution of that transaction instance until some other transaction instance releases the file. Normally, the user is not aware that such a delay has occurred.
Read only <NO>?
Although a TRAX system can have more than one transaction proce~sor or support environment
task active at the same time, only one such task may have write access to a particular file (given
that your system is configured with sufficient memory resources). The different tasks and processors cannot have full access rights to each other's application data files. If one transaction processor
or support environment task has write access to records within a file, other active tasks and transaction processors are allowed only read access to that file.
If you want to deny write access to this file for the transaction processor, you must answer YES
to this question.
Fast deletions <YES>?
When a transaction instance requests that a record be deleted, the processor deletes the record in
one of two ways. The record can be physically deleted immediately (on line), or it can be marked
as deleted. Marking a record for deletion, called fast deletion, means that the deletion is a logical
deletion; the record remains physically in the file. Logical deletions are explicitly faster than
physical deletions.
Records marked for deletion remain in the file until you use the DCL COPY, MERGE, and/or
CREATE commands.
Interval between attempts to access locked records [SECONDS] ?
When a transaction instance applies a lock to a record, the record remains locked until that instance
explicitly or implicitly releases the record lock.
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When a subsequent transaction instance attempts to:
• Read from a file that does not permit read access,
• Read a record that has a staged lock applied,
the subsequent operation is placed in a lock wait queue. If the first lock is released before the time
limit specified in this question, the waiting transaction instance is removed from the queue and given
the record.
If the second transaction instance is still in the lock wait queue when the time limit expires, a locked
record error is returned to the TST.
The value you specify in response to this question determines the interval a transaction will spend
in the lock wait queue when attempting to access locked records in the current file. (See Chapter
3 for more information on record locking.)
Allow read access to locked records <YES>?
In some cases, denying any kind of access to a locked record is impractical. The FILDEF utility
gives you the option of allowing read-only access to a locked record. In other words, the option
allows another transaction instance to read a record that has been locked.
If you answer this question with a carriage return, read access is allowed to locked record in the
file, except when the file is staged.
The final set of questions asked by FILDEF involves the recovery procedures you want enabled
for the current file.
Journal after images <YES>?
J ournalling provides a means of recovering application data files that have been corrupted in some
manner. When you enable journalling for a file, the processor copies the transaction slots (after
images) of all transaction instances that perform updates to that file. (The copies are made to a
fue reserved for journalling; see Section X.X.X. - Recovery procedures.) The transaction slots include all the information needed to recreate the corresponding transaction instances. In the event
of a disk failure, for example, you can run RECOVR, a TRAX utility that uses the journal to
restore the contents of a corrupted file to their condition prior to the transaction instance that
caused the file to be incorrectly altered. (See the description of the RECOVR utility in the TRAX
System Management and Operations Guide.)
Answering YES to the joumalling question automatically assumes that you have specified staged
file updates. If you answer NO, you are next asked whether or not you want staged updates to
the file.
Stage updates <YES>?
Staging file updates allows you to protect a file from updates by a transaction instance that fails
at some future point in its processing.
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To stage updates, the processor delays the execution of file update requests until the transaction
has completed successfully. The processor holds the requests in the system workspace portion of
the transaction slot. If the transaction is successful, the processor performs the updates. If the
transaction fails, the processor simply erases the update requests.
If you have enabled journalling for the file, FILDEF automatically specifies that updates to the file
be staged. The information stored in the system workspace in order to stage file updates contains
all the information the system needs to journal the file.
A file cannot be journalled unless the processor stages its updates.
After you have completed all questions in the FILDEF dialog, the file definition record will be
added or updated to the file defmition file. After the operation is complete, FILDEF stays in the
ADD (or EDIT) command, and reissues the logical file name question. If you want to continue
the current mode of operation (ADD or EDIT), simply specify the new file name. If you want to
change to another command, type ESCAPE to reissue the Command question. For example:
Logical file name? <ESC>
Command?
Figure 12-1 a shows a File Definition Specification Sheet for the customer fIle record used by the
transaction processor "SAMPLE".
Figure 12-1 b shows the terminal listing of the FILDEF dialog used to implement the specification
shown in Figure 12-1 a.
12.3.2 Listing the INDEX of File Definitions
The INDEX Command
Once the INDEX command is specified, its operation is automatic. After you type INDEX in
response to the Command? question, FILDEF prints an index of fIle definitions on your support
environment terminal. The Command prompt is then reissued, allowing you to EXIT, or to specify
another command. Figure 12-2 shows the INDEX Command dialog from FILDEF.
12.3.3 Printing or Showing a File Deimition Record
The PRINT and SHOW Commands
The PRINT and SHOW commands are invoked by typing the command keyword in response to
the Command? prompt. For example:
Command? PRINT (RET)
or
Command? SHOW (RET)
Both commands ask you to specify the logical file name after they are invoked. The question
asked is:
Which file <AL!>?
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FilE DEFINITION
Part One
Transaction Processor Name:

ISIAIMIPILIEI

Logical Filename:

IclulslrlolMI

RMS File Specification:

I 1 1 1:[1 3 151 0 1.12121"J IclulsITloIMl.loIAITI;IT]

Work File?

0- Yes (Go to Part Two)
~ - No (Continue with next question)

~ - Yes:

Is This an Indexed File?

No. of Keys

[]?J

Maximum Key Length

D - No:

I 131111

Sequential or Relative File

Maximum Concurrent File Accesses?
Read-Only?

O-Yes

00- No
Fast Deletions?

O-Yes

[Xl-

No

Lock Interval

~ seconds

Read Access to Locked Records?

0- Yes

00- No
0- Yes (Go to Part Two)

Journal?

[&J Staged File Updates?

No (Continue with next question)

O-Yes

[&]-

No

Part Two
File Channel Assignment
Description of File Contents:

CUSTOMER FIL.E. RE.COA P

Assigned liD Channel Number

Figure 12-1a File Definition Specification for "CUSTOM"
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>RUN $FILDEF

G!D

FILDEF Vl.0
File Definition Utility
Transaction Processor name? SAMPLE ~
Co",,,,and? ADD ~
Logical file name? CUSTOM

Work file <NO>?

G!D

G!D

Is the orgartization of t,his fi Ie INDEXED <NO>? Y ~
Number of keys defined? 2

G!D

MaHi",um concurrent file aCCE-~~;ses

<

l >? 4 ~

I~ead only <NO>? ~

Fast deletions <YES>? NO ~
Interval between att€-~lYIpts to access locked record [SECDNDS]? 2 ~
Allow read access -to locked J'ecords <YES>? NO ~
.Journal after images <YES>? NO ~
Stage updates <YES>? NO ~
Record (CUSTOM) ADDed.

Figure 12-1b FILDEF Utility Listing ADD Command Terminal Dialog
If you answer with a carriage return G!!), every file definition record contained in the current
tpname.FIL file is displayed. If the PRINT command has been specified, the display takes the form
of a listing sent to the console listing device (CLO:). If the SHOW command is specified, the file
information is displayed directly on your support environment terminal.
If you specify a previously defined logical file name in response to this question, only that file
definition record is displayed.
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Command? INDEX ~
Lo~ical

Specification

name : CUSTOM

[350,227JCUSTOM.DAT

Figure 12-2 FILDEF Utility Listing of INDEX Command Dialog
After displaying the requested file definition record, FILDEF returns you to the Command? question.
Command?
You can respond by typing EXIT, or specify the name of a FILDEF command.
Figure 12-3 shows the terminal dialog used to display a file definition on a support environment
terminal.

Command? SHOW ~
Whj. ch f i:l. E~ <t~I... I... >'j> CU~3TOM C§)
Lo~ical

name : CUSTOM

Specification : [350,227JCUSTOM.DAT
Or~3n12ation is indexed
Number of ke~s defined : 2
Maximum ke~ len~th : 30
Maximum concurrent file accesses: 4
I... ocked reco T'(j rE~t T":!. :i. ntp r".'B 1. ! : . .~
·,::.pconej·,:.
Access rights : READ/WRITE
After images are not journalled
Updates are not sta~ed
File is not a WORK FILE
Fast deletions will not be done
Read access to locked records is not allowed

Figure 12-3 FILDEF Utility Listing of SHOW Command Dialog

12.3.4 Deleting a File Definition Record
The DELETE Command
The DELETE command is invoked by typing the command keyword DELETE in response to the
Command? prompt. For example:
Command? DELETE C§)
After you have invoked the DELETE command, a single question is asked:
Logical file name?
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The logical file name is the unique 1- to 6-character alphanumeric string that you assigned to an
application data file. After you specify a defined logical file name in response to this question,
the FILDEF utility deletes the corresponding file definition record from [1,300] tpname.FIL.
The physical fue previously assigned to this logical file name remains unaltered. Any executing
TSTs that refer to a deleted logical file name will cause a software error to be logged.
After the deletion has been performed, the logical file name question is reissued. Should you wish
to change to another command, or modify the file definitions of a different transaction processor,
simply press the ESCAPE key (ESC) until you return to the desired question.
Figure 12-4 illustrates the terminal dialog used to DELETE a file definition record.

COlTJlTland'i> DELETE ~

Logical file name? CUSTOM

~

Record (CUSTOM) DELETED.
Logical file

nalTre~'>~

COlTlmand? EX I T ~

:::.

Figure 12-4 FILDEF Utility Listing of DELETE Command Dialog
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APPLICATION SECURITY TOOLS

TRAX permits you to govern user access to a transaction processor through three major security
tools. The WORDEF utility allows you to establish work class names that encompass a number of
transaction types. The AUTDEF utility allows you to assign user authorization identifiers and passwords, and to associate them with one or more work class names. The SIGNON and SIGNOF transactions are supplied with TRAX. If you want to require users to sign on an application terminal
prior to accessing a transaction processor, you can specify these transactions as part of your application. This chapter has three major sections. Each section explains one component of the TRAX
security system. The sections explain:
1. The Work Qass Definition Utility, WORDEF.
2. The User Authorization Definition Utility, AUTDEF.
3. The transaction, file, and station definitions required to include the SIGNON/SIGNOF
transactions into an existing application.
13.1 WORK CLASSES
• An application terminal can be defined with a specific work class assignment. Using the
STADEF utility (see Chapter 10), you can specify a work class name as part of the terminal
station definition. The associated application terminal can then process only those trans-action types grouped under the assigned work class.
• Work class names can be associated with user authorization identifiers using the AUTDEF
utility. Individual users can be allowed access to one or more work classes as part of the user
authorization. This permits you to restrict the set of transaction types these users can execute after signing onto an application terminal. (Assigning work classes to individual users
applies only to installations that require users to sign on and off application terminals.)
13.1.1 The WORDEF Utility
Each work class has a corresponding definition record, keyed by the unique work class name, stored
in the system information file tpname.WOR. These records are created and manipulated by the
WORDEF utility.
13.1.1.1 Invoking the WORDEF Utility - To invoke the WORDEF utility, you issue the command
line:
>RUN $WORDEF
from a support environment terminal. The utility then identifies itself, and asks you to supply the
name of the transaction processor where the transactions requiring work classes are defined.
WORDEFV1.0
Work Qass Definition Utility
Transaction Processor name?
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After you specify the previously defined transaction processor name, the WORDEF dialog asks you
to enter one of six command modes:
•
•
•
•
•

ADD - Add a work class definition record to the file tpname.WOR.
DELETE - Delete an existing work class definition record.
EDIT - Change the list of transaction names in an existing work class definition record.
INDEX - List the names of all defined work classes at your terminal (TI:).
PRINT - List the transaction names included in one specific work class or in all defined
work classes on the console listing device (CLO:).
• SHOW - List the transaction names included in one specific work class or in all defined
work classes on your terminal (TI:).

Once you have selected a command mode, WORDEF continues its dialog. Since the questions vary
according to the command specification, the remainder of this discussion of the WORDEF utility
breaks into four different sections:
1. The ADD and EDIT Commands
2. The INDEX Command
3. The PRINT and SHOW Commands
4. The DELETE Command
13.1.1.2 Adding or Modifying a Work Class Definition
The ADD and EDIT Commands
If you specified ADD or EDIT in response to the Command? question, the WORDEF dialog
continues by asking the question:
Work class name?
A work class name is a 1- to 6-character alphanumeric string that uniquely identifies a work class.
If you are ADDing a new work class name, you must supply a list of one or more transaction names
to be included in that work class. To control the list of transaction names, WORDEF enters a loop
of questions, beginning with the prompt:
Subcommand?
You must enter one of two possible subcommand keywords:
• ADD - Adds a transaction name to the list of transactions for the current work class.
• DELETE - Deletes a transaction name from the list of transactions for the current work
class.
After you type the subcommand keyword ADD or DELETE, WORDEF asks you to specify the
transaction name to be added to or deleted from the list of transactions for the current work class.
Transaction name <DONE>?
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WORDEF continues to prompt for transaction names until you press only the RETURN key. This
action accepts the DONE keyword, and tells WORDEF that you are finished with the current
operation on this record. WORDEF exits from the transaction name loop, and returns you to the
question "Work class name?" The transaction names that you supply to the WORDEF utility are
1- to 6-character names that represent transaction types defined in the TRADEF utility (See
Chapter II ). You can specify a maximum of 64 transaction names in a work class definition.
Figure 13-1 a shows a Work Gass Specification Sheet completed by the application designer. The
information on this sheet can be converted into work class definitions.

WORK CLASS SPECIFICATION SHEET
Transaction Processor Name:

ISIA\M\P\L\E\
Work Class Names

Transaction Name

1511 IGINIOIN

1/

IJjJ
X

IAlololcluls
ICIHIGIClulS

XX
X- X

OIPlylCIUIS
DIE LlCluls

X X X

51) GIN 0 F

XX X

X

~---.:..--~--

--.

Figure 13-1a Work Class Specification Sheet for "SAMPLE"
Figure 13-1b shows the terminal dialog listing that results when the information in Figure 13-1a is
submitted to the WORDEF utility.
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>RUN ':/;I~OF:DEF ~

WORDEF

Vl.O

Work Class

Defi~itio~

T ran sac t :i. t) 1"1 P 'j' 0

C f! S ::; 0

~::; ti 1'1 F' L. F

~

~

Command? ADD

WC.1T'k class nal'ile?

Sub

Utility
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Figure 13-1b WORDEF Terminal Dialog Listing for ADD Command
13.1.1.3 Listing the INDEX of Work Class Definitions
The INDEX Command

If you answer the Command? question by typing INDEX, WORDEF prints an index of defined
work class names on your terminal (TI:). Once the index listing is printed, WORDEF reissues the
Command?
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Figure 13-2 shows the WORDEF terminal dialog used to obtain an index of work class definitions.
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Figure 13-2 WORDEF Terminal Dialog Listing for INDEX Command
13.1.1.4 Printing or Displaying Work Class Deimitions - If you select the PRINT or SHOW
command mode, WORDEF asks you to specify the work class name that you wish to examine:
Which work class <ALL>?
If you respond to this question with a previously defined work class name, that work class is the
only record displayed by the utility. If you simply type a carriage return, all work class definition
records are displayed' on the device specified by the command selection. In either case, WORDEF
outputs a listing of the work class name and its associated transaction types. Once the listing is
completed, WORDEF reissues the Command? question, allowing you to either exit, or to specify
a valid command name.
Figure 13-3 shows the WORDEF terminal dialog used to display all work class definitions on your
support environment terminal. The PRINT command provides identical output to the system print
device CLO:.
13.1.1.5 Deleting a Work Class Definition
The DELETE Command
If you specify the DELETE command, the WORDEF utility continues its dialog by asking you to
specify:
Work class name?
You respond by typing the 1- to 6-character name of the work class you want deleted. After the
WORDEF utility deletes the record for that work class from the tpname.WOR file, it reissues the
Work class name? question. If you want to invoke another command from this question, simply
press the escape <ESC> key and the utility return to the Command? question. question.
Figure 13-4 shows the WORDEF terminal dialog used to delete a work class definition.
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Figure 13-3 WORDEF Terminal Dialog Listing for SHOW Command

COlTlmand? DELETE ~
Work class name? SHOW ~
Record (SHOW} DELETED.
Work class name? (CTRLIZ)

Figure 13-4 WORDEF Terminal Dialog Listing for DELETE Command
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13.2 USER AUTHORIZATIONS
TRAX allows you to control access to certain types of transactions by specifying a set of user
authorization records that assign users access rights to certain groups of work classes. In conjunction with the SIGNON and SIGNOF transactions, user authorization provides a means to control
user access to certain transaction types that might process confidential or controlled information.
(See Section 13.3 for a description of how the SIGNON and SIGNOF transactions supplied with
the TRAX system can be incorporated into your application.)
In many cases, the display at an application terminal will indicate that a user sign on before executing certain transactions. In order to successfully sign on as instructed, a user must have a corresponding user authorization record in the system information file tpname.AUT. A user authorization record contains a user identifier, a password, and one or more assigned work classes.
To sign onto an application terminal, a user selects the SIGNON transaction, then enters his or her
unique identifer and the correct password for that identifier. The transaction types that are named
in that user's assigned work classes then determine which transactions the user can execute. (When
a user signs onto a terminal, his or her assigned work classes override any work class assigned to the
terminal's station.)
13.2.1 The AUTDEF Utility
The AUTDEF utility creates and manipulates the records in tpname.AUT that define each user's
authorization.
13.2.1.1 Invoking the AUTDEF Utility - After invoking the utility from a support environment
terminal, you must supply the name of the transaction processor that will be accessed by the user
or users whose authorization records are being added, deleted, or edited. The transaction processor
whose name is supplied in response to the prompt:
Transaction Processor name?
must have been previously defined by running the TPDEF utility. (See Chapter 4 for further information on TPDEF.) The AUTDEF utility then asks you to select one of seven command modes
by issuing the prompt:
Command?
•
•
•
•

ADD - Add user authorization records to the file tpname.AUT.
DELETE - Delete an existing user authorization record.
EDIT - Modify the information in an existing user authorization record.
INDEX - List at your terminal (TI:) the user identifiers and passwords of all authorized
users.
• PRINT - List the information in one or all existing user authorization records on the system console listing device (CL:).
• SHOW - List at your terminal (TI:) the information in one or all existing user authorization
records.
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13.2.1.2 Adding or Editing a User Authorization Definition
The ADD and EDIT Commands
To ADD or EDIT a user authorization record, you must supply a unique user identifier, a password, and one or more work class names.
User identifer?
A User identifier is a unique 1- to 20-character alphanumeric string. This identifier cannot be duplicated in any other record within the file tpname.AUT; the identifier is the key to the record.
Password?
The password is a 1- to 6-character alphanumeric string. Each user must enter the password associated with his or her identifier in order to sign on successfully.
After you have supplied or examined the user identifier and password, the AUTDEF utility asks
you to supply the one or more work classes that the user can access. The names you specify should
correspond to work class names that have been defined by the WORDEF Utility.
Unless you specify one or more work class names, the user cannot execute any transactions after
signing on.
To control the list of work class names, AUTDEF enters a loop of questions, starting with the prompt:
Subcommand?
You then reply with one of two subcommands:
• ADD - Assign a work class to the user's authorization record .
• DELETE - Delete a work class from the user's authorization record.
When you have specified either ADD or DELETE, AUTDEF asks you to name a work class. You
respond by typing a 1- to 6-character work class name. (The default answer is DONE; i.e. you have
defined all work classes for this application.) AUTDEF continues to prompt you for work class
names until you respond by pressing the RETURN key.
Work class name <DONE>?
When you are DONE with the list of work class names, AUTDEF then returns to the question "User
identifier? "
If you are EDITing a user authorization record, you must specify either ADD or DELETE in response to the "Subcommand?" prompt. (If you are not changing any work classes, simply enter
ADD, and then hit a carriage return in response to the "Work Qass <DONE>? prompt.) If you
wish to change work classes, you must DELETE incorrect names, and then ADD the desired work
class names.
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Figure 13-Sa shows a user authorization specification sheet that is implemented by the AUTDEF
utility.
Figure 13-Sb shows the AUTDEF terminal dialog required to implement the specifications shown in
Figure 13-Sa.

USER AUTHORIZATION SPECIFICATION SHEET
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Figure 13-5a User Authorization Specification Sheet for

-

~'SAMPLEn
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Figure 13-5b AUTDEF Terminal Dialog Listing for ADD Command
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13.2.1.3 Listing the INDEX of User Authorizations
The INDEX Command
This command requires no further terminal dialog. It displays the identifiers and passwords of all
user authorizations defined in the .AUT fue associated with the transaction processor name that
you supplied when you invoked the utility. This listing appears on the support environment terminal where you are currently running the AUTDEF utility.
Figure 13-6 lists the AUTDEF terminal dialog that lists the INDEX of all user authorization definitions currently in the user authorization definition fue [1,300] SAMPLE. AUT.

COlDllland? INnEX G!!)
User
User
User
User

identifier
identifier
identifier
identifier

BROWN
MANAGER
SMITH
WHITE

Password
Password
Password
Password

CHUCK

SYSTEM
JOHN
SNOW

Figure 13-6 AUTDEF Utility Listing of INDEX Command Terminal Dialog
13.2.1.4 Printing or Showing a User Authorization Definition
The PRINT Command
The SHOW Command
The SHOW and PRINT commands perform the same operation but direct their output to different
devices. SHOW lists the attributes of a user authorization definition at your support environment
terminal, while PRINT provides a hard-copy listing on the system device assigned to logical unit
CLO:. (This is usually the line printer or the LA-36 console terminal.) The terminal dialog for
these commands consists of a single prompt:
Which user authorization <ALI>?
If you provide a user authorization name in response to the prompt, the SHOW and PRINT Commands will display information for the user authorization only. Responding to this prompt by pressing the RETURN key <RET> produces a complete listing of the user authorization attributes for
the transaction processor name that you specified when you invoked the AUTDEF utility.

Figure 13-7 lists the AUTDEF terminal dialog that lists all user authorization definitions currently
in the user authorization defmition file [ 1,300] SAMPLE.AUT on your terminal.
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Command? SHOW ~
Which user identifier <ALL>? BROWN @)
Password : CHUCK

User identifier : BROWN

Number of associated work classes

1

Associated work class names
ALTER

Figure 13-7 AUTDEF Utility Listing of PRINT Command Terminal Dialog
13.2.1.5 Deleting a User Authorization Definition
The DELETE Command
The Delete command allows you to remove a user authorization definition from the .AUT file
named by the transaction processor specified when you invoked AUTDEF. To delete a user authorization definition, simply type the identifier you wish to delete.
Figure 13-8 lists the AUTDEF terminal dialog used to delete the user authorization "SMITH" from
the authorization definition file [1,300] SAMPLE. AUT.

Command? DELETE

~

User identifieT'? BROWN ~
Record (BROWN) DELETED.
User identifier?

Figure 13-8 AUTDEF Utility Listing of DELETE Command Terminal Dialog
13.2.2 The SIGN ON and SIGNOF Transactions
The SIGNON and SIGNOF transactions consist of forms and TSTs supplied as TRAX system software. -When the forms and TSTs are incorporated into a transaction processor using the definition
utilities, the SIGNON and SIGNOF transactions are created. These transactions allow you to
establish authorization procedures for application terminal users.
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13.2.2.1 Incorporating the SIGNON/SIGNOF Transaction Into Your Application - If the application designer selects SIGNON/SIGNOF control for a transaction processor, the transaction processor definition utilities must first be run to incorporate the definitions, TSTs, forms and files of the
SIGNON and SIGNOF transaction. The steps in this process are:
1. Run the TPDEF utility to EDIT the transaction processor definition. The EDIT should
add the following resources to the existing definition:
a. Two transaction types
b. Two user TSTs
c. Two application data files
Figure 13-9 shows the modifications needed to include the SIGNON facility in a transaction
processor definition.

TRANSACTION PROCESSOR SPECIFICATION SHEET

Transaction Processor Definition:
Transaction Processor Name:

Is IAIMIP IL IE: I

EdiT

Is IAIMIP IL IE I

Maximum number of transaction types:

(0-64)

CIJ+2

Maximum number of concurrent transaction instances:

(0-96)

rn

Maximum number of application terminals:

(0-256)

ITIJ(SAME)

Maximum number of user TSTs

(0-256)

ITIJ+2

Maximum number of master link stations:

"(0-10)

~E)

Maximum number of slave link stations:

(0-64)

OJ~AMf)

(0-4096)

I I

Maximum number of submit batch stations:

(0-1)

O(S AM E.)

Maximum number of slave batch stations:

(0-16)

ITIJ(S"'ME)

Maximum number of mailbox stations:

(0-10)

LITJ(sAME)

Maximum number of application data files:

(0-64)

ITIJ

Maximum transaction slot size:'

(1-8192)

Automatic crash recovery:

o

Maximum size of receive link message:

-YES

+2

I I I blocks
O-NO

51\ME

Figure 13-9 Transaction Processor Specification Sheet
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2. Run the TRADEF utility to ADD the SIGNON and SIGNOF transactions. Figure 13-10a
and 13-10b list the transaction definitions for SIGNON and SIGNOF respectively.

TRANSACTION SPECIFICATION SHEET

Transaction Name:

IslAiMPILIE 1
Isil IslNlolE 1

Exchange Recovery?

D-YES

IKJ- NO

Log Exchange Messages?

D-YES

[&]-NO

Log Other Station Messages?

D-YES

[gJ- NO

Transaction Processor Name:

Maximum Size of Exchange Message·

16141

Transaction Workspace Size:

I 1 I I bytes

System Workspace Size
(Calculate according to formula on
worksheet - "Calculating the system
workspace". )

bytes

t:::t:::I:::::JC:::f1 (64-byte blocks)

Transaction Slot Size Calculation:
Divide Exchange Message Size by 64 and round up:

L-...L--,---,-I1I

Divide Transaction Workspace Size by 64 and round up:

t--...L--,-~I/2S--,1 blocks

Enter System Workspace Size:

'---0.--,---,-,-1(6-,1

Add to find Transaction Slot Size:

L-...L--L.-.L...I,-,'I bloc ks

:...J

blocks

bloc ks

NOTE: A Transaction Exchange Definition should be prepared for each exchange associated with the transaction you
have just defined.

TRANSACTION EXCHANGE DEFINITIONS
Exchange
Label

ISIIIGI~loIF

Form Name

Destination
Station List

I 151, IGINIOIF I ISIIIGINIOIF

Wait

Repeat

Subsequent
Action

Time
Limit

[]'g] MINS

[&lWAIT

DREPEAT

[Xl

INITIAL

D

[8] NQREPEAT

D

FIRST

NOWAIT

DNEXT

Figure 13-10a Transaction Specification for "SIGNON"
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TRANSACTION SPECIFICATION SHEET
Transaction Processor !\lame:

IslAIMlplLIE 1

Transaction Name:

Islll~INlolNI

D- YES
D- YES
0- YES

Exchange Recovery?
Log Exchange Messages?
Log Other Station Messages?
Maximum Size of Exchange Message:
Transaction Workspace Size:
System Workspace Size
(Calculate according to formula on
worksheet - "Calculating the system
workspace".)

00- NO
00- NO
00- NO

1 16141 bytes
1 1 1 1 1bytes

-t1::±1:±:::t::1+(64-byte

blocks)

Transaction Slot Size Calculation:
Divide Exchange Message Size by 64 and round up:

L-...I.---L---L.:11:..J1

blocks

Divide Transaction Workspace Size by 64 and round up:

L-...I.--L---'.ClfiS::..J1

blocks

Enter System Workspace Size:

L-.. I.---1.. -----"!:If2J:. J1

blocks

Add to find Transaction Slot Size:

L-...I.--L---L.:II;....JI

blocks

NOTE: A Transaction Exchange Definition should be prepared for each exchange associated with the transaction you
have just defined.

TRANSACTION EXCHANGE DEFINITIONS
Exchange
Label

Form Name

Destination
St tion List

lSi' IGINIOINI ISllIGIt-JloINI s

I

Wait

GINIOINi

I I I
I

Repeat

~WAIT

o

DNOWAIT

[g] NOREPEAT

REPEAT

II

Subsequent
Action

Time
Limit

00 INITIAL []I] MINS

D

FIRST

DNEXT

D WAIT
D

NOWAIT

0
0

REPEAT

D

INITIAL

NOREPEAT

D

FIRST

IT] MINS

DNEXT

Figure 13-10b Transaction Specification for "SIGNOF"
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3. Run the STADEF utility to:
a.Add the SIGNON and SIGNOF TSTs. The TST task images reside in UFD [1,300].
The station definitions for these TSTs are shown in Figure 13-11 a.
TST STATION SPECIFICATION SHEET
Transaction Processor Name:

IslAIMlplLIEJ
Task Image File Specification

No.
Active
Copies

IslvIQSI:[1 I I J 1,13IRSlgl] 151, IGINloINI.ITlsIKI;~

rn

Station
Priority

Station Name

1511 IGINlolN I Illalsl

Serially
Reusable?

00 - YES
D-NO

IslllGINlolFI 1I121s1

ISIYI01:[L--1-'----L..1..!-J11.13IQJI{2JI]lsIIIGINloIFI.ITISIKI;~ [J]J ~

-YES

D-NO

Figure 13-11a TST station Specification for "SIGNON" and "SIGNOF".
b. Edit all interactive terminal station definitions to specify an initial a work class of
"SIGNON". These changes are shown in Figure 13-11 b.

TERMINAL STATION SPECIFICATION SHEET
Transaction Processor Name:

IsiAIMlplqE.1

Station Name

Device Name

Device
Type

ITIEI RIMllItllt1

I Q)I~III V161.e1

~

-~rzs+""e

I I

I I

BOTH

0- OUTPUT
0 BOTH
0- OUTPUT
0 BOTH
0- OUTPUT

I I

0 BOTH
0- OUTPUT
0 BOTH
0- OUTPUT

System
Messages

Work Class

Run A Dedicated Transaction?

!Xl

1511 IGINIQIN I

DYes - Transaction Name:

o
o
o
o

YES

00 No -

-YES

DYes - Transaction Name:

I I

-NO

o No -

1L....l..-1-'---'----'---'----I

-YES

o -NO
0

YES

o -NO

o

I I I I I I I
IslelLlelclTI

-NO

-YES

o -NO

Initial Form Name:

~~~

DYes - Transaction Name:

~I~I~~~

Initial Form Name:

1L....l..-1-'---'----'---'----I

o No I I

Initial Form Name:

DYes - Transaction Name:

o

No - Initial Form Name:

DYes - Transaction Name:

o No -

Initial Form Name:

~I:!=I:!::I=!=!:~
.1-.1...1-1-L-L.......L...J

LI

I I

~~~

.1-.1...L.....L--'---.l---1

LI

Figure 13-11b Terminal Station Specification with SIGNON Work Qass
4. Run the FILDEF utility to ADD the logical files AUTFIL and WORFIL. These file definitions are described in Figures 13-12a and 13-12b respectively. These files are the user
authorization and work class definition files, that are accessed by the SIGNON and SIGNOF
transactions.
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FILE DEFINITION
Part One
Transaction Processor Name:

ISIAlMIPILIEI

Logical Filename:

lijolRIFl1 IL I

RMS File Specification:

0- Yes (Go to Part Two)

Work File?

Is This an Indexed File?

00 -

No (Continue with next question)

[K] -

Yes: ) No. of Keys

[]I]

Maximum Key Length ~

0- No:
.Maximum Concurrent File Accesses?

ITO
[&]-

Read-Only?

Sequential or Relative File

Yes

O-No

00- Yes

Fast Deletions?

O-No
Lock Interval

[II]

Read Access to Locked Records?

[&]- Yes

seconds

O-No

0- Yes (Go to Part Two)

Journal?

IX] Staged File Updates?

No (Continue with flext question)

O-Yes
[g)-No

Part Two
File Channel Assignment
Description of File Contents:
Assigned 1/0 Channel Number

WORK CLASS DOTA

1xr N/II

Figure 13-12a Work Class File Definition Specification.
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FI LE DEFINITION
Part One
Transaction Processor Name:

IsIAiMIPILIE.1

Logical Filename:

IAlulT IFlt \1... 1

RMS File Specification:

~:[ o::::rIU3IOIQl] ISIA-IMI PIL IE I.!AIQII]; ~

D00 -

Work File?

Yes (Go to Part Two)
No (Continue with next question)

00 -

Is This an Indexed File?

Yes:

No. of Keys

[IIJ

Maximum Key Length ~
D - No:
Maximum Concurrent File Accesses?

ITO

Read-Only?

00- Yes

Sequential or Relative File

O-No

00- Yes

Fast Deletions?

O-No
Lock Interval

[l[]

Read Access to Locked Records?

[&]- Yes

seconds

D-No
Journal?

0- Yes (Go to Part Two)
00 - No (Continue with next question)

Staged File Updates?

D-Yes

[gJ- No
Part Two
File Channel Assignment
Description of File Contents:
Assigned 1/0 Channel Number

USER RUTHOR.IZAVON DATA

~

NjA

Figure 13-12b User Authorization File Definition Specification.
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5. Run the WORDEF utility to ADD a work class called SIGNON, and to EDIT all other work
class definitions to ADD the SIGNOF transaction. The SIGNON work class must contain
the SIGN ON transaction. All other work classes must contain the SIGNOF transaction. These transactions are already included in the description of WORDEF in Section 13.1.
6. Run the AUTDEF utility\ to establish the user identification, passwords, and permitted
work classes for each authorized user. The User Authorization description in Section 13.2
shows this procedure.
The next three steps include the SIGNONjSIGNOF facility in the forms defintion file. Details on
how to code forms and the ATL Utility program are given in the TRAX ATL Language Reference

Manual.
1. Edit the transaction selection form to include the SIGNON and SIGNOF transactions in the
menu or screen display.
2. Run the ATL utility to REPLACE the transaction selection form.
3. Run the ATL utility to ADD the form defnitions for SIGNON and SIGNOF. The source
statement files for these forms are [1,300] SIGNON.ATL, and [1,300] SIGNOF.ATL. Figure
13-13 shows the ATL utility dialog required to ADD the SIGNON and SIGNOF forms.

ATI...
t):/..O
TRAX Forms Definition File UtIlity

COlT,lTIand <COMPIL.E>? (~IDD ~

I~~ TL

sou r·c€~ f :i.l P

<~~; I GNON ,. '~l rl .. >?

[l~! :":~Oi)"] (:;:r ':·;;\iUf,} ~

Df:~vice typ€:' <VT62>? ~

List <:ALL:>? NONE ~

COIYIIT.and <COMPILE>? (,00 ~
F 0 T'IT. naIT'f;')··~ f~ I GNOF ~

AlL SOUT'CI::~ f:i.l(? <~:;IGNOF.,~TL.>? [:I.~300]:::;IC-:iNOF ~

List. <ALL>? NONE ~

ComlTland <COMPILE>? EX ~

Figure 13-13 ATL Utility Dialog to Add SIGNON and SIGNOF forms
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13.2.2.2 Using the SIGNON and SIGNOF transactions - The user interface for signing on an application terminal consists of the following steps.
1. When the transaction processor is started, the user selects SIGNON from the menu of transaction types and presses the ENTER key.
2. The SIGNON form is displayed on the application terminal (See Figure 13-14a).

Figure 13-14a Initial Display of SIGN ON Form
3. The user types in his user identification and password, and presses ENTER. (See Figure
13-14b.)
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Figure 13-14b SIGNON Form after ID and password are typed.
4. The SIGNON TST executes. If the user ID or password is incorrect, a message is sent to
the SIGNON form, and the user is allowed to reenter the user ID and password.
5. If the User ID and password are valid, the transaction selection fonn is redisplayed, with the
work classes in the user authorization record now enabled for that terminal.
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To sign off from an application terminal, the user must:
I.
2.
3.
4.

Return the terminal to the transaction selection form.
Select the SIGNOF transaction from the menu, and press ENTER.
Press ENTER is response to the SIGNOF form. (See Figure 13-15.)
The SIGNOF transaction disables all work classes except SIGNON, and redisplays the transaction selection form.

Figure 13-15 Initial Display of SIGNOF Form
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CHAPTER 14
TRANSACTION PROCESSOR TESTING ENVIRONMENT

14.1 INSTALLING AND TESTING A TRANSACTION PROCESSOR
TRAX provides you with a sophisticated transaction testing capability that assists you during the
process of debugging and testing the components of a transaction processor. The three major
facilities available to you for debugging purposes are:
• A transaction processor trace facility, that records data from each transaction instance.
This data can be submitted to the TPTRAC utility program, and a detailed trace of each
transaction instance is produced in listing form.
• A support environment terminal that you can include in the TST task image. Using system
debugging aids such as the BASIC-PLUS-2 debugger, and language terminal I/O facilities
such as the COBOL DISPLAY statement, you can control the execution of the TST from
the debugging terminal. (Building TSTs in DEBUG mode and induding debugging terminals in a TST task image is discussed in the TSTBLD utility description in Section 7.
TSTBLD.)
• A software error logger (SERLOG) that records all system and user software errors as they
occur. Two utility programs, SERANL and SERDAY interpret the errors and provide
valuable information that can be used to debug and correct these errors. (SERANL and
SERDAY are dicusssed in the TRAX System Manager's Guide. )
The following sections discuss how to
•
•
•
•
•

Debug transactions in the transaction processing environment.
Enable the software error logging facility for your transaction processor.
Control the execution of a transaction processor using the TPCTRL utility.
Interpret the secondary error log listing.
Run the TPTRAC utility to generate trace listings of your transaction processor.

14.2 DEBUGGING IN THE TRANSACTION PROCESSING ENVIRONMENT
Before you attempt to debug a transaction operating under a transaction processor, you should
have performed the following actions:
1. Debugged all TSTs'using the DEB~G utility. (See Section 7.3.)
2. Rebuilt all TST task images using TSTBLD. If you want a transaction processing debug
terminal linked to the TST, specify this support in the TSTBLD dialog. (See Section 7.2.)

The remainder of this Chapter describes the steps you should follow when you debug in the transaction processing environment.
14.3 THE SOFTWARE ERROR LOGGING TASK - SERLOG
Trax provides a software error logging program that runs concurrently with transaction processors.
When you are debugging in the transaction processing environment, you should always enable
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the error logger. Software errors detected in TRAX system and application software modules
are sent to SERLOG. SERLOG logs errors from selected transaction processors to the system error
log, [1,300] SERLOG.LOG. As an option, you can also direct SERLOG to format and display error
messages on a support environment terminal.
The error logging process is controlled through the SERCTL utility. If you are testing a new transaction processor for the first time, you must run SERCTL to enable error logging for the transaction
processor.
The SERCTL utility is described in the TRAX System Manager's Guide. Figure 14-1 shows a termina1listing of the SERCTL utility dialog that enables SERLOG and directs the output to a support
environment terminal TT5:.
>RUN $SERCTL ~
SERCTL
Vl.0
Software error

lo~~er

control utility

Command <EXIT>'!" TERMINAL ~
Device name <COO D·'!" TTl: G!!)
The new
lo~~er

secondary
is run.

lo~~in~

device will be

in effect the

next time the error

Command <EX I T>'!" SELECT ~
Transaction processor name <ALL>? SAMPLE G!!)
Select error lTtoni torin!:J <YES>'!" ~
Transact.ion processor name <nONE>? G!!)
The new selections will be applied.
Command <EXIT>'!' ~

Figure 14-1 SERCTL Utility Dialog to Enable Error Logging
14.4 USING THE TPCTRL UTILITY
You use the TPCTRL utility to install, start, stop, and remove a transaction processor. The examples shown here are designed to assist the application programmer who is integrating and testing
atransaction processor. A complete description of the TPCTRL utility is given in the TRAX
System Manager's Guide.
Before you install a transaction processor, you must insure that a TRAX system capable of supporting a transaction processor is installed on the computer you are using. The system manager can do
this for you, or can give you instructions on how to do this. For further information refer to the
SETUP and BOOT utility descriptions in the TRAX System Manager's Guide.
TPCTRL is run under a privileged UIC from a support environment terminal. Figure 14-2 shows
the terminal dialog required to install the transaction processor "SAMPLE" and enable the trace
facility.
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:::>RUN $TF'CTRL
TPCTRL Vl.0
Transaction Processor Control Utility
Comrr.and <BRIEF>? INSTALL

G!D

Transaction processor r.ame ? SAMPLE C!!!)
Parti tion <TP1PAR>?

G!D

Trace transaction processor <NO>? YES C!!!)
Write protect data base <NO>"? C!!!)
Hish-perf'ormance RMS <NO>'!,

C!!D

Forms def'inition f'ile version <LATEST>'!'~

Figure 14-2 TPCTRL Tenninal Dialog for the INSTALL Command
After the INSTALL command dialog is completed, TPCTRL
•
•
•
•

Allocates the resources required by the transaction processor
Accesses or creates the files needed for the transaction processor to run
Builds system tables based on the data in the transaction processor definition files
Performs consistency checks

After a transaction processor is installed, it must be started. When you issue the START command
to TPCTRL, it starts an installed transaction processor and sets the start status in the transaction
processor record of the TPDEF.TPF file.
If the INSTALL command was successful, you enter the START command dialog by pressing the

RETURN key in response to the "Command?" question.
Figure 14-3 shows the START command dialog for "SAMPLE".
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Command <START>? C§)
Transaction processor name <SAMPLE>? C!!!)
Enable Journall ing <NO>? C!!!)
Enable logging <NO>? C§)
Command <EXIT>? C§)

Figure 14-3 TPCfRL Terminal Dialog to START

~~SAMPLE"

14.5 TESTING THE TRANSACI10N
Once the transaction processor is installed and started, you can begin testing. Three facilities are
available to record the results of testing.
I. The transaction trace facility.
2. A debugging terminal linked to a TST.
3. The software error log.
The three facilities are independent of each other.
When the transaction processor is started, all application terminals have the initial screen displayed.
You begin by invoking a transaction from an application terminal. If you have included COBOL
ACCEPT statements or the BASIC-PLUS-2 debugger in a TST, and have linked that TST to a debugging terminal, the transaction execution stops when these statements are reached. You then
examine the debugging terminal (which is a support terminal, not a VT62), and interact with the
executing TST. Any software errors that occur during your transaction execution written to the
secondary error log.
If you are tracing a transaction processor, remember that the trace facility generates large volumes
of data. Limiting debugging sessions to short periods keeps individual TPTRAC output to a
manageable size.
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14.6 USING THE SECONDARY ERROR LOG LISTINGS
The secondary error log is very useful for programmers during the application debugging process.
When a software error is detected, SERLOG prints a message in the following form on the enable
secondary logging device:
1. The date and time the error was logged.
2. The transaction name, transaction instance number, and source station ID.
3. The error message.
Figure 14-4 shows typical SERLOG output to a support environment tennimu. If you want more
detailed information, error log analysis is performed by two utility programs: SERDAY and
SERANL.

***

Software error recorded at 22-AUG-78
Processor SAMPLE
Source Station TERM11
Abnormal tst termination

16:36:03
Transaction ENTORD

***

Software error recorded at 22-AUG-78 16:36:35
Processor SAMPLE
Source Station TERM10
Transaction ENTORII
No modifier fla~ in messa~e

***

III 305

III 49

Software error recorded at 22-AUG-78
Processor SAMPLE
Source Station
Unstase error

16:36:59
Transaction ENTORII

III 306

***

16:45:56
Transaction CHNSTK

III 1513

***

17:37:04
Transaction ENTORII

******

Software error recorded at 22-AUG-78
)rocessor SAMPLE
Source Station TERM14
::~{chanse timeout
Software error recorded at 22-AUG-78
Processor SAMPLE
Source Station TERM8
Repl~ messa~e after transaction closed

III 112

Figure 14-4 SERLOG Output Listing
The TRAX System Manager's Guide gives detailed information about how to use SERANL, and
SERDAY.
14.7 STOPPING A TRANSACTION PROCESSOR
When you want to stop a transaction processor, you must invoke the TPCTRL utility from a
privileged UIC. The STOP command stops a transaction processor.
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Figure 14-5 shows the STOP and REMOVE command dialog for "SAMPLE".

>RUN tTF'CTFi:L.
TF'CTF~L

I",' 1

G!D

.0

Transaction Processor Control
Command <BHIEF>? !:jTOP

Utilit~

G!!)

TY-·ansaction pr·OCE'ssor nan,(-? <,~LL.>·?

G!!)
G!!)

i'1inutes unt:i.l

transact:i.on init,i2tion is d:i.·::;ablf?d <O>·?

Minut(:-~s until

incoITIPlE'ti:.? procE'ss:in~:l is abor·t.ed <:to>'!' 0 ~

Commanr::i <BHIEF>? Fi:ENOV[ ~
Transact:i.on :o:·roc(.::>~;;sor namE' <,~LL>'?

G!!)

Command <EXIT>··? ~

Figure 14-5 TPCTRL Terminal Dialog to STOP and REMOVE "SAMPLE"
After you stop a transaction processor, the REMOVE command releases the system resources used
by the stopped transaction processor. The REMOVE command also resets the install status in the
transaction processor record of the TPDEF. TPF file.
14.8 TRANSACTION PROCESSOR TRACE UTILITY - TPTRAC
The Transaction Processor Trace Utility, TPTRAC, allows you to decode the trace file created by
an active transaction processor. When a TP is installed and the parameter TRACE is specified as
part of the TPCTRL utility dialog, that TP's actions are recorded in a trace file [1,10] tpname.TRC.
When a TP is stopped, the trace file is closed. In order to interpret the data in this trace file, you
must process the file through the TPTRAC utility. TPTRAC creates a detailed listing of events
that occurred when the TP was active.
TPTRAC follows the standard TRAX utility dialog conventions described in Chapter 8.
In the dialog that controls the operation of TPTRAC, you may select listings of specific transaction
types, TSTs, and exchange labels.
The listings may include any combination of input messages, output messages and other system
calIs.
After a TP has been stopped, the trace file closed, and a full support environment system installed,
you can invoke TPTRAC from a support environment terminal by typing:
RUN $TPTRAC
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TPTRAC identifies itself, and begins a dialog to determine the types of trace listings you require.
The first question asks:
Input file?
You respond with the file specification of the trace file. Unless you specify these elements specifically, TPTRAC assumes that the file resides on the system device under UPD [1,10] , with a file
type of .TRC, and the current version number. You must always specify the file name in response
to this question. In general, this will be the transaction processor name.
Listing device <CL:>
The next question asks you to specify the device and/or file where the listing files produced by
TPTRAC should be sent. If you answer this question by pressing RETURN <RET>, the default
output device is the system console listing device (CLO:). This is usually equated to the line printer
when your system is generated.
If you wish to specify another device or file, simply specify a valid output device or file specification. TPTRAC assumes your UPD and a file type of .LST.
Once the input and output files have been specified, TPTRAC begins a series of questions to determine the types of operations to examine. The first of these questions asks you to specify:
Transaction name <ALL>?
If you press the RETURN key, all transaction types are listed. If you respond with a 1- to 6-character transaction name, then only instances of that transaction are examined. This question is
repeated until only the RETURN key is pressed. The first time, the default will be ALL. Otherwise, the default is DONE.
TST station name <ALL>?
This question asks you to specify which TSTs are to be listed. If you press the RETURN key, I/O
operations and system calls are listed for every TST invoked by the transaction processor.
If you respond with a 1- to 6-character TST station name,. then only operations for that TST are
listed. This question is to be repeated until only the RETURN key is pressed. The first time, the
default will be ALL. Otherwise, the default is DONE.

TPTRAC enters a second set of four questions that ask you to specify the types of system calls and
station messages that you want to include in the listing. The first of these asks:
Exchange messages <YES>?
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If you want the listing to include exchange message data, respond by pressing the RETURN key.
If you don't want to see the exchange message data, type N or NO followed by the RETURN key.

Other station messages <YES>
If you want the listing to include response messages, report messages, and mailbox messages, respond by pressing the RETURN key. If you don't want the listing to include these messages, type

N or NO followed by the RETURN key.
Transaction workspace <YES>?
If you want the listing to include the transaction workspace data, respond by pressing the RETURN

key. If you don't want the listings to include the workspace data, type N or NO followed by the
RETURN key.
System calls <YES>
If you want the listing to include data concerning calls (other than message calls) to the TRAX
system library, respond by pressing the RETURN key. If you don't want the listing to include call
infonnation, type N or NO followed by the RETURN key.
After this response is accepted TPTRAC produces the requested listing and exits.
Figure 14-6 illustrates the dialog used to produce the listings in Figure 14-7.
>RUN $TF'TRAC ~
TPTRAC
Vl.0
Transaction processor trace utility
Input file? SAMF'LE.TRC ~
Listins device <CLD·? LP! ~
Transaction <ALL>? ~
TST station <ALL>? ~

Other station messases <YES>? ~
Transaction worksPBce <YES>? ~
System calls <YES>?~

Figure 14-6 TPTRAC Dialog for SAMPLE
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14.9 ANNOTATED TPTRAC OUTPUT LISTING
Figure 14-7 consists of a set of annotated TPTRAC listings of an instance of the DPYCUS transaction. The numbers on the computer output listing refer to the numbered paragraphs in the annotation section.

Tran •• ct4on Trace List4nq

Transactions

ALL

0

TST stations
t.C~a~ge

~essa~es

stat;on ~esSAges
fransaction workscaee
Svstel"l calls
~t~er

CD

Figure 14-7 TPTRAC Annotated Output Listing
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

This line identifies the listing, and the time and date it was produced.
[1,10] SAMPLE. TRC is the trace input file produced by the transaction processor SAMPLE.
The trace listing includes all transaction types.
The trace listing includes all TST stations.
The trace listings include these data structures and system calls.
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T~8!"118et1o'" trace frofTI file

•••• *.******...
Tr8!"1lac:t;0"

O~YCLJS •

Start

15T
~ I"'D

[l,lIOJSAM..-Lt..TIolC

0

of 15 T •

0

Status IIods

Seouel'lc:e
1

0

Message •

o
50

... _-----+
.. -------+------_ ..• ---------•.... _----+
K
~~e02~N

Jal'lta~ia!"l

[~ft'\I([O"'I([Oll'!k[O

.-.----~-+---------+-.------.+-----.---+-.------.+
workspace:
~

50
100
lS~

200

..

.. -._----.- .... _._-.-----_.- ---_._.- .. -._-_._.-.

",~tb",({bll'lklbmk(Oft'lk[bmk[O",~[bm~[bm~[bft'\~[b~~(bft'lk[bft'\k
[bmk[OIl'!~loll'!k[oft'\k[~mk[bmkromk[bm~[oft'lk[om~(bml(lbft'\~[b
ft'\klb~([O",k[b~kromk{bmk[bmK[bmk[bmkrbft'\k(bm~[bm~[bmk
[bmlc[bll'!l(lbft'\k(b~krbmk[bm~(bm((em~[b",k[omk{6mk[b~klb
mklb",~(bmk[bmkrbmk[bmk(~mk{bmk{bmkrb",k(O~klbmk[bmk

25~

[bml((O

30~

ft'Ik[bmKlomklbmkromk(bmk[b~k[b~k[Oft'lk[b~k[bmklbft'\klomk

350

mk(bmk[omk(bll'lk(bmk(emk[bmk[bmk[omk[bft'll([b

[bft'lk[omK[Oft'lk[bmk(omk(omk(omk[bmk(b

.. -------+ •• ·_·_·--+-_·_·_·--+---------t-----·_·_+
Figure 14-7 (cont.) TPTRAC Annotated Output Listing

1.
2.
3.
4.
S.
6.

Identifying line for trace output.
The first TST in the first exchange starts here.
The name of the transaction type being run.
The TST station name.
The transaction instance number defined by the system.
The contents of the exchange message at the start of the transaction instance. The area displayed is the maximum number of bytes defined for this transaction instance.
7. The contents of the transaction workspace at the start of the transaction instance. The area
displayed is the maximum number of bytes defined for this transaction type.
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0

10

20

-5267 -18725
-5267 -18725
-5267 -18725

0

-';2~7

-18725

-Sec7 -167i?5
-S2b7 -tS7eS

-5e67 -PH25
-':)eb7 -pH2S
-5267 -\8725

-5267

J'

f

f

170
180
lq0

-5267 - U~7 2S
-S267 -1~725
-5267 -10725

•••• *.*********
T,.a".ac:t1or'l
OPYCUS

O~e~

Tra" •• c:tio"
OP\,CU$

f;le

-Sib7 -1~725
-Si67 -10725

-5ib7 -18725
-5267 -18725

1ST

Seauer'lce

Status

."os

~'a",e

1

1

17~~

CuSTO~

Co~~ect

rST

-1~725

-See,' -ld7eS
-5267 -187e5

-Sit67

-ld72~

-r:;itI:>7 -113725

49

tlt--AD

~I~D

-5261

~
-52&7 -ld725
-Sec7 -18725

File 0,.gar'l1zat1o~ is ;~oexeo
Rec:ord fo~mat is var;able
~a.imu~ rec:oro size = 2es
8uCket ,1ze = 1
Block size = ~li

****.** •• ******

-1~725

-S2b7 -18725
-5267 -\87t!S

•

0

~

st~ea~ ~

status
1 f)

i'/ds
{.~

Figure 14-7 (cont.) TPTRAC Annotated Output Listing
1. An Integer dump of the transaction workspace data.
2. The name of the operation performed by the TST.
3. The status words returned from the open file operation. The value "1" indicates success.
The value "1750" is additional information provided by RMS.
4. The logical file name being opened.
5. Information about the file just opened.
6. The next operation is a connect to an I/O channel.
7. The status is success.
8. Channel #3 was connected.
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***************
Tr81'11actiorl
DPYCUS

Find a record
1 ST

Status
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'" I ~.D

1

'I:
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(if
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***************
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0

d
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•

= 1 4D
= V.

CD

1S T

Se"luence
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~I~O

1

1

CD

~
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~
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K
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staff,

150
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2Ql0
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··-------+---------+---------+··--_·_--+---------t
Figure 14-7 (cont.) TPTRAC Annotated Output Listing

1.
2.
3.
4.
S.
6.
7.
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Trying to find a record.
Status indicates success.
Channel and Find operation information.
The key value used in the find operation.
Reading the next record.
Status and I/O information still OK.
Trace listing of record buffer contents.
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Figure 14-7 (cont.) TPTRAC Annotated Output Listing
1. Integer dump of record buffer contents.
2. TST sends a response message.
3. Status successful.
4. This is a "PROCEED" message.
5. Contents of message buffer.
6. TST exits here.
7. Show exchange message at conclusion of TST.
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Figure 14-7 (cont.) TPTRAC Annotated Output Listing
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

14-14

Transaction workspace at end of TST.
Integer dump of transaction workspace area.
Second TST of DPYCUS starts here.
Exchange Message at start of TST.
Workspace at start of TST.
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0

1233t)

10

i~914

2~

2281b

3e

12350
25970
1339&
8224

u~

822 ..
8221.4

50

29811

t)~

822'-'

7vo.

2e.~24

8~

8224
1/J112
12330 1233b
-5267 -18725
-52&7 -16725

90
10ft:!

11 ~
12~
l3~

140
150
1&0
170
lee
19~

0

tj27iJ.
20Q91
822'-1
1"'1.3"

12592
1718"
8224
822"

822~

e22u

202109
822/J
19232
822t!
\4126

11lt)o
b224
1A9 7t)

6?2tJ

1b072
138~i'

2821)7
1 3~0~~

8221.4
82u7

fl22 1J
-5327 -18725
-52b7 -187~5
-S2b7 -18725

,,8'4

-24~

7

~

2e015

2~q54

20~82

21280

822~

8221J

82IJu

82~7

Pt22"
21J915

2128()

2~q,,8

3~

8204
261J83

8221J
257itiJ
P,22i.i
2S93 Q

83~7

***************

Se~d

2H7~1
~260

21 iJ tj9

ctJ <i37

o3.'!?

b22ll

2592"

2~I3JP

8t!.b7
85?2
8c24

2c+Qvlo
d2~u

82;?/j

c22tJ

~22~

~2ciJ

8c;Ll9

d2,)8

5;"? 7 3
8t!.2IJ.
822"

2~2b1

2597.5
t!.7lt8

822tJ
2b~05

12t'1IJt"o

1~b/J8

~224
IJ

I 131

1336tJ

2~~57

i1221.i

1j22"

822~

822lJ

14112

';221J
14126

822'"

~~l.it'

-5~b7

-16725

2qt4/b
2Pt'183

2 b h, 7

dec: '-I

822 tJ
827u
12336
t!.""-Ll8
12~3o

8?2"
ljA73
2o'HH
lc331.1

8 c 2u

t522lJ

-Sib7 -ld7t!.5
-S2c7 -10725
-SC:67 -18725
2~17
256
~4~48
2d7t31

b22lJ
~2tt,u

.. r;,t:to7 -10725
-St!.b7 -16725
1

1~

34

292r,1

~C;Q~u

31 (r q ~~

lf~t!}d

27745

2 3!~5

1

...,.

~7~8q

24'137

83 1"c

26lJ83

2P21J5

F22'"

512

to

277iJ5

2~q37

3iJ
97b(,A,

25td

1

tt

83~2

28~S3j

2~2t)5

~ess8ge

TI"81"\S8Ctior.

1ST

Seouer.ce

StatuI

~ds

I-.a"'e

NEXT

1

1

0

f)U T 5 T A

ng

q

!, ~

c'l

DPYCUS

Sel"\d • rerort us1

123£lj 12592
-r,ci:bl -1672r,
-'5267 -1t3725

c50

25h~~

822iJ

fO,.".,

I-'!..

TCUS

f)

MeSSlge:

...... ---+-_._-----+-.----.--+--._-_ ... +.----- •.. +
~~e~01N

o

K

Je~tak;8~

679

5~

1~ 0

s t e f f,

150

kfe~
0irH.~~

2021

Rare
~

Co;~

S~oo

Dept

YT~

Flag

A~enue

Ak
~0~.~0

8 b A k,. 1 c " 28 q 3 I

7.77

iHH~ I..

K J a 1"1 t a
7.77~~1

1

... -_.---•.... _----+_ .. ------+-_._---_.+.----_ ...•
Figure 14-7 (cont.) TPTRAC Annotated Output Listing

1. Integer dump of transaction workspace.
2. NEXT sends a Report Message to form "PRTCUS". Message contents shown here.
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***************

5e~d

~essage

TraP'lsaetiol'"

1ST

Seoue~ce

Status ... ds

OPYCUS

,~Ex T

1

1

Se~d

reply number 2

~.

o

toIessage:

----_.---+---------+--.-...
--.---_._---+_._------.
Haro COpy L1sti,.,q of
to

o

t~is

Custo~er

se~t

LA18~

Sel
1016
lS~

-------_.+ ... __ ._--.------.-.+_. __ ._.--.-._------+

~~o

***************
Trans.ct.ol'"
OPYCUS

~

of TST

1ST

Se~UenCe

j~~ X T

1

status oIjds

Message:

---------+_
.... _---+---------•.. _------+---------+
K1DOT
~

~

Ja,.,ta~;al'"

(6fr1lc[o"'l(lb",klf:>

.. --_._--+ ... ------+------.. _+---_._ ...• ----_._._+
lIIorlc:s".ce:
~

••••• _-_.+-- ••.• _-.+.---•••. _+--_._----.-._-.. ---+
et0~el~

K

5~

le0

staff,

Jantalc:ia,.. Rare Co;,.,
hl9 ~ Avenue

A~

SMOC

~ept

yT4

8bJ~lo~~8q37U48h

lS~

k1e.,.,

20~

~~~~1([O",Ic:[b~k[o",Klb~~(b~l([b~k(b"'k(b~~(o~~[Q~~[6~(
[b~k(o
d
" Cromber~ 5ta~~ Gallery
" H K Sd~aakia~ Coin ~ cita~p

250
3~e
35~

~It.:~.vj~

Flag
K Ja,.,ta

" H L

Se~oalian

1.77

Coi~s

7.77d~1

Co

... _-----+----.----+----_ .. --+-_._-----+---------.
Figure 14-7 (cont.) TPTRAC Annotated Output Listing

1. This describes reply message sent to screen.
2. TST exits here. Message and Workspace contents are printed.
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APPENDIX A
MACRO PROGRAMMING NOTES

A.l WRITING A MACRO TST
A.I.l MACRO Entry Point
Defining a MACRO Entry Point for a TST is done in exactly the same way that a MACRO Subroutine Entry Point is coded. The TST Entry Point confonns to the standard PDP-II Linkage
conventions outlined in the PDP-II Processor Handbook.
The general fonn for defining the entry point in a MACRO TST required the following statements:
TSTEP:
MOV 2(RS),R4
MOV 4(RS),R3

;Standard TST name
;R4 now points to exchange message.
;R3 now points to TST workspace

Where:
TSTEP

Is the standard name which the TRAX operating system
uses for all TSTs.

MOV 2(RS),R4

Takes the address of the exchange message from the TRAXsupplied argument list and stores it in R4.

MOV 4(RS),R3

Takes the address of the transaction workspace from the
TRAX-supplied argument list and stores it in R3.
If R3 contains a value of zero, then a workspace has not been
defined for this transaction. Accessing address location 0
will cause unpredictable and possibly fatal results.

A.l.2 Calling a System Library Routine from a MACRO TST
You call a TRAX system library routine according to standard MACRO linkage conventions. In
your TST, you must first prepare a parameter list containing the number of parameters and the
addresses of each of the parameter fields. After depositing the appropriate values in these parameter
fields, you call the library routine by the instructions:
MOV #ARGLST,RS
JSR RC,name
In this example, ARGLST is the symbol assigned to the first word of argum~nt list containing the
addresses of the argument fields required for the call. The "name" area of the JSR instruction
should contain the mnemonic for the library routine you want to invoke.
Figure A-I is an example of the argument list for the REPLY library routine.
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ARGLST:
Number of arguments
Pointer to buffer
Pointer to buffer size field
Pointer to reply number field
Pointer to STATUS doubleword
Figure A-I Parameter List for "REPLY" Library Routine
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APPENDIX B
COBOL TST EXAMPLE -

RDCUST

The example in this Appendix shows the COBOL TST RDCUST. This TST is part of the CHGCUS
transaction shown in Figure 1-2.
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CO~OL

3,05

SRCIRDCUST.CBL,11

2e-AUG-78

1~100122

PAGE 001

CMDIRDCUST,RDCUSTcRDCUST/TST
IDENTI 240140

0P001
001002
00003
er,ll004
0t11005
0D1006
001007
001008
lar,ll009
e()l010

laPlal1
0P012
"pe13
ep014
0C1!015
0 01 016

IDENTIFICATION DIVISION,
PROGRAM-ID. TSTEP,
DATE-CO~PILEO. TODAY.
2e-.UG-78 •
ENVIRON~ENT

DIVISIO~.

CONfIGURATIO~ SECTION.
SOURCE-CO~PUTER.

OBJECT-COMPUTER.

PDP-ll,
PDP-tl,

INPUT-OUTPUT SECTION.
FILE-CONTROL.

001017

SELECT CUSTOM. ASSIGN TO "CUSTOM,DAT"
ORGANJZATIO~ IS INDEXED
ACCESS MODE IS DVNAMIC
~ECORD KEY IS CUSTOMER-NU~8ER
ALTERNATE QECORD ~EY IS CUSTOM!R-N4ME wITH DUPLICATES
FILE STATUS IS CUSTOMER-FILE-STATUS,

"pelS
0"'019
0fi1020
0P021

0P022
0"'023
0P024
0P025
~ti1026

DATA DIVISION,

0ti1027
0 171 028

F I l ESE CT 10 ,,; •

PlPl029
0t'!030

FO

0tJ1032
001033
00103a

0"'035
0r1'03b
091037

~ECORDS ARE STANDARD
VALUE OF ID IS CUSTOM.-CHANNEL-NUMBER
DATA RECa~D IS CuSTOMER-FILE-RECORD.

~1

CUSTOM~h-FILE-RECORD.

03

CUSTOMER-NU~8E~

0t'1~38

~3

CUSTO~ER-NAME

09'039
0 171 "'40

~3
~3
~3

ADO~ESS-LI~E-l
ADDPESS-LI~E-2
ADD~ESS-LI~~-3

v3
03

ADDRESS-ZIP-CODE
TELEPHONE-NUMBtR

~3
~3
~3

ATTE~TION-LINE
CREDIT-LI~IT-AMOUNT
CURRENT-~ALANCE
PU~CH~SES-YTO
~EXT-ORDER-SEQUENCE-~UMBER

0~~41

00'042
0f11eli~3
0!'}1~a4

0"'045
0 rJ;f.'!46
0~~a7

V3

~P'~ ~U3

~3
~3

0Q!1t4q

B-2

CUSTO""
LA~EL

0t11~31

i·EXT.PAyr'ENT.SEQUENCE-NUM8ER

PIC
PIC
PIC
PIC
~IC

PIC
PIC
PIC
PIC
PIC
PIC
PIC
PIC

XCb),
X(30).
X(30).
X(30),
X(30).
9(5),
9(10)"
X(20),
9(10)V99,
9C10)V99,
9(10)V99.
9(4).
9C~).
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SRCIRDCUST,CBL,ll
0Q!0S~

0'~051

~ORKING-STORAGE

SECTION.

~~e52

0r}1053

01

001V'SU

0,"055

CUSTOM-CHANNEL-NUMBER
VALUE IS "CUSTOM/CM:3".

PIC X(11)
PIC

CUSTOMER-FiLE-STATUS

PIC XX.

01

BUFFER-SIZE

PIC 8999' COMP.

if.' 1

STATUS-wORDS.

~'''~57
~~~·58
~""ri)59
(~;~0

b0

0r~~1j61

0"'~62

xx.

FILE-STATUS-lJQRD

~Q!0S6

21r~rM:d

0"llbU

~3

~~~bS

03

STATUS-wORD-1
STATUS-"ORD-2

PIC 5 C"4) COMP.
PIC 8'(4' COMP.

~Wr?6b

REPLv-NUMBER

r.1 r"0b7

PIC 59(4) COMP.

~r;a~b~

PROCEED-MESSAGE-eUFFER.

:;lI!"~oq

0"'0I7~A

0i"2' 71
0'''0'12
~r~~' 7 3

~3

~r"\A

7u

J3

~r.AiI'

7S

~3

it· 7t,

03
03

'l:,~1.78

~3

RM-ADDRESS-LINE-l
RM-AODRESS-LINE-2
RM-AODRESS-LINE-3
RM-ADDRESS-ZIP-CODE

Io rA v.79

03

RM-TELEPHONE.NU~BER

~r..~M)0

~3
~3

RM-ATTENTION-LINE

0~..

'l'J'l(117

~rAilSl

PIC
PIC
PIC
PIC
PIC

R~-CUSTOMER-NUMBER
RM-CUSTO~ER-N_~f

PIC z,ZZZ,ZZZ.9'.

RM-CREOIT-LI~IT-.MOUNT

":\ 3
R/J

01

REPLY-~ESSAGE·BUFFER,
~3

REPLY-MESSAG~-TEXT

<35
s; 6

c3

;1~)'87

~i3

REPLY-FILLER
iALUE IS "File StatuI
REPL Y-fSw

Jlr'ri'd8
;3r~ Q'
q

~3

REPLV-FIL~·NAME

~JH'

~w~;

(II'''

e

e

X(31'.
X(31).
X(31).

PIC 9(5)~
PIC 9(11).
PIC X(21),

~r,·,;~2
~~AIt.

XCft),
X(3i).

PIC X(80),
PIC X(18)
~o~dl

".
PIC X(2).
PIC XCo0).
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CO~OL

,011'911'
1",o91
10092
0(11093
O",o94
00095
01i'1096
0 0 097
0P1098
0(11099
00100
0(.11101
0P102
0P103

3.05

SRCIRDCUST.CBL,11

28-AUG-78

14100122 PAGE 003

LINKAGE SECTION.
01

EXCHANGE-MESSAGE.
02

EM-INPUT-FORM-CHCUSI.
03

02

EM-CUSTOMER-NUMBER

PIC X(b).

~S-CUSTOMER·FILE-RECORO.

1 (}I 101.1

0P-10S
0Clt106
00107
0P1108
IP! 1iti9
0P110
01i'1111
10112
0P1113
00111.1

0P111S
0"'116
0C11117

0P1118

B-4

~3

03
03
03
03

03
03
~3

03
03
~3
~3
~3

WS.CUSTOMER-NU~8ER
~S-CUSTO~ER-NAME

WS-ADDRESS-LINE-l
~S.ADDRESS-LINE-2

wS-ADDRESS-LINE-3
WS-ADORESS.ZIP-CODE
wS-TELEPHO~E.NUM8ER

wS-ATTENTION-LINE
wS-CREOIT-LIMIT-AMOUNT
wS-CURRENT-BALANCE
~S-PURCHASES-YTO

WS-NEXT-OROER-SEQUENCE-NUM
WS-NEXT-PAY~ENT-SE~UENCE-NUM

PIC
PIC
PIC
PIC
PIC
PIC
PIC
PIC
PIC
PIC
PIC
PIC
PIC

X(b),
x(]e),
X(]0),

X(]0),
X(30),
9(5),
~(10),

X(20),
~(10)~99.

9(10)V99.
9(10)V99,

9(4),
9(4),
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SRC:~DCUST.C6Lrl1

2S-AUG-78

14100122 PAGE 004

01!l1119
0(1112~

PROCEDURE

OI~ISIO~

USING EXCHANGE-MESSAGE, TRANSACTION-WORKSPACE.

0~121

011'122
011'123
0"'124

DECL.AR~TIVES.

I-O-ERROR

SECTIO~.

0~12S

USE AFTER ST ANOARO ERROR PROCED.URE ON CUSTOM.

0"'12b
0"'127
0At28

CHEC~-FILE-ST.TUS-COOE.

0~12Q

MOVE CUSTOMER-FILE-STATUS TO FILE-STATUS-WORD,REPLY-FSw.

0 r11 130
p'!r"131
0""132
0 01 133
0'''13"
Eif.J!135

IF

IS EQUAL TO "10"

FILE·STATUS-~ORD
~OYE "~eached

TO

End-of-F1le"

REPLY·~ESS.GE-TEXT

GO TO

SE~O.REPLY·MESSAGE.

~tlIl3b

IF FILE-STATUS-WORD IS EQUAL TO "23"
~OvE "NO Record Exists under thlt Key"

~"'137

0"'138
0(11139
0!l1141
0'~ 1" 2

0(f\143
0fi't414

0Q!lq5
09'I'4b

01!l1147

REF~Y.MESSAGE-TEXT
SE~D-REP~Y-~ESSAGE.

TO

GO TO

e~140

IF FILE-STATUS-wORD IS EQUAL TO "92"
"The Aeco~o YOU wanted il
" locked by ~notker user. You may P~.'I CLOSE to e.it,
" or YOU ~.v weit and press ENTER to t~y Ig.i"."
TO qEPLY.MESSAGE-aUFFER.
GO TO SEND-REPLY.MESSAGE.
~OVE

•

00'148

01111"9
00!15~

0 rA 151

MOVE "Transaction Aborteo • 110 Error" TO REPLY-MESSAGE-TEXT.
~OvE"
Loqica' File ~ame: CUSTO~ -CH3" TO REPLY-FILE-NA~E.

0fJ1152
~Q!IS3

\b~

TO

0''' 15a

~OVE

0"'155

",evE 2 TO REPLY·r...Ur-'8ER

6UFFE~-SIZE

0 01 ,156
0!l1157

C~LL

"A~CMT"

USI~G
kEPLY-~ESS~GE-BUFFER

0"'15Q

tiIJfFER-SIZE
REPL.Y-i,jUMBER

~~lb0

STATUS."'Ll~OS.

0~158

0f.111ot
ePtb2

0""11>3
01J11bIJ
~fJllb5

0"'1606
0CAlb7
0 rJ1 1b8
0"'16Q

~OvE

1b0

~Ovf

2 TO

TO

eUFFE~·SlZE

REPLV-~UM8ER

CALL "REPLY"

USI~G

~EPLt-MESSAGE-6UFFER,

bUFFER-SIZE,
i'l'EPLy-t\jIJMAER,
STATUS··.. OROS.

0P170
IiIr" 1 71
0&'1172
0P!173

END-E~ROR-SECTIO~.

0f1'17.Q

END DECLARATIWES.

0V!175

B-S
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coeOL

10176
GJlU7?

IVl178
10179
Ifl180
le181
IVl18i
10183
1"184

IrueS

1"186
00187
10188
0P189

l"'IQa

0f111Ql
0tJ1192
'0193
1"'194
00195
001196
001197
00198
001199
00200
00201
IVl202
00i03
"01204
0111205
0P.'206
00207
0P208
00209
10210
IC!!211
00212
loti13
101214
00215
(l,lPl216
0P1217
O",218
00219
(1,10220
10221
10222
0P.1223
0111224
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SRCIRDCUST.CBL,11

3,05

2S-AUG-78

14100.22 PAGE 005

I

MAIN-TST-ROUTINE SECTION.
READ-CUSTOMER-RECORD.
MOVE "00" TO FILE-STATUS-WORD.
OPEN INPUT CUSTOM.
IF CUSTOMER-FILE-STATUS IS
GO TO END-PROGRAM.

GRE~TE~

THAN ""09"

IF EM-CUSTOMER-NUMBER IS > "000000"
GO TO KEY-OK,
MOVE 160 TO BUFFER-SIZE,
MOVE "You Specified an Invalid Customer 10
TO ~EPLY-MESSAGE-BUFFER,
MOVE 2 TO REPLY-NUMBER,
CALL "REPLY" USI~G REPLv-MESSAGE-eUFFER,
BUFFER-SIZE,
REPL.Y-NUMBER,
STATUS-wORDS,
GO TO END-PROGRA~.
KEY-OK.
MOVE

EM-CUSTOMER-NU~BER

*"

TO CUSTOMER-NUMBER.

REAO wITH LOCK CUSTOM RECORD.
I' FILE-STATUS-wORD IS ~OT EQU~L TO "0~" GU TO END-PROGRAM,
IF CUSTOMER-FILE-STATUS IS EQUAL TO "q2" GO TO LOCKED-RECORD.
MOVE CUSTOMER-FILE-RECORD TO

~S-CUSTOMER-FILE-HECORO.

MOVE
MOVE
MOVE
MOvE

CUSTOMER-NUMBER TO R~-CUSTOMER-NUM8ER,
CUSTOMER-NAME TO RM-CUSTOMER-NAME,
ADDRESS-LINE-l TO RM-ADORESS-LINE-l~
AODRESS-LINE-2 TO RM-AODRESS-LINE-2.
~oVE AODRESS-LINE-3 TO R~-AOORESS-LINE-3.
MOvE ADDRESS-ZIP-CODE TO RM-ADDRESS-ZIP-COOE,
MOVE TELEPHONE-NUMBER TO RM-TELEPHONE-NUMBER,
~OVE ATTENTION-LINE TO RM-ATTENTION-LINE.
MOvE CREDIT-LIMIT-AMOUNT TO RM-CREOIT-LIMIT-AMOUNT.
MOVE 173 TO BUFFER-SIZE,
CALL "~RCEEO" USI~G PROCEEO-MESSAGE-BUFFER,
SUFFER-SIZE,
STATUS-WORDS.
GO TO END-PROGRAM,

MACRO Programming Notes

SRC:RDCUST.CBL,11
0P122S
01;11·22&

2S-AUG-78

·14100122 PAGE 00&

I

LOCKEO-RECORD.

0(11221
0~228

MO~E

0P122Q
0~230

0P1231
0 01 232

"The ~ecord YOU wanted i.
h
locked by another user. You may pre •• CLOSE to •• it,
" or you ~av ~ait a~d pre •• ENTER to try again,"

0lJ1233
0f'}!231.l

Tt' REC)LY·""ESSAGE-eUFFER.
~rvF lb0 TO ~UFFE~-SIZE,
{·evE 2 TO foJEPLY-~IU""BfR.

21"'235

C~LL

"~EPLV~

USI~G

0tj'1236

~EPLY-MESSAGE-BUFFER,

QJ~237

HUFFER-SIZE,
REPLY-NUf"i8ER,

0f1'23~

0fi'1239
0 rJ1 24t"

ST"Tl,J5-loojQRD5.

~p!2l'1

0!i121.l2
0rn2U3
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APPENDIX C
BASIC TST EXAMPLE -

RDCUST

The example in this Appendix shows the BASIC-PLUS-2 TST RDCUST. This TST is part of the
CHGCUS transaction shown in Figure 1-2.
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I

1***************************************************************&
,
RDCUST
&
1

TST TSTEP(MSG,SPACES,WRK,SPACES)
,
,

,

Sta~t

TST

&

"e~e

&

&
&
&
&
V A R I A B L E SAN 0
A R RAY S U S E D
&
&
&
&
NAME
DESCRIPTION
&
_.-.
• •• -----.-- ••••••• - •• ---.----- &
EDIT.STRGS
DESCRIBES FORM.T OF PACKED FIELD&

J
1

I
I

,

1

1
I

I

&
1***************************************************************&

1

,
620

EDIT,STRGS

• "Z,ZZZ,ZZZ.9qn

&

1***************************************************************&

&
&

1

1

Message for Form CHCUSl

Exc"a~ge

1

, MSGMAP

ICHCUS1!

Leve'

1

EM,CUSTOMEQ,NUM6ERS

=

= 03

&
&

&
&

6

lS**************************************************************&
&

1

,

w 0 R K SPA C E

,

175

D E FIN I T ION

&
&

1***************************************************************&

&
8.
&

Transaction worksQace

1
1

for TST RDCUSl

1
1

,

W~I(MAP

,CUSTOMI

1

Level

= ~2

Level

= 03

=

1

,

wRK~AP

,CUSTOM!

1
~S.CUSTOMER.NU~~E~$
~S.CUSTO~ER.NA~ES

WS,ADDRESS.1S
wS.ADORESS.2!
wS.ADDRESS.3$
WS.ZIP.CODES
WS.TELEP~ONE.NUM8ER$

WS.ATTENTION.LINE$
~S.CREDIT.LIMIT$
wS.CURRENT.8ALA~CE$
~S.PURC~ASES.YTO$

,

W5,NEXT.ORDER.NUM8ER$
wS.NExT.PAYMENT.NUMEERS

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

=

6
30
30
30
3e

5
1e

2(0
12
12
12
4

&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
~

&
&
&.
&
&
&
&
&
&

1***************************************************************&
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'51

,,'t**************************************************************&
C",.tome,.. File Aecord
&
, MAP (CUSTOM)
1 Leyel
&
,, MAP (CUSTOM)
&
, Leve'
8.
&

I

I:

01

&

I

CUSTOMER.~ILE.RECORDS

I

&
&

• 205

==

03

&

,
,
,
,
,
,
,
,
;

CUSTOMER. NUMBERS
CUSTOMER. NAMES
ADDRESS.1S
ADDRESS,2S
ADDRESS.]S
ZIP,COOES
TELEPHONE. NUMBERS
ATTENTION,LINES
CREDIT.LIMITS
CURRENT. BALANCES
YTO.PURCHASESS
NEXT,ORDER.NUMBERS
NeXT,PAYMENT.NUMBERS

I

==
==
==

•
•c
•

=
=
=

•
•

&

6

30
30

&
&
&
&

30
30

&
&

5
10

20
12
12
12

•

&

&
&
&
&

"

&

4

&

IS**************************************************************&&

,
I
,

MA I

N

T S T

LOG I C

&
&

1***************************************************************&
,
&
, ON ERROR GO TO lq00~
&
&

1

1

Set up

Ita~dard

default error trap

~

lS**************************************************************&
&
l O P END A T A F I L E 5
&
!

&

1

1***************************************************************&
2UJQI

1S**************************************************************&
1
1
1

,
1

C HAN N E L
•
._CHANNEL
..... --.
3

1

\ CUSTOM.CHNLX

==

3X

ASS I G

N ~

E

N T

S

8.
&
&

.SSIGN~ENT

&

--------_._----- •• _---------._.------Custon'ler File

&
&
&
IS.

1***************************************************************&
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a'I'

,-**************************************************************&&

,

l O P E NFl L E

CUSTO~.DAT

&

&

1

,

A•• ,O" the

c~."".,

&

"u~be~.

\ OPEN ·CUSTOM" AS 'ILE CUSTOM,CHNLX,
ORGANIZATION
INDEXED
VARIABLE,
ACCESS
MODIFY,
ALLOW
READ,
MA~
CUSTOM,
PRIMARY KEY
CUSTOMER. NUMBER',
CUSTOMER,NAMES
ALTE~NATl- -K£¥

&

&
&

&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&

DUPLICATE~

CHANGES ·

J'.~

'1**************************************************************&&

,
,

T•• t to ••• if •• ch.nge m•••• g. 4. a leg.l value

,

J-U'

,,
,,
,

GO TO 4100
GO TO 4200

Two c •••• po •• ible.
Cu.tome~

1

4111

IF EM.CUSTOMER.NUMBERS > "000000"

I' 1.g.1

numb.~ .nte~ed.
numb.~ e"t.~.d (op.~ator

error).

C U S TOM ERN U M B ERE N T ERE 0

1

,

,
,

GET

~CUSTOM.CHNLX,

1

1

KEY #0 EQ EM.CUSTOMER.NUMBERS,LOCK
• CUSTO~ER.FILE.RECORD$

WS.tUSTO~ER.FILE.RECOROS

, GO TO 4800

4100

R•• d .nd lock the customer file. ("Record not found"
•• trapped .t statement 1Q020.)
Move the record into workspace.

&
&

&

..

&
&
&
&
&

&

lS**************************************************************&

1

,

NOD A T A

FRO MOP ERA TOR

&

&

1

~

REPLY.SUFI. "Oper.tor Error • Invalid Key Supplied "
, CALL REPLY BY REF (REPLY.BUFS,LEN(REPLY.BUFS),2X,STATUSX(»

,

, GO TO lQQS0

IF

STATUS%C~X)

c> 1%

, GO TO 32000
1
1

1

C-4

&
&
&
&
&
&

lS**************************************************************&

I

,
411"

&

&

Restart Transaction with Reply Message
Abort tran.eetion if b~d status.
E.it TST.

&

&
&
&
&
&,

&

MACRO Programming Notes

q~0~

SP0P

5~0~

EO,RESULTS. FN.FORMAT$(EDIT,STRGS,WS.CREDIT.LIMITS)
, ~S.CREDIT.LIMIT$
ED.RESULTS
'ED.RESULT$ = FN.FORMAT$(EOIT.STRG$f~S.CURRENT.BALANCES)
, ~S.CURRfNT.BAlANCE$ = ED.RESULTS
'ED.RESULTS = F~.FORMAT$(EDIT.STRG$.wS.PURCHASES.YTDS)
, ~S.PURC~.SfS.YTD$ = EO. RESULTS

&

CALL PRtEEO BY ~EF (~S.CUSTOMER.FILE.RECORDS,2~5X.STATUSX(»
, GO TO 1qq50 IF STATUSX(0X) <> 1%
\ GO TO 3200~

&
&

=

&

&
&
&
&

&

1$**************************************************************&
!
&
1

C U 5 T 0

~

E RIO

NOT

0 NFl L E

&
&

~EPLY.BUF$ = "NO Record under that 10"
\ CALL REPLY BY REF (REPLY.8UFS,LEN(REPLY.BUFi),2X,STATUSX(»
\ GO TO 1Q9SC
IF STATUSI(l%) <> l~
\ GO TO 320~t~
~eoly if Qeco~d ~ot Found
Arort Tr.~S8ction if Bad Status Return
Exit TST.
S.~d

&

&
&
&
&
&
&

&
&

!***************************************************************&
1';)0P10

!~***************************.**********************************&

&

FUN C T ION S

L 0 C • L

T 0

&
&

T HIS

&

T S T

1

&

1************************************.**************************&
DEF FN.FORMAT$( FIELOS, INPuTS)
~u~~ER.FO~M~T$
TR~$( INPUTS)
, NU~aER.FORMATS : STRING'(LE~CFIELOS)-LEN(~U~8ER.FORMATS),48X)
+ NuM8ER.FO~MAT$
\ FOR I.F~X = LEN(FIELO$) TO 1% STEP -lX
\ C~.R.FOR~AT$ = MIDe FIELDS, I.FN~, 1% )
, GO TO 15~20
IF (CHAR.FOR~AT$ = ,q,)

=

,
,

OR (ChAR.FOR~AT~ = 'Z')
= SPACES(lX)
If CHAR.FORMATS = '8'
= ~lD( NU~8ER.FOR~ATS, 21, I.FNX-lX

C~~R.FOR~AT$
~u~aER.FOR~AT$

+ CHAw.FORMAT$
+ RIG~T( ~U~6ER.FOR~ATS, I.fNX+1X
\ fOR

~EXT
I.F~X

I.F~X

= 1X

10 LEN(FIELO$)

=

, CHAR.FOR~AT\
~I~( FIELDS, I.FN'. 1X )
\ C~AR1.FO~~AT$ = ~ID( ~U~~Ek.FOR~AT$, I.FNX, 11 )
, GC TO lSZ3~
IF ChA~.FOR~AT$ = 's'
OR CHAR.FJR~AT$
O~

CHAR.FO~1AT$

\ GO TO lS~4Z ·IF CHAR.FOR~AT$
\ IF CHAR1.FORMAT$ <> 0
A'JO CI'!AR1.FQRMAT$

THEN
ELSE

<>

15e~~
NUM6ER.FG~MAT$

&
&

&
&
&
&
&

&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&

&
&

=

SPACE$(ll)
+ LEFT( ,,"UMBER.FORMATS, I.FNX-1X )
+ RIGHT( ~UM8ER.FOR~.T$, ·I.FNI+1X)

&
&
&
&

NE.xT I.FNX

1~03P

1'!>0/J'"
15050

GO TO

= '.'
= '6'
= '9'

&
&

F~.FUR~AT$
Fi~E:;C

= NUMBER.FO~~ITi
&
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IS**************************************************************&

,
1

&

S TAN 0 A R O E

~

R 0 R

HAN 0 LIN G

&

1
&
1***************************************************************&

, If ERR
THEN

155%

II

&
&

RESUME 5200
Tr.~

for

&

io not on file.

cUltome~

&
&

&

1

Trap for

Reco~d

1

, IF (ERR

II

THEN

172X QR ERR

LOCk

Failure

= 154X)

=

REPLY.SuFi
"Acces. Denied, Record Locked by Another T.lk"
, CALL REPLY BY REF (REPLY.5UF$,LEN(REPLY.BUFS),2X,STATUSX(»)
, GO TO 320~:10
, REPLY.8UF!

= " 1-0

f~~o~

Numbe~

"

"NUM~(ERR)

&
&
&
&
&

..&

&
&
&
&

t"at Line - "

"NU~$(ERL)

For une_oected e~rors, 90 to
svstem default error dump out.

..

&
&

!$**************************************************************&
A B r R T

&

T RAN SAC T ION

THE

&
&

l***************p***********************************************&
CALL ABORT BY REF (REPLV.dUF$,LE~i(REPLy.eUFS),2X,STATUSX(»
, GO TO 32Q!~0
1
1

&

..
.
..

&

Standard ~BORT ~8ndling:
Send Reoly with Abort to Terminal Station
Call TSTLI8 rOlJti~e to at'lort -transaction.
NO return is exoected but nevertheless provide
.~ orderly p.xit fro~ TST.

&
&
&

!~*****************.********************************************&
1
&
END
Of
pROCESS ING
&
&

l***************************************************************&
11**************************************************************&
i
&
1

END

OF'

TST

&
&

!-**************************************************************&
8
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~O~,

BASIC parameters, 4-10
COBOL parameters, 4-9
description, 4-8
examples of usage, 3-15, 4-9,
4~10, 4-11
library routine, 4-1, 4-8,
6-6
response message, 3-7, 4-8
status return codes, 4-11
Aborting a transaction,
across a link, 6-3, 6-6
with ABORT, 4-8
with TABORT, 4-23
Application programmer,
debugging TSTs, 7-1 to 7-13
implement application design,
1-7
integrating and testing
application, 14-1 to 14-16
primary function, 1-1
AROUTE library routine, 4-1
BASIC parameters, 4-25, 4-26
COBOL parameters, 4-25
description, 4-25
examples of use, 4-25, 4-26
status return codes, 4-26
ATL utility, 1-2
used in application security,
13-19
AUTDEF utility,
adding a user authorization,
13-8
commands, 13-6
deleting a user authorization,
13-13
editing a user authorization,
13-8
function, 8-1, 13-6
invoking, 13-6
listing a user authorization,
13-11
listing the index of user
authorizations, 13-11
role in application security,
13-17, 13-19

BASIC-PLUS-2, 1-1, 3-1
APPEND command, 2-1
coding MSGMAP statement, 2-6
coding WRKMAP statement, 2-8,
2-9
compiling TSTs in, 7-1
data structure for TRAX/TL,
6-5, 6-8

BASIC-PLUS-2 (Cont.),
data structure for TRAX/
3271-TL, 6-12, 6-13
debugger, 14-1, 14-4
DELETE statement, 3-17
FREE statement, 3-18
GET statement, 3-16
OPEN statement, 3-16
PUT statement, 3-16
/TST compiler switch, 7-1
TST statement, 2-4
TSTEND statement, 2-10
UNLOCK statement, 3-18
unsupported I/O statements,
3-18
UPDATE statement, 3-17
Batch job,
initiating a transaction, 5-1,
5-2
STTRAN library routine, 5-2,
5-5
submitted by a TST, 1-2, 5-1,
5-2
CHGCUS transaction,
annotated design example, 1-4,
1-5, 1-6
CLOSE statement, 3-4
disconnects permanent files,
3-5
from BASIC TST, 3-17
from COBOL TST, 3-14
CLSTRN,
BASIC parameters, 4-16
COBOL parameters, 4-15, 4-16
description, 4-15
examples of usage, 4-16, 6-6
library routine, 4-1, 4-15,
6-6
response message, 3-7, 4-15
status return codes, 4-16
COBOL, 1-1, 3-1
ACCEPT statements, 3-15, 14-4
channel assignment, 3-9
coding exchange message, 2-6
coding transaction workspace,
2-8, 2-9
compiling TSTs in, 7-1
copy verb, 2-1
DATA DIVISION, 3-10
data structures for TRAX/TL,
6-4, 6-7
data structures for TRAX/
3271-TL, 6-11, 6-13
DECLARATIVES section, 3-14
DELETE verb, 3-14

INDEX-1

INDEX (Con't)

COBOL (Cont.),
ENVIRONMENT DIVISION, 3-10
EXIT PROGRAM statement, 2-10
FD group item, 3-10
LINKAGE SECTION, 2-3, 2-6
OPEN STATEMENT, 3-11
PROCEDURE DIVISION header,
2-3, 2-4
READ verb, 3-12
REWRITE verb, 3-14
SELECT verb, 3-10
/TST compiler switch, 7-1
TST entry point, 2-3
UNLOCK ALL verb, 3-15
UNLOCK verb, 3-15
unsupported syntax, 3-15
USE procedure, 3-14
WRITE verb, 3-13
Compiling TSTs,
in BASIC, 7-1, 7-2
in COBOL, 7-1
TST switch, 2-1, 7-1
Crash recovery, 9-2
enabling, 9-8
DALLRT library routine, 4-1
BASIC parameters, 4-28
COBOL parameters, 4-27, 4-28
descriptions, 4-27
examples of usage, 4-28
status return codes, 4-28
Data,
available to a TST, 1-2
flow across a link, 6-1, 6-3,
6-9
flow through a transaction,
1-2
Data files,
adding records to, 3-7
closing, 3-5
deleting records from, 3-7
indexed, 3-2
maximum number, 9-7
opening, 3-4
permanent, 1-2, 3-2
reading records on, 3-7
relative, 3-1
sequential, 3-1
staged, 3-7
TST operations on, 3-1, 3-4
updating records on, 3-7
work, 1-2, 3-2
Date,
using GETlME library routine,
4-36
DEBUG utility, 2-2, 7-5, 7-7
dialog described, 7-7, 7-8
7-9

DEBUG Utility (Con't)
examples, 7-11 to 7-13
input data, 7-9
message files, 7-8
using, 7-7, 7-8, 7-9, 7-10,
14-1
workspace files, 7-9
Debugging,
TSTs in support environment,
7-7
TSTs in TP environment, 7-6,
14-1 to 14-16
DEC editor, 2-1, 2-2, 7-1
Definition Data Files, 8-1, 9-1
descriptions, 9-2
station definitions, 10-1
Deleting records, 3-7
in BASIC TSTs, 3-17
in COBOL TSTs, 3-14
methods, 12-5
on staged files, 3-9
Dialog conventions,
TRAX utilities, 8-2, 8-3
DROUTE library routine, 4-1
BASIC parameters, 4-27
COBOL parameters, 4-26
description, 4-26
examples of use, 4-27
status return codes, 4-27

Entry point,
TST, 2-3
Error recovery,
automatic exchange recovery,
11-3
BASIC TST ON ERROR routine,
3-18
COBOL USE procedure, 3-13,
3-14, 3-15
from locked record, 3-6
on I/O error, 3-71
Exchange, 1-1
definition dialog, 11-4
examples, 1-5, 1-7, 2-6, 2-8
label, 11-6
recovery, 11-3
restarting, 1-2, 2-1, 4-1,
4-19
subsequent action, 11-2, 11-7,
11-8
Exchange message, 1-1, 2-4, 2-5
and TST processing, 1-2, 2-1
as TST argument, 2-2, 2-4
data name, 2-3
defined in LINKAGE SECTION,
2-3
example, 1-5, 1-7

INDEX-2
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EXCHANGE message (Can't)
for SUBMIT command, 5-1
format for TRAX/TL, 6-2
format for TRAX/327l-TL, 6-9
from STTRAN library routine,
5-2, 5-3
logging, 11-3
maximum size, 2-5, 11-3
shown as TPTRAC output,
simulation in debug utility,
7-8
specification, 2-5
Exchange routing list, 1-2, 1-5,
1-7, 2-2, 4-1, 4-24 to 4-28,
6-1, 11-7
Exchange time limit,
defining, 11-6
FILDEF utility, 3-1, 3-3
adding a file definition,
12-3
and application security,
13-16, 13-18
and staging, 3-7
commands, 12-2
deleting a file definition,
12-11
described, 12-1, 12-2
editing a file definition,
12-3
function, 8-1, 12-1
invoking, 12-2
listing a file definition,
12-10
listing the index, 12-8
File Access Methods,

Hard record lock, 3-5, 3-6
error codes,
examples, 3-6

sequential, 3-3
File name,
logical, 3-1, 3-3
File sharing, 3-2, 12-5
maximum concurrent access,
12-5
read only files, 12-5
File specification format, 12-3,
12-4
Form definition file, 1-5
Form name,
define for an exchange, 11-6

GETFIL library routine, 4-1
BASIC parameters, 4-44
COBOL parameters, 4-43
description, 4-42
examples of usage, 4-43, 4-44
status return codes, 4-44

GETIME library routine, 4-1
BASIC parameters, 4-37, 4-38
COBOL parameters, 4-36, 4-37
description, 4-36
examples of usage, 4-37, 4-38
status return codes, 4-38
GETMBX library routine, 4-1
BASIC parameters, 4-33
COBOL parameters, 4-31, 4-32
description, 4-31
examples of usage, 4-32, 4-33
status return codes, 4-33,
4-34
GETRAN library routine, 4-1
BASIC parameters, 4-42
COBOL parameters, 4-41, 4-42
description, 4-41
examples of usage, 4-42
status return codes, 4-42
GETSRC library routine, 4-1
BASIC parameters, 4-40, 4-41
COBOL parameters, 4-40
description, 4-40
examples of usage, 4-40, 4-41
status return codes, 4-41
GETSTN library routine, 4-1
BASIC parameters, 4-39
COBOL parameters, 4-38, 4-39
description, 4-38
examples of use, 4-39
status return codes, 4-39

Indexed files, 3-2
and file definition, 12-4
keys defined for, 12-4
maximum key length, 12-5
I/O channel,
assigning, 3-4
connecting, 3-4
disconnecting, 3-4

Journaling,
enabling with TPCTRL, 14-3
in file definition, 12-6

Linking TSTs,
the TSTBLD utility, 7-2, 7-6,
14-1

INDEX-3
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Logging,
enabling with TPCTRL, 14-3
user data from TSTs, 1-2,
4-1, 4-45 to 4-47
Logical file name, 12-3
LOGTRN library routine, 4-1
BASIC parameters, 4-46, 4-47
COBOL parameters, 4-45, 4-46
description, 4-45
examples of usage, 4-46, 4-47
status return codes, 4-47
MACRO, 1-1
usage notes, A-I
Mailbox stations,
TST operations on, 1-2, 4-1,
4-28 to 4-35
Master link station,
defined in TPDEF, 9-6
used in TRAX/TL, 6-1 to 6-8
used in TRAX/327l-TL, 6-9 to
6-13
MBXNUM library routine, 4-1
BASIC parameters, 4-35
COBOL parameters, 4-34
description, 4-34
examples of usage, 4-34, 4-35
status return codes, 4-35
Messages,
see
Exchange message
Mailbox message
Receive link message
Report message
Response message
OPEN statement, 3-4
in BASIC TST, 3-16
in COBOL TST, 3-11
Passwords,
for user authorization, 13-8
Permanent data files, 3-1
access shown by TPTRAC, 14-8
to 14-16
defined using FILDEF, 12-1
to 12-11
disconnected by CLOSE statements, 3-5
opened by transaction
processor, 3-2
used by a transaction
processor, 12-1
TST record operations on, 1-2
PRCEED library routine, 4-1
BASIC parameters, 4-12
COBOL parameters, 4-11, 4-12

PRCEED library routine (Con1t}
description, 4-11
examples of use, 4-12, 4-13
in slave transaction, 6-6
status return codes, 4-13
Random access to files, 3-3
RDCUST TST, 1-5
compiled, 7-1
linked, 7-5, 7-6
Reading records, 3-7
in BASIC TSTs, 3-16
in COBOL TSTs, 3-13
trace output from, 14-11
Receive link message, 9-6
size in slave transaction,
6-1
Record layout, 3-10
specification sheet, 3-12
Record locking, 3-5
actions that cause, 3-5
and work files, 3-2
hard lock, 3-5, 3-6, 3-13,
12-6
in COBOL TSTs, 3-12, 3-13,
3-14
in permanent data files, 3-2
lock wait interval, 12-5
procedure, 3-5
read access to locked
records, 12-6
soft lock, 3-5, 3-6, 3-13,
12-6
Relative files, 3-1
Repeat,
exchange parameter, 11-8
REPLY,
BASIC parameters, 4-7, 4-8
COBOL parameters, 4-6, 4-7
examples of usage, 3-15,
3-18, 4-7, 4-8
library routine, 4-1, 4-5, 4-6
response message, 3-7, 4-5
shown with TPTRAC, 14-16
status return codes, 4-8
used in TRAX/TL, 6-6, 6-7
REPORT library routine, 4-1
BASIC parameters, 4-4
COBOL parameters, 4-2, 4-3
description, 4-2
example of use, 4-3, 4-4
status returns, 4-5
Report messages,
in TRACE output, 14-15
sent by a TST, 1-2, 4-1, 4-2,
14-15
Response message, 1-1
ABORT, 3-7, 4-1, 4-5, 4-8,
4-9, 4-10, 4-11
INDEX-4

RESPONSE message (Con't}
CLSTRN, 3-7, 4-1, 4-5, 4-15,
4-16
example, 1-5, 1-7
in terminal initiated
transaction, 4-5
PRCEED, 4-5, 4-11, 4-12, 4-13,
14-14
REPLY, 3-7, 4-1, 4-5, 4-6,
4-7, 4-8
sent by a TST, 1-2, 4-1, 4-5
sent to slave batch station,
5-2
sent to slave link station,
6-6
STPRPT, 4-1, 4-5, 4-13, 4-14,
4-15
TRNSFR, 4-1, 4-5, 4-17, 4-18,
4-19
RESTRT library routine, 4-1
BASIC parameters, 4-20
COBOL parameters, 4-19
description, 4-19
examples of usage, 4-19, 4-20
status return codes, 4-20
unsuccessful, 4-20
REWRIT TST, 1-7

Sequential access to files, 3-3
Sequential files, 3-1
deletions not allowed, 3-7
only one TST has write
access, 3-5
rewinding, 3-5
SERCTL utility, 14-2
SIGNOF,
form, 13-19, 13-22
incorporating into application, 13-13, 13-15
transaction, 13-12, 13-13,
13-14, 13-15, 13-19
TST, 13-17, 13-22
work classes, 13-13
SIGNON,
form, 13-19, 13-20, 13-21
incorporating into application, 13-13, 13-15
transaction, 13-12, 13-13,
13-14, 13-15, 13-20
TST, 13-17, 13-21
work class, 13-17, 13-22
Skeleton source files, 2-1
Slave batch station, 5-2
Slave link station, 6-6 to
6-8
defined in STADEF, 10-13
defined in TPDEF, 9-6

SNDMBX library routine, 4-1
BASIC parameters, 4-30
COBOL parameters, 4-29
description, 4-29
examples of usage, 4-30, 4-31
status return codes, 4-31
Soft record lock, 3-5, 3-6
error codes,
example, 3-6
Software Error Log, 2-2, 14-1
SERANL, 14-2
SERDAY, 14-2
SERLOG, 14-1
Source language libraries, 2-1
Spawning a transaction instance,
aborting a spawned transaction, 4-23
with TSPAWN, 4-20
STADEF utility,
and application security,
13-17
commands, 10-2
defining mailbox stations,
10-13, 10-14
defining master link stations,
10-11 to 10-13
defining slave batch stations,
10-13
defining slave link stations,
10-13
defining submit batch
stations, 10-13
defining terminal stations,
10-3 to 10-7
defining TST stations, 10-8
to 10-10
deleting station definitions,
10-8
function, 8-1
invoking, 10-1
listing station definitions,
10-15, 10-17
listing station index, 10-15,
10-16
station types, 10-3
Staging files, 3-7, 12-6
Stations, 1-1, 9-2, 10-1 to
10-18
and routing lists, 4-25 to
4-28
defining using STADEF, 10-1
to 10-18
mailbox, 1-,2, 4-1, 9-7, 10-1,
10-13, 10-14
master link, 6-1 to 6-13, 9-6,
10-1, 10-11, 10-12
slave batch, 5-2, 9-7, 10-1,
10-13
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STATIONS (Conlt)
slave link, 6-6 to 6-9, 9-6,
10-1, 10-13
submit batch, 5-1, 9-6, 10-1,
10-13
terminal, 4-1, 9-5, 10-1,
10-3 to 10-5, 13-17
TST, 1-1, 1-5, 1-7, 2-1, 9-6,
10-1, 10-5 to 10-8, 14-10
STPRPT library routine, 4-1
BASIC parameters, 4-14, 4-15
COBOL parameters, 4-13, 4-14
description, 4-13
examples of usage, 4-14, 4-15
status return codes, 4-15
used with TRAX/TL, 6-6, 6-7
STTRAN library routine,
BASIC parameters, 5-4, 5-5
COBOL parameters, 5-3
description, 5-2
examples of use, 5-4, 5-5
status return codes, 5-5
Submit batch station, 5-1
SUBMIT command,
sent from TST to batch
processor, 5-1
Subsequent action,
definition, 11-7, 11-8
System library routines, 1-2
calling from TSTs, 4-1
listed, 4-1
tracing calls to, 14-8
System workspace,
calculating, 11-5
size, 11-4

TABORT library routine, 4-1
BASIC parameters, 4-24
COBOL parameters, 4-23
description, 4-23
examples of use, 4-24
status return codes, 4-24
Terminal stations, 4-1, 9-5
associated work class, 10-4,
13-17
defining, 10-3
Time,
using GETIME library routine,
4-36
TPCTRL utility,
commands, 14-3
installing a TP, 14-3
removing a TP, 14-6
starting a TP, 14-3, 14-4
stopping a TP, 14-6

using, 14-2

TPDEF utility, 9-1 to 9-14
and application security,
13-13
commands, 9-4
copying a TP definition, 9-13
creating a TP definition,
9-4, 9-8, 9-10
deleting a TP definition,
9-14
dialog description, 9-3
editing a TP definition, 9-4,
9-8
function, 8-1
printing a TP definition,
9-11, 9-12
renaming a TP definition,
9-13
TP INDEX, 9-8, 9-9, 9-11
TPTRAC utility,
annotated output, 14-9 to
14-16
example of dialog, 14-8
using, 14-4, 14-6
TRADEF utility,
adding a transaction
definition, 11-2 to 11-10
and application security,
13-14, 13-15
commands, 11-2
deleting a transaction
definition, 11-12
editing a transaction
definition, 11-2 to 11-10
function, 8-1
invoking, 11-1, 11-2
listing the index of
transaction definitions,
11-11
listing a transaction
definition, 11-11, 11-12
Transaction, 1-1
CHGCUS, 1-2 to 1-4
control, 4-1
debugging in TP environment,
14-1
definition, 1-2, 1-5, 1-7,
2-1, 2-5, 2-6, 11-1 to
11-13
design of, 1-1
design using TRAX/TL, 6-1 to
6-8
design using TRAX/3271-TL,
6-9 to 6-13
example of, 1-2, 1-3, 1-4
names in work class
definitions, 13-2, 13-5
SIGNOF, 13-15 to 13-24
SIGNON, 13-15 to 13-24
types, 9-2
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Transaction instance, 1-1, 2-1
aborting from a TST, 1-2, 4-1,
4-23, 4-24
initiated by batch job, 5-2
instances, 9-2
maximum concurrent, 9-5
record context, 3-4
spawned from a TST, 1-2, 4-1,
4-20, 4-21
traced output, 14-9 to 14-16
Transaction processor, 1-1
calls TST, 2-1
controlled by TPCTRL, 14-2
to 14-6
data structures, 9-1, 9-2
debugging, 2-2
definition file, 9-1
definition process, 8-1, 9-1
to 9-14
installing and testing, 14-1
to 14-16
opens data files, 3-1, 3-4
passes parameters to TST, 1-1,
2-3
specification sheet, 9-9
tracing operations of, 14-7
to 14-17
Transaction processor definition
utilities, 1-1
AUTDEF, 8-1, 9-2
dialog conventions, 8-2, 8-3
FILDEF, 3-1, 3-3, 8-1, 9-2
STADEF, 1-1, 8-1, 9-2, 10-1
to 10-18
TPDEF, 8-1, 9-1 to 9-14
TRADEF, 8-1, 9-2, 11-1 to
11-13
WORDEF, 8-1, 9-2
Transaction processor trace
facility, 2-2, 14-1, 14-4,
14-9 to 14-16
Transaction slot, 1-1
maximum size, 9-7, 9-8
traced output, 14-10 to 14-16
Transaction Step Tasks (TSTs),
1-1
actions performed by, 1-2
calling parameters, 1-1
coding, 2-1, 2-2
compiling, 2-2, 7-1
debugging, 1-1, 7-6 to 7-13,
14-1
developing, 2-2
exiting from, 2-9
integrating into a transaction processor, 1-1
linking, 2-2
preparing for I/O, 5-4
station, 1-1, 1-5, 1-7, 2-1

Transaction Step Tasks (TSTs)
(Cont.),
structural requirements, 2-2
submitting batch jobs, 5-1
using, 2-1
using system library
routines, 4-1
writing for TRAX/TL, 6-1 to
6-8
writing for TRAX/3271-TL,
6-9 to 6-13
Transaction workspace, 1-1, 1-2,
2-6
as TST argument, 2-2, 2-4, 2-6
coding in COBOL, 2-8
data name, 2-3
defined in LINKAGE SECTION,
2-3
logging, 11-3
maximum size, 2-6
simulated in debug utility,
7-9
size, 11-3
specification, 2-7, 2-8
trace output showing, 14-10
to 14-16
transmits data across
exchanges, 2-6
WKMAP statement, 2-8, 2-9
TRAX/TL, 6-1 to 6-8
TRAX/3271-TL, 6-9 to 6-13
TRNSFR library routine, 4-1
BASIC parameters, 4-18
COBOL parameters, 4-17
description, 4-17
examples of usage, 4-18
status return codes, 4-19
used in TRAX/TL, 6-6, 6-7
TSPAWN library routine, 4-1
BASIC parameters, 4-22
COBOL parameters, 4-20, 4-21
description, 4-20
examples of usage, 4-21, 4-22
status return codes, 4-22
TSTBLD utility, 4-1
and TP debug, 14-1, 14-4
dialog described, 7-2 to 7-4
examples of use, 7-5, 7-6,
14-1
specification defaults, 7-3
using, 2-2, 7-2, 14-1
TSTEP,
required as TST program ID,
2-3
required in TST statement,
2-4
Updating records, 3-7
in BASIC TSTs, 3-17
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UPDATING records (Con't)
in COBOL TSTs, 3-13, 3-14
on staged files, 3-9
User authorizations,
and work classes, 13-8, 13-21
defined, 13-7
names, 13-8, 13-20
passwords, 13-8, 13-20
role in application security,
13-7, 13-17, 13-19, 13-21
VALIDC TST, 1-7

WAIT,
exchange parameter, 11-7, 11-8
WORDEF utility,
adding a work class
definition, 13-2
commands, 13-2
deleting a work class
definition, 13-5
editing a work class
definition, 13-2
function, 8-1, 13-1

WORDEF utility (Con't)
invoking, 13-1
listing the index of work
classes, 13-4
listing a work class
definition, 13-5
role in application security,
13-17, 13-19
Work classes, 13-1 to 13-6
defined, 13-1
for terminal station, 10-4
in user authorization, 13-8,
13-21
names, 13-2, 13-3, 13-8
role in application security,
13-1, 13-17, 13-19
Work files, 3-2, 12-4
defined using FILDEF, 12-1
to 12-11
opened and closed, 3-2
TST operations on, 1-2
used by a transaction
processor, 12-1
Writing records, 3-7
in BASIC TSTs, 3-17
in COBOL TSTs, 3-13
to staged files, 3-9
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READER'S COMMENTS
NOTE: This form is for document comments only. DIGITAL will use comments submitted on this form at the
company's discretion. If you require a written reply and are eligible to receive one under Software
Performance Report (SPR) service, submit your comments on an SPR form.

Did you find this manual understandable, usable, and well-organized? Please make suggestions for improvement.

Did you fmd errors in this manual? If so, specify the error and the page number.

Please indicate the type of user/reader that you most nearly represent.

o

o
o
o
o
o
Name

Assembly language programmer
Higher-level language programmer
Occasional programmer (experienced)
User with little programming experience
Student programmer
Other (please specify) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Date ____________________________________________

Organization ___________________________________________________

State _ _ _ _ _ _ Zip Code _ _ _ _ _ _ __
or
Country
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